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ABSTRACT 

The human lacrimal gland, one of the exocrine glands in the body, plays an important 

role in lubricating and hydrating the ocular surface epithelium. The susceptibility of 

the gland to immune mediated insults, radiation induced damage and age related 

atrophic changes, which cannot be satisfactorily managed with the current line of 

therapeutics, causes high incidences of dry eye related morbidity in the population (7-

33%). Though the tear film is contributed by three different glands and tissue, our 

focus has been towards lacrimal gland since, aqueous deficiency contributes to nearly 

quarter of cases of DES. The current management options provide only temporary and 

short term relief to the patients. This raises a need for alternate and long-term 

management options like cell replacement therapy with functionally competent cells. 

The present study tries to establish a successful method of isolating, culturing and 

characterizing the human lacrimal gland cells and providing proof of concept of 

preserved function and presence of ‘stem-like cells’.  

The present study was approved by the Intuitional Review Board (IRB) of the 

L V Prasad Eye Institute, Hyderabad. Fresh human lacrimal gland was harvested after 

obtaining written informed consent from patients undergoing exenteration surgery for 

therapeutic indications. A total of 30 normal lacrimal glands and 3 post-radiated 

lacrimal glands were used in the study.  Human lacrimal gland cultures could be 

established from the normal tissue as adherent monolayer on matrices like denuded 

human amniotic membrane, collagen I and Matrigel™; with formation of spherules 

on the monolayers and the attempt to form duct-like connections between them. These 
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cultures could be maintained in-vitro for 30-35 days, passaged for 3-4 passages, 

cryopreserved as well as revived with a revival efficiency of 60% for use at a later 

date. Epithelial cultures could not be established from the post-radiated tissue under 

our culture conditions. 

We could also establish 3 D spherule under serum free conditions with 

enriched population of stem-like cells, as well as differentiated cells with secretory 

capacity. These were termed as ‘lacrispheres’ similar to the term coined for exocrine 

salivary gland- salispheres.  Though not evaluated for their in-vivo function after 

transplantation, we speculate that they have a higher propensity to restore 3D 

structure and function.  

Immunophenotyping of the cultured cells (with normal human lacrimal gland 

as control) indicates the presence of polymorphous population of cells- epithelial 

(acinar and ductal), myoepithelial as well as mesenchymal, similar to that present in 

the native gland, suggesting that all these cells could be proliferated in-vitro. It was 

also observed that the percentages of epithelial and mesenchymal cells tend to change 

with prolonged in-vitro culture. The percentages of epithelial cells reduce from 

14.8±3.45% to 2.7± 1.7% (EpCAM positivity by FACS); while on the other hand the 

proportion of mesenchymal cells increases from 2.9±.91% to 13.3±10.2% (CD90 

positivity). These observations, we believe, would be useful in establishing enriched 

population of epithelial cells vs mesenchymal cells. 

Since our long term goal is to explore the possibility of a replacement therapy, 

the next logical step in in-vitro culture of lacrimal gland cells was to evaluate the 

synthesis and secretory potential of these cells. Under the present culture condition of 
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Matrigel™ coating as ECM and EGF supplemented HepatoSTIM media we provide 

the first evidence that the human lacrimal gland cells could maintain their synthesis 

and secretory potential in the culture system. The mRNA for the three tear proteins 

considered in the present study (scIgA, lysozyme and lactoferrin) as well as mucin 

and aquaporin 5 were found to be present in the cultured cells indicating the potential 

of these cells to synthesize and secrete the proteins. The proteins were also detected 

and quantified (by sandwich ELISA) in the conditioned media indicating the potential 

of the cultured cells to secrete it into the culture media (conditioned media). The 

results indicate that the secretion of these proteins ranged from 47.43 to 61.56 ng/ml 

of scIgA, 24.36 to 144.74 ng/ml of lysozyme and 32.45 to 40.31ng/ml of lactoferrin 

on Matrigel™ coated dishes (Table 3.6) in day 7 cultures. These cultures retained 

their secretory ability till day 21. The amount of protein secretion increased from day 

7, peaks at day 14 of in-vitro culture and then declined by day 21.  

To address the question whether the human lacrimal gland and the cultured 

cells would have stem-like cells, we explored the possibility using CD117 as a stem 

cell marker, ALDEFLUOR™ assay, label retaining studies, clonal assay and cell 

cycle analysis. While the presence of such cells is known in breast, pancreas and 

salivary gland such information is not forthcoming in human lacrimal gland. In view 

of this our results documenting the presence of stem cells in human lacrimal gland 

cells is an important contribution. The results show that the freshly isolated cells of 

the native human lacrimal gland, when analyzed by flow cytometry, show 6.7±2.0% 

of the cells to be positive for the stem cell marker CD117. CD117 was seen in both 

acinar and ductal compartment with varying pattern of basal and baso-lateral staining. 
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However our attempts to localize them in-situ were inconclusive from the limited 

study of the histology and immunophenotyping. The cultures, in addition to showing 

differentiated cells (epithelial, myoepithelial and mesenchymal) also showed the 

presence of stem-like cells constituting 0.2±0.05% of total cells by DIV 14. The proof 

of stem-like cells was also substantiated by label retaining studies, clonal assay and 

ALDEFLUOR™ studies. The proportion of stem-like cells reduces to 0.13±0.03% 

CD117 by DIV 21. This declining percentage of stem cell population under prolonged 

culture conditions prompted us to attempt optimizing the in-vitro conditions further. 

Modification of the culture conditions and serum withdrawal led to generation of 3D 

lacrispheres. These lacrispheres, on flow cytometric evaluation, showed higher 

percentage of CD117 positive cells (0.8% Vs 0.2%), higher fraction of quiescent 

(76.9% Vs 66.9% in the G0/G1 phase of cell cycle) cells and colony forming units 

(3.1%). This is a novel and promising development documenting enrichment of stem 

cells that warrants further exploration by in-vivo transplantation studies.  

One of the important factors responsible for the development of dry eye in 

patients is the exposure to radiotherapy as a treatment modality for ocular 

malignancies and locally aggressive benign tumors. While clinical documentation of 

dry eye has been reported as one of the morbidities of ocular radiation, this study 

provides the first proof of sequential and progressive development of dry eye in 

patients, substantiated with histological documentation of near total ablation of 

glandular architecture, loss of differentiated and stem-like cells. The TEM studies also 

corroborate these findings. Although the mechanism of cell death was not evaluated 

in this study, there is evidence that post-radiated cell death could possibly be by 
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apoptosis.  

 Physiologically this destruction of lacrimal gland cells translates to reduction 

in the aqueous component of the tear film resulting in destabilization and 

hyperosmolarity of the tear film and eventual ocular surface damage. The Kaplan- 

Meir survival analysis showed that despite advances and refinement in the techniques 

and protocols of radiotherapy, nearly half of the patients (47.07%) who undergo 

orbital radiotherapy develop dry eye with nearly one-sixth (15.7%) developing 

chronic grade 4 dry eye. The analysis also showed that the average time for 50% of 

the patient population to develop DES ranged from 0.5 yrs (age group > 50 yrs) to 

2.9yrs (age group 0-11 yrs) with female gender and >50 age group being a more 

susceptible population.  

In conclusion, this novel study provides evidence that freshly isolated human 

lacrimal gland cells could be cultured successfully to expand the population of 

epithelial cells,  with evidence of secretory function; presence of stem-like cells in the 

culture system and normal human lacrimal gland.  These ex- vivo expanded human 

lacrimal gland cells have the dual potential to be used as a cell source for cell 

replacement therapy as well as the potential to provide source of naturally secreted 

products for pharmacological management of dry eye due to lacrimal gland 

insufficiency. This we believe is an important stepping stone towards developing cell 

therapy for lacrimal gland insufficiency in future.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Review of Literature 

1.1 Introduction 

The eye is an integral component of the visual system, the function of which is dependent 

on all the layers including the ocular surface. The ocular surface is covered by a 

continuous sheet of non-secretory, stratified, non-keratinized epithelial cells with a 

turnover of about 7-10 days [1].  It can be divided into three distinct anatomic regions: the 

cornea, the conjunctiva and the limbus which separates the two. The stability and integrity 

of the ocular surface depends not only on the viability of the lining epithelial cells but also 

greatly on the stability of the tear film that covers the anterior surface of the eye. The tear 

film is a dynamic physiological secretion contributed by the lacrimal gland, meibomian 

gland as well as the conjunctival goblet cells. The tear film has three basic layers - the 

outer thin lipid layer (0.2µm) secreted by the meibomian glands, the middle bulk of 

aqueous layer (3-8µm) secreted by the lacrimal gland and the inner mucinous layer (1µm) 

secreted by the conjunctival goblet cells. Collectively, these layers of the tear film perform 

a number of important physiological functions:  keep the cornea wet allowing gaseous 

exchange between the environment and the epithelium; contribute to the transparency of 

the cornea and determine the quality of image projected on the retina for cortical sensing. 

The periocular tear film is also responsible for providing nutrition to the cornea by acting 

as a coupling medium for the environmental oxygen; protecting the ocular surface due to 

its anti-microbial properties and providing physical protection against the shearing force of 

blinking [2].  
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1.2 The Human Lacrimal Gland  

The human lacrimal gland is a tubulo-acinar, almond shaped exocrine gland located 

superior and lateral to the eye, just inside the orbital margin in the fossa glanduloe 

lacrimalis of the frontal bone [3] (Figure 1.1). Being an exocrine gland it has a system of 

associated ducts that drain its secretions onto the ocular surface. The lacrimal gland is 

divided based on the anatomic location into the main gland (orbital and palpebral portions) 

and the accessory glands (Glands of Wolfring and Krauss). The lacrimal gland, together 

with the meibomian gland, ocular surface, lids and the sensory/ motor neurons that 

connect them forms a system known as the lacrimal functional unit, the most important 

function of which is to maintain the stability of the tear film, transparency of the cornea 

and the quality of the image projected onto the retina for cortical sensing [4].  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Figure 1.1:  Location of the human lacrimal gland and the lacrimal functional unit 
(Adapted from Perry et al., 2008 & Duane’s Clinical Ophthalmology) 
  

A B 
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1.3 Anatomy  

The lacrimal gland is variable in proportion of lobes and quite a few individual variations 

have been noted in terms of its size. The gland is divided by the lateral horn of the 

aponeurosis of the levator muscle into the orbital and the palpebral lobes (Figure 1.2). The 

orbital lobe is the bigger of the two- almost twice the size of the palpebral lobe. It lies in 

the lacrimal fossa on the anterior-lateral portion of the orbit. The palpebral lobe lies below 

the aponeurosis of the levator muscle in contact with the superior lateral conjunctival 

fornix. The lacrimal gland measures 20-25 mm x 10-15 mm x 3-6mm [5]. Excretory ducts 

from both the orbital as well as the palpebral lobes open into the superior conjunctival 

fornix. Two to six secretory ducts from the orbital lobe of the lacrimal gland pass through 

the palpebral lobe or along its fibrous capsule, joining with ducts from the palpebral lobe 

to form 6 to 12 tubules that empty into the supero-lateral conjunctival fornix 4–5 mm 

above the tarsus [6]. 

          
 Figure 1.2: Lobes 
of human main 
lacrimal gland. 
(Adapted from 
Gray’s Anatomy) 
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The accessory lacrimal glands are divided into gland of Wolfring and the gland of 

Krauss. Both of these are located in the lamina propria of the conjunctiva and their ducts 

open directly on the conjunctival surface. There are approximately 2-5 glands of Wolfring 

on the upper eyelid and about 1-3 on the lower lid. They are situated in the upper border of 

the tarsus midway between the ends of the tarsal glands. The glands of Krauss are placed 

deeply in the substantia propria of the upper fornix between the tarsus and the inferior 

lacrimal gland. There are about forty glands of Krauss on the upper eyelid and around 6-8 

on the lower lid. The function of these accessory lacrimal glands is to produce and secrete 

tears directly onto the conjunctival surface [6]. 

1.4 Embryology  

The development of the human lacrimal gland has been the subject of numerous studies 

since the early 1900s. Most of these studies, other than the one published by Tripathi and 

Tripathi, 1990 [7], report that the secretory gland develops from the ectoderm of the 

superior conjunctival fornix in human embryos with a crown to rump length of 22-24 mm 

[8]. 

The two main lacrimal gland lobes- the orbital and the palpebral lobes- originate 

not simultaneously but one after the other. The orbital lobe originates from the 

proliferation of conjunctival fornix epithelial cells in the form of five or six epithelial buds 

and its formation concludes by the end of the second month. This is followed by initiation 

of the palpebral lobe formation. The orbital and the palpebral lobes are separated by the 

levator muscle tendon, which forms during the third week of development.  
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An important study published by Caudra-Blanco et.al., in 2003 [8] established a 

precise morphogenetic timetable for the development of the human lacrimal gland. This 

study divided the development of the gland in a time- wise fashion into the various 

O’Rahilly stages, which is an embryonic staging system initiated by George Streeter, 

completed by Rohan O’Rahilly and revised by O’Rahilly and Fabiola Muller [9]. 

This staging system divides the embryonic growth into various stages depending 

on the crown to rump length (CRL) of the embryos, their gestational age and their 

embryonic age. Described below is the morphogenetic evolution of the human lacrimal 

gland in the various O’Rahilly stages [8] (Figure 1.3) 

O’Rahilly stage 18: During this stage only the initiation of development of the palpebral 

primordium has been observed without any other appreciable morphological changes.  

O’Rahilly stage 19, 20 and 21: During stage 19, the superior conjunctival fornix thickens 

and the surrounding mesenchyme condenses with an intermediate area of very few or no 

cells (Figure 1.3a). 

During stage 20, solid epithelial buds arise from the ectoderm of the superio-lateral 

conjunctival fornix, this epithelium thickens and becomes a nodular-shaped cell mass. 

There is condensation of mesenchyme surrounding the superior fornix epithelium, which 

takes on an ovoid form. This epithelial budding/ thickening and mesenchymal 

condensation continues till the fetus is of 21-23 mm CRL. These condensed rounded 

epithelial buds in the superior conjunctival fornix together with the associated 

mesenchyme constitute the glandular area. The early epithelial buds in the first two 
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months form the orbital lobe. During O’Rahilly stage 20 the palpebral primordia also get 

defined though the palpebral lobes originate a little later from the secondary epithelial 

buds (Figure 1.3 b & c). 

O’Rahilly stage 22: The posterior and the medial extremes of the gland primordium, 

which later develops into the orbital lobe of the lacrimal gland, gets innervated at this 

stage with the lacrimal artery and the lacrimal nerve (Figure 1.3 d). 

O’Rahilly stage 23: This stage marks the end of the embryonal period. It is marked by the 

appearance of lumen within the glandular epithelial buds in embryos of 28.5 mm CRL. 

The upper rectus muscle, surrounded by mesenchymal condensation, approaches the 

ocular sclera. During this stage the eyelid closure is also initiated (Figure 1.3 e & f). 

9-12th weeks: In the 9th week, the levator palpebral superioris muscle formation is initiated 

which expands by week 10 and its aponeurotic expansion divides the lacrimal gland into 

the orbital and the palpebral lobes. The epithelial buds continue to invaginate from the 

fornix epithelium (Figure 1.3 g). 

13-14th weeks: This stage of embryonic development witnesses two important events in 

the lacrimal gland formation:  branching of the glandular parenchyma and the anastomosis 

between the lacrimal and the zygomatic nerve in the interior of the gland. These events are 

accompanied by an increase in glandular vascularization (Figure 1.3 h). 

15-16th weeks:  During this time, the stroma is seen to condense and the glandular lobes 

get organized within the presumptive glandular mass. By the end of the 16th week, each of 
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the lobes get vascularized. However, the formation of the epithelial buds at the 

conjunctival fornix continues (Figure 1.3 i). 

The lacrimal excretory system is an important feature which begins its 

development at 7mm CRL embryo stage. During this stage the naso-optic fissure develops 

and by day 43 of embryonic age, the thick cord of epithelium along the floor of the naso-

optic fissure, gets buried to form a rod connected to the surface epithelium at only the 

orbital and the nasal sides. The superior end of this rod enlarges to become the lacrimal 

sac which gives off two columns of cells that invaginate the eyelid margins and develop 

into canaliculi. By the 4th month of embryonic development, canalization of this 

nasolacrimal ectodermal rod occurs. The central cells of the rod degenerate by necrobiosis 

forming a lumen closed at the superior end by the conjunctival and the canalicular 

epithelium and at the inferior end by the nasal and the nasolacrimal epithelium. The 

lacrimal gland development continues and by the 7th month of embryonic age the superior 

membrane of the puncta gets canalized completely and the eyelids separate. 
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Figure 1.3: Summary of human lacrimal gland development (Adapted from Caudra- 
Blanco et al., 2003) A) Human embryo O’Rahilly’s stage 18;Frontal section (B) Human 
embryo O’Rahilly’s stage 20; Oblique fronto-transverse section (C) Human embryo 
O’Rahilly’s stage21;Frontal section (D) Human embryo O’Rahilly’s stage 22;. Frontal 
section  (×10). (E) Human embryo O’Rahilly’s stage 23; Frontal section (×20). (F) 
Human embryo O’Rahilly’s stage 23; Transverse section (×20). (G) Human fetus week 10 
of development; Transverse section (×10). Fibrous expansion of the levator palpebrae 
superioris appears. (H) Human fetus week 13 of development; Transverse section (×10). 
The lacrimal and zygomatic nerves are observed to be accompanied by their respective 
arteries at the dorsomedial portion of the lacrimal gland (LG). (I) Human fetus week 15 of 
development; Transversal section (×20 magnification). The lacrimal gland, now with both 
a stromal portion (SP) and an acinose portion (AP), takes on an adult-like appearance. 
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To summarize the three distinct phases in human lacrimal gland development (Figure 1.4): 

1. Presumptive glandular stage (O’Rahilly’s stages 19-20) 

2. Epithelial bud stage (O’Rahilly’s stages 21-23) 

3. Glandular maturity stage (9th week of development onwards) 

 

 
 
Figure 1.4: Stages in human lacrimal gland development (Adapted from Caudra- Blanco 
et al., 2003) 
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Table 1.1: Lacrimal gland and the lacrimal excretory system development timeline 

Embryonic Development 
O’Rahilly 
Stage 

CRL (mm) Features 

14-15 7 Naso-optic fissure develops 
18 13-17 Initiation of palpebral primordium and the naso-      

lacrimal duct formation 
19 16-18 Epithelium of superior conjunctival fornix thickens and 

the mesenchyme condenses 
20 18-22 Mesenchyme takes on an ovoid form, upper eyelids 

appear 
21 22-24 Epithelial buds condense and invaginate the 

surrounding mesenchyme in the superior conjunctival 
fornix 

22 23-28 Lacrimal artery and the lacrimal vein enter the epithelial 
glandular mass 

23 27-31 Lumen appear in epithelial buds, eyelid closure initiated 
Fetal Development 

Week CRL (mm) Features 
9-12 23-66 Secondary epithelial buds form the palpebral lobe, 

Levator palpebral superioris muscle formed which 
divides the gland into the orbital and the palpebral 
lobes, lacrimal ducts canalized 

13-14 67-80 Branching of glandular parenchyma, anastomosis of 
lacrimal and zygomatic nerve 

15-16 101-116 Glandular lobes get organized and vascularised, stroma 
condenses 

28  376 
(crown to 
heel) 

Superior membrane of puncta canalized completely, 
eyelids separate 
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Epithelial-mesenchymal interaction has been considered by a number of authors to be 

responsible for morphogenesis, organogenesis, cell differentiation and growth [10, 11] . 

Lacrimal gland development is an example of such an interaction [12] in which the bud-

like invagination of conjunctival epithelium at the fornix is the process which initiates 

lacrimal gland development. The mesenchymal cells surrounding the point of epithelial 

budding are the periocular cells of neural crest origin [13]. The tubular invaginations of 

the lacrimal gland extends and branches multiple times to form the lobular structure of the 

mature lacrimal gland. 

1.5 Histology 

1.5.1 Tissue architecture 

Human lacrimal gland is a mixed sero-mucous tubuloacinar structure. The main secretory 

components of the gland are the pyramid-shaped secretory epithelial/ acinar cells, which 

comprise major portion of the gland. The acinar cells are secretory cuboidal epithelium 

with basally located nucleus and large peri-nuclear golgi apparatus [14]. Their apical 

portion is filled with many periodic acid Schiff’s base (PAS) positive secretory granules 

and the base is associated with a basement membrane. This architecture is responsible for 

polarization of the cells and is essential for the ability of the cells to secrete water, 

electrolytes and proteins. The acinar cells are linked together by apical tight junctions 

which not only mechanically attaches the cells, but also couples them chemically and 

electrically. The basolateral membrane has the receptors for neuropeptides, hormones and 

growth factors that are involved in the secretory functions of the cell [14].  
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The lumen of the acinar cells come together to form the interlobular and 

intralobular excretory ducts lined by cuboidal epithelium (Figure 1.5).  Like their acinar 

counterparts, the ductal cells (Figure 1.5) are also linked on their apical side by tight 

junction. This creates polarization and contributes to unidirectional secretion of lacrimal 

fluids. One of the most important functions of the ductal cells, in addition to collection and 

transport of lacrimal secretions, is dilution of primary lacrimal fluid by secreting 

electrolytes and water. These cells also synthesize proteins in their endoplasmic reticulum 

and Golgi complex and store the same in apical vesicles, though to a significantly lesser 

extent. The third important cell type that contributes to the architecture of the lacrimal 

gland are the myoepithelial cells (Figure 1.5). These have stellate, spindle-shaped or 

transitional (between the two) multiprocessed morphology and are alpha-smooth muscle 

actin (α-SMA) and cytokeratin 5 positive. They envelop the basal portion of the acinar and 

ductal cells and help them contract in order to empty their contents into the lumen or to 

propel the fluids forward. The myoepithelial cells have numerous G protein coupled 

receptors and other signaling components but their exact role in the production of lacrimal 

fluids still needs to be elucidated [15] 

The lacrimal gland also contains a population of fibroblasts (which secrete 

collagen and heparin), dendritic cells, circulating lymphocytes and plasma cells. These 

plasma cells secrete the J chain of the IgA which couples with the secretory component 

synthesized by the acinar cells to form the functionally complete IgA which is involved in 

ocular immunity 
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. 
Figure 1.5: Lacrimal gland histology and duct system 
A) The histoarchitecture of the gland shows the acinar, ductal and myoepithelial cells with 
stromal fibroblasts; B) Pictorial representation of pattern of duct system in the gland (Adapted 
from Dean et al., 2004) 
 
1.5.2 Blood supply 

The lacrimal gland is supplied with arterial blood through the lacrimal branch of 

the ophthalmic artery and sometimes from the infra-orbital branch of the maxillary artery 

and the recurrent meningeal artery. The venous drainage follows a similar course as the 

artery and drains into the superior ophthalmic vein[6] (Figure 1.6)

 

Figure1.6: Vascular supply to the lacrimal gland (Adapted from Gray’s Anatomy) 
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1.5.3 Nerve supply 

The lacrimal gland is innervated by the cranial nerves V and VII as well as 

parasympathetic and sympathetic fibres of the autonomic nervous system (Figure 1.7). 

However, the parasympathetic system predominates both anatomically as well as 

functionally.The parasympathetic innervation to the lacrimal gland is quite complex. 

Parasympathetic secretomotor fibers originate in the lacrimal nucleus of the pons, travel a 

long distance within the nervusintermedius, the greater superficial petrosal nerve, the deep 

petrosal nerve, and the vidian nerve to finally synapse in the pterygopalatine ganglion 

[16].Postganglionic parasympathetic fibers leave the pterygopalatine ganglion via the 

pterygopalatine nerves to innervate the lacrimal gland [17, 18]. In addition, some fibers 

may join the zygomatic nerve as it branches from the maxillary division of the trigeminal 

nerve and enters the orbit through the inferior orbital fissure. Branches of the zygomatic 

nerve may ascend and enter the posterior surface of the lacrimal gland either alone or in 

combination with the lacrimal nerve [6] 

Sympathetic nerves come along with the lacrimal artery and parasympathetic in the 

zygomatic nerve. The zygomatic branch of the maxillary trigeminal nerve gives off the 

lacrimal branch before further divisions. This lacrimal branch anastomoses with the 

lacrimal nerve of the ophthalmic trigeminal nerve or travels along the periorbital region to 

independently enter the gland at its posterio-lateral aspect.   
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The sympathetic fibers originate in the superior cervical ganglion and arrive with the 

lacrimal artery and along with parasympathetic fibers in the zygomatic nerve to innervate 

the lacrimal gland [6]. 

 

Figure 1.7: Nerve supply to the lacrimal gland (http://www.surgicalneurologyint.com) 
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1.6 Physiology 

The lacrimal gland synthesizes and secretes a number of proteins and water and 

contributes to the aqueous component of the tear film. This synthesis and secretion of 

proteins and water is stimulated by neurotransmitters and neuropeptides fired by the 

nerves that innervate the gland (Figue 1.8). The acinar cell membrane is differentiated by 

junctional complexes into basolateral and apical domains. The apical domain is believed to 

contain water channels like aquaporin 5 and Cl– and K+ channels that allow the movement 

of solute across the epithelium. The basolateral membranes contain large numbers of Na+ 

pumps, the Na+-K+-ATPase, which actively move K+ into the cell and Na+ out of the cell, 

maintaining the normal gradient across the membrane. The change in this gradient is the 

driving force behind the movement of ions and water across the epithelium. In addition, 

there are a number of co- transport systems or porters, which are driven by the 

concentration gradients created by the Na-K pump and by the HCO3
–produced by carbonic 

anhydrase. One co-transport system mediates the influx of Na+ coupled to the outward flux 

of H+ while a second system affects the efflux of bicarbonate ion (HCO3
–)and associated 

influx of Cl– [14, 19]. 

The baso-lateral membranes also have ion channels, specifically for K+, Cl– and 

Ca2+. The Ca2+ channels are involved in the process of excitation/secretion coupling and, 

by affecting the permeability of other ion channels, indirectly regulate the movement of 

water, though to a small extent. The apical membrane of the cell, however, is believed to 

be rich in Cl– channels, which are Ca2+ sensitive. On activation of the cell, the raised 
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intracellular Ca2+ opens the Cl–channels that allow efflux of Cl– into the lumen. Na+ 

follows this efflux across the epithelium through the junctional complexes as well as 

through the cation channels in the acinar cells. This osmotic movement of ions into the 

lumen is what drives the movement of water through the aquaporin channels into the 

lumen to maintain the osmotic balance [14]. 

The Cl– gradient across the cell membrane and the relation of the cell membrane 

potential to the cell Cl–equilibrium potential dictates the movement of Cl– out of the apical 

membrane. As long as the membrane potential is below the Cl– equilibrium potential, Cl–

moves out of the cell into the lumen and so will water. As the cell becomes depolarized, 

less Cl–moves out and thus less water exits. If the membrane potential becomes equal to or 

depolarized above the Cl– equilibrium potential, then there is be no net outward Cl– or 

water movement. Because the efflux of Cl–depolarizes the membrane potential, the 

associated efflux of K+ in the basolateral surface and apical domains is essential to 

effectively provide a hyperpolarizing force required to maintain the membrane potential 

below the Cl-equilibrium potential. The permeability of both Cl– and K+ channels therefore 

regulates the movement of water across the epithelium [14].  

The acinar cells have receptors for acetylcholine (muscarinic M3), vasoactive 

intestinal peptide (VIP) (type I&II), and nor-epinephrine (α&β). Some of the cells also 

have receptors for peptides of proenkephalin family, neuropeptides Y, adenocorticotrophic 

hormone (ACTH), and α- melanocyte stimulating hormone (α-MSH). However, it is not 

essential that all the acinar cells of the gland possess these receptors; but since they are so 
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extensively and intimately coupled by gap junctions and second messengers (Ca+2 and 

inositol triphosphate), activation of any one group of cells causes secondary activation of 

others. As most of these receptors are G-protein coupled, the activity of these second 

messengers is tightly regulated by the G-proteins [14]. 

The muscarinic receptors are linked to G proteins, which are in turn associated 

with phospholipase C. This complex on activation results in increased production of 

inositol triphosphate (IP3) and diacyl glycerol (DAG). IP3 induces release of intracellular 

stores of Ca+2 as well as causes opening of calcium channels. This transiently increases 

intracellular calcium levels, which in turn causes opening of calcium dependent K+ and Cl- 

channels involved in secretion of water. DAG activates several protein kinase C iso-

enzymes, which further aid secretion. Vasoactive Intestinal Peptide (VIP) receptors are 

coupled to G proteins that activate adenylatecyclase, which causes increased cyclic AMP 

levels (cAMP). This increased cAMP levels activate protein kinase A, that stimulates 

protein secretion. In addition, VIP also causes an increase in intracellular calcium leading 

to secretion of water. α- Adrenergic agonists stimulate protein secretion by activating 

protein kinase C, without the associated activation of IP3, calcium or cAMP. 

Proenkephalins have an inhibitory effect on protein secretion induced either by VIP or 

Acetylcholine (Ach) [14].  

Protein secretion by the lacrimal acinar cells involves formation and subsequent 

fusion of vesicles with the apical cell membrane. This process depends on the movement 

of the membrane from Golgi complex to the apex. In order to conserve cell membrane 
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there is endocytotic process of internalization and intracellular processing of the apical 

membrane; while the basolateral membrane gets internalized into the cell where it is 

processed. Some of this membrane is used for apical secretion of scIgA complex while the 

rest is cycled back to the basolateral surface post intracellular processing. This basolateral 

membrane traffic has been implicated in a number of important processes like the means 

for the entry of prolactin into the secretory acinar cells and their subsequent functioning. It 

is also involved in the secretion of autoantigens, major histocompatibility complex II and 

antigen presentation which leads to immune mediated apoptosis of acinar cells and loss of 

physiological function as seen in conditions like Sjogren’s syndrome [14]. 

 
Figure 1.8: Secretion of protein, electrolytes and water by lacrimal gland  
(Adapted from Dartt,  2004) 
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1.7 The Tear Film 

The periocular tear film covers the anterior surface of the eye and contributes to the health 

and stability of the ocular surface. The tear film is composed of three dynamic layers: the 

lipid layer (0.2μ) secreted by the meibomian gland, the aqueous layer (3-8μ) secreted by 

the lacrimal gland and the mucin layer (1μ) secreted by the conjunctival goblet cells 

(Figure 1.9). The important constituents of human tear are electrolytes like sodium, 

potassium, calcium, magnesium, bicarbonate and chloride; and major proteins like 

lysozyme, lipocalin, lactoferrin, scIgA, albumin and IgG (Table 1.2). Other components of 

tear film include lipids like phosphatidylcholine and phosphatidylethanolamine; mucins 

like MUC4, MUC5AC, MUC1. Minor components like defensins, catalase and cytokines 

also form a part of the tear film composition  [2].  

 

Figure 1.9:The tear film comprising of the lipid, aqueous and the mucin layer 
(Adapted from http://www.clspectrum.com)   
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Table 1.2: Composition of human tears (Ref: Tiffany, 2008; Paulsen 2004, Ohashi 
2006)[2, 20, 21] 

 

 

The lacrimal secretion is controlled by the reflex arc which involves fibers from the fifth 

cranial nerve from the cornea, conjunctiva or the surrounding tissues. Fibers from both the 

parasympathetic as well as the sympathetic ganglion innervate the gland and exert positive 

and negative control over the secretion. 

The important functions of the tear film are already mentioned in section 1.1. Briefly, the 

tear film provides nutrition to the ocular surface and maintains the homeostatic osmolarity 

Composition Concentration 
Electrolytes mmol/litre 
Sodium 128.7 
Potassium 17 

Calcium 0.32 
Magnesium 0.35 
Bicarbonate 12.4 

Chloride 141.3 

Major Proteins mg/litre 
Lysozyme 2.07 
Lactoferrin 1.65 
scIgA 1.93 

Lipocalin 1.55 
Albumin 0.04 

IgG 0.004 

Mucins  

MUC1 Concentration not known 
MUC4 Concentration not known 
MUC5AC Concentration not known 
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of the ocular surface, acts as a coupling medium for the environmental oxygen, provides 

lubrication against the friction created by blinking thereby protecting the surface epithelial 

cells and protects the ocular surface against microbial invasion due to the presence of 

antibacterial enzymes (lysozyme, lipocalin and lactoferrin) and antibodies [22].The tear 

film is also responsible for maintain a smooth corneal surface to enable proper image 

formation on the retina for cortical sensing. 

1.8 Lacrimal Gland Disorders and Dysfunctions  

Lacrimal gland disorder and dysfunction threatens the tear film stability and the resultant 

ocular surface health. Dysfunction of lacrimal gland, which is an essential component of 

the lacrimal functional unit, causes decreased tear secretion, hyperosmolarity of tears and 

results in ocular surface inflammation. Figure 1.10 enlists the major conditions affecting 

lacrimal gland function 

 
Figure 1.10: Lacrimal gland disorders 
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1.8.1 Sjogren syndrome  

Sjogren syndrome is an autoimmune exocrinopathy in which the exocrine glands like 

lacrimal and salivary are attacked and destroyed by autoantibodies. The lacrimal and 

salivary glands are infiltrated by activated T lymphocytes leading to inflammatory 

activation, expression of autoantigens (eg Fodrin, Rho and La) on the cell surface and 

subsequent destruction of acinar and ductal cells leading to cell death and hyposecretion of 

tears and saliva [23]. Locally released inflammatory cytokines or circulating antibodies 

(like anti-M3) directed against muscarinic receptors within the gland can also cause 

reversible neurosecretory block amplifying the existing hyposecretory state. 

Sjogren syndrome can be classified into primary Sjogren and secondary Sjogren. 

Primary Sjogren Syndrome is characterized by ADDE together with dry mouth 

(xerostomia). There is presence of autoantibodies in the blood, evidence of salivary 

hyposecretion with a positive focus score on minor salivary gland biopsy [24, 25]. 

Secondary Sjogren Syndrome consists of features of primary Sjogren together with 

autoimmune connective tissue disease like rheumatoid arthritis, systemic lupus 

erythematosis etc [26] 

The precise trigger factors for autoimmune destruction of secretory acinar cells, as 

seen in SSDE, in not completely known. However certain risk factors have been positively 

associated like genetic predisposition profile, low androgen status and certain 

environmental agents like viruses, low humidity, and high wind velocity. The ocular 

surface dryness in SSDE is due to lacrimal hyposecretion and the accompanying 
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inflammatory changes in the gland. It is yet to be ascertained whether the associated 

conjunctival changes seen in the condition are due to autoimmune targeting of the tissue or 

due to the inflammatory mediatory released by the lacrimal gland in the tears. 

1.8.2 Non-Sjogren’s syndrome  

Non-Sjogren’s syndrome (NSS) lacrimal disorders are those conditions that affect the 

lacrimal gland but do not have the systemic autoimmune features typical of Sjogren’s 

syndrome (DEWS 2007). The most common manifestation of NSS is age-related dry eye 

(ARDE) associated with increased ductal and acinar pathology like peri-ductal fibrosis, 

inter-acinar fibrosis, para-ductal blood vessel loss and acinar cell atrophy. These 

pathologies promote lacrimal dysfunction by their obstructive effects as well as reducing 

the secretory capacity of the acinar cells. 

A number of other pathologies are also considered under NSS. The table below lists some 

of the important ones  (Table 1.3) [4]:  

Table 1.3: Non-Sjogren syndrome pathologies associated with DES 

S. No. Disorder Characteristics 

1. Congenital 

alacrima 

Caused due to mutations in the gene encoding the protein 

ALADIN, which plays a role in RNA/ protein trafficking 

         

 
2. Familial 

dysautonomia 

  

 

Autosomal recessive disorder associated with mutations 

affecting the gene encoding an Iκβ kinase-associated protein. 

        

         

 

3. Sarcoidosis Infiltration of the lacrimal gland by sarcoid granulomata 

4. Lymphoma infiltration of the lacrimal gland by lyphomatous cells. 
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5. Graft versus 

Host Disease 

Caused due to co-localization of periductal T-lymphocytes 

with antigen presenting fibroblasts. 

6. LG ablation LG ablation causes a partial or complete cessation of lacrimal 

secretions. 

7 LG denervation  Causes a reduction in tear flow, reduced protein secretion 

and increased inflammatory activity within the gland 

8. Trachoma  Involves tarsal and conjunctival scarring, trichiasis and a 

cicatrizing meibomian gland obstruction 

9. Cicatricial 

Pemphigoid and 

 

 

 

Muco-cutaneous disorders characterized by blistering of the 

mucous membrane and skin, conjunctival scarring, 

       

 
 

1.9 The Dry Eye Syndrome 

The lacrimal gland forms an integral part of the lacrimal functional unit (LFU) due to its 

physiological function of secreting the aqueous component of the tear film. Any 

perturbation in the functioning of this gland, which may be age related, drug induced, 

autoimmune or due to orbital radiotherapy leads to destabilization of the tear film which in 

turn leads to a chronic debilitating condition called the dry eye syndrome or kerato 

conjunctivitis sicca (KCS). 

The International Dry Eye Workshop, 2007 [4] defined dry eye as: 

 “Dry eye is a multifactorial disease of the tears and ocular surface that results in 

symptoms of discomfort, visual disturbances and tears film instability with potential 

damage to the ocular surface. It is accompanied by increased osmolarity of tear film and 

inflammation of the ocular surface.” 
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The most important causative/ contributing factors for dry eye are [4]: 

• Primary lacrimal gland dysfunction due to reduction in circulating androgens 

•  Secondary lacrimal gland dysfunction due to sarcoidosis, lymphoma etc. 

• Autoimmune diseases like Sjogren’s syndrome 

• Reflex hyposecretion as in contact lens wear, diabetes, exposure to systemic drugs like 

antihistamines, beta blockers etc. 

• Orbital radiotherapy for ocular malignancies 

• Meibomian gland dysfunction 

The patients with dry eye present with complaints of ocular itching, grittiness, increased 

tearing, blurred vision. The diagnosis for the condition is made based on Schirmer score 

values, physical eye examination and fluorescein staining (Table 1.4). 

1.9.1 Panels for the classification of dry eye syndrome 

To understand the phenomena of dry eye it is essential to understand the classification of 

this syndrome. Dry eye was classified in 1995 by the NEI/Industry workshop into 

evaporative and aqueous deficient dry eye. Even though this system worked well for the 

past nearly two decades, however it was fast becoming obsolete since it did not reflect the 

newly accrued knowledge about the pathophysiological mechanisms and effect on vision. 

To accommodate these factors the two new classification schemes were published: The 

Triple Classification [27, 28]  and the report of the Delphi Panel [29] . 

The Triple Classification System evolved from the reports presented at the 14th 

Congress of the European Society of Ophthalmology in 2003 [27]. An updated and 
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modified classification system was published in 2005, which presented three separate 

schemes: one based on etiopathogenesis; one based on the glands and tissues targeted in 

dry eye; and one based on disease severity [28]. Even though the concept presented here 

was attractive but this classification system was not formally adopted due to the lack of 

evidence based referencing.  

The Delphi Panel was a consensus group that met in 2006 to review the existing 

classification of dry eye. The panel recommended a severity based grading system for dry 

eye, as it would form the basis for therapy. The existing and widely popular classification 

and grading of dry eye syndrome is based on the recommendations of both the Triple 

Classification System as well as the Delphi Panel. 

Table 1.4: Dry eye severity grading [4] (Adapted from DEWS Management and Therapy, 
2007) 
Dry eye severity level 1 2 3 4 

Discomfort- severity 

and frequency 

Mild and/or 

episodic 

  

 

 

Moderate 

episodic or 

 

   

 

Severe 

frequent or 

 

 

 

Severe and/or 

disabling and 

 Visual symptoms None or 

episodic mild 

 

Annoying 

and/or 

 

 

 

Annoying, 

chronic and/ 

  

 

 

Constant and/or 

possibly 

 Conjunctival injection None to mild None to mild +/– +/– 

Conjunctival staining None to mild Variable Moderate to 

marked 

Marked 

Corneal staining 

(severity/location) 

None to mild Variable Marked 

central 

Severe punctate 

erosions 
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Corneal/tear signs None to mild Mild debris, 

↓ meniscus 

Filamentary 

keratitis, 

 

  

  

Filamentary 

keratitis, mucus 

  

 

 

Lid/meibomian glands MGD variably 

present 

MGD 

variably 

 

Frequent Trichiasis, 

keratinization, 

 TFBUT (sec) Variable ≤ 10 ≤ 5 Immediate 

Schirmer score (mm/5 

min) 

Variable ≤ 10 ≤ 5 ≤ 2 

 
 

1.9.2 Etiopathogenic classification of dry eye syndrome 

The two major classes of dry eye that were proposed in 1995 NEI/ Industry workshop [30] 

still hold value and are widely followed. The two major categories are: Aqueous deficient 

dry eye caused primarily due to lacrimal gland dysfunction and evaporative dry eye (EDE) 

caused primarily due to meibomian gland dysfunction (Figure 1.11). 

The etiopathogenic classification system of dry eye also takes into account the 

effect of milieu exterieur (surrounding external ambient environment) and the milieu 

interieur (the physiology of the individual) on the person’s susceptibility to develop dry 

eye. The milieu exterieur involves the external and occupational environment, which may 

contribute as risk factors for the development of dry eye. Evaporative water loss from the 

eye may be increased in conditions like low relative humidity, high wind velocity or from 

occupational habits like staring at video display terminals for long periods of time.  

The milieu interieur on the other hand, refers to the physiological conditions 

particular to an individual that could affect their likelihood of developing dry eye. Some of 
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the conditions that are known risk factors are low blink rate, wide palpebral aperture, low 

androgen pool and certain systemic drugs like anti-histaminics and beta-blockers. There is 

extensive evidence to implicate the role played by low pool of androgen and higher 

estrogen in the development of dry eye [31]. Biologically active androgen is known to 

promote the proper functioning of lacrimal and meibomian gland. With a drop in the levels 

of androgen (as seen in post-menopausal women and patients on anti-androgen therapy), 

dysfunction of lacrimal gland and meibomian gland sets in and this leads to hyposecretion 

of tear components and subsequent tear film instability.  

 

Figure 1.11: Etiological classification of dry eye (Adapted from DEWS, 2007) 
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1.9.3 Aqueous deficient dry eye  

Aqueous deficient dry eye develops due to dysfunction of the lacrimal gland. The 

dysfunction may be due to destruction or malfunction of the secretory acinar cells leading 

to reduction in the aqueous component of the tear film. This, in turn, leads to 

hyperosmolarity of the tear film and subsequent instability. Tear film instability becomes a 

major contributing factor towards ocular surface hyperosmolarity initiating a cascade of 

inflammatory events involving MAP Kinase, NFκB signaling pathways and inflammatory 

mediators like interleukin- 1α, 1β, tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α) and matrix 

metalloprotein-9 (MMP-9) [32]. 

Aqueous deficient dry eye can be further categorized into two subclasses: Sjogren 

Syndrome Dry Eye (SSDE) and Non-Sjogren’s Syndrome Dry Eye (NSSDE) (Figure 1.11). 

The important causes for aqueous deficient dry eye are the ones that affect the 

normal functioning of the lacrimal gland. These factors and conditions have already been 

mentioned earlier under section 1.10. 

1.9.4 Evaporative dry eye 

Evaporative dry eye develops when there is excessive evaporation of tears from the ocular 

surface without there being any evidence of lacrimal hyposecretion. Evaporative dry eye 

may be caused due to intrinsic factors (like meibomian gland dysfunction, lid structure or 

dynamics) or extrinsic factors (like vitamin A deficiency, contact lens wear). 
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1.9.4.1 Intrinsic causes 

Meibomian gland dysfunction: Meibomian gland is responsible for secreting the lipid 

component of the tear film. Any disturbances in the composition or volume of the lipid 

layer secreted leads to increased evaporation of tears from the ocular surface and results in 

symptoms of evaporative dry eye. Meibomian gland dysfunction may be due to posterior 

blepharitis, which causes obstruction of the gland secretions or due to loss of acinar 

density leading to hyposecretion [33-35]. The important conditions that lead to this are 

dermatoses, treatment of acne vulgaris with isotretinoin (causes reversible meibomian 

gland atrophy) and exposure to polychlorinated biphenyls [36]. 

Disorders of lid aperture and lid/ globe congruity: Any disorder of the lid or lid/ globe 

malapposition which increases the exposed evaporative surface of the eye, as in cases of 

proptosis, high myopia, endocrine exophthalmos, increases palpebral fissure width, leads 

to development of evaporative dry eye [37, 38]. 

Low blink rate: Low blink rate in individuals can also lead to development of dry eye. As 

the interval between blinks is increased there is greater evaporation from the exposed 

ocular surface and lesser frequent spreading of the tear film. Low blink rate may be seen in 

persons during performing tasks of concentration (staring at video monitors) or it may be 

indicative of extrapyramidal disorders like Parkinson’s disease [39, 40]. 
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1.9.4.2 Extrinsic causes 

I) Ocular surface disorders 

Ocular surface disorders such as those induced by vitamin A deficiency or application of 

topical anesthetics may lead to inadequate surface wetting, early tear film breakup and 

hyperosmolarity of tear film leading to dry eye. 

Vitamin A deficiency: Vitamin A is required by the conjunctival goblet cells as well as the 

lacrimal acinar cells. Deficiency of vitamin A can cause unstable tear film due to altered 

composition and also hyposecretion by the lacrimal acinar cells [41, 42]. 

Topical drugs and preservatives: A number of studies have reported that preservatives like 

benzalkonium chloride, used in topical formulations have toxic effects on surface 

epithelial cells causing epithelial cell damage and punctate keratitis in certain cases. These 

conditions cause conjunctival scarring and inadequate surface wettability leading to dry 

eye [43].  

Topical anesthetics can also induce dry eye either by reducing the blink rate or reducing 

the sensory input to the lacrimal gland. Chronic use of topical anesthetics has been 

reported to cause neurotrophic keratitis leading to corneal perforation [44, 45]. 

II) Contact lens wear 

Contact lens wear has also been cited by in literature to be an important cause of dry eye. 

Even though numerous studies have published their results on this topic the exact reason 

behind the development of dry eye in contact lens wearers remains elusive. The most 

common reported mechanisms are the thinning of pre-lens tear film, reduced lipid layer 
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thickness, poor lens wettability and increasing the evaporation rate (in cases of hydrogel 

lenses) [46, 47]. 

III) Allergic conjunctivitis 

Allergic conjunctivitis causes degranulation of IgE primed mast cells and release of 

inflammatory cytokines. This activates a Th2 response in the ocular surface, initially in the 

conjunctiva followed by the corneal epithelium causing sub-mucosal changes. There is 

stimulation of goblet cell secretion and loss of surface membrane mucins and surface 

epithelial cell death. These surface irregularities lead to tear film instability and with long 

standing can cause meibomian gland dysfunction. Lid swelling can aggravate the existing 

dry eye by increasing surface evaporation [48, 49]. 

 

1.10 Hormonal Regulation and Dry Eye 

Hormonal regulation of lacrimal gland secretion is an area of intense research. Although 

the exact mechanism behind hormonal control of tear secretion in not completely 

understood, yet there is no doubt that sex hormones, androgens in particular, play a very 

important role in this process [50]. Androgens modulate the anatomy, physiology, cellular 

architecture, gene expression, protein synthesis, immune activity, and secretory processes 

of the lacrimal gland. Other hormones like progesterone, luteinizing hormone [51], follicle 

stimulating hormone (FSH), prolactin, thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH), and estrogen 

also affect the functioning of the lacrimal gland [50]. 
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Receptors for various steroid hormones, androgens in particular, have been 

identified in the lacrimal gland. These receptor proteins have been found predominantly in 

the epithelial cell nuclei and have a single class of saturable, high affinity and steroid- 

specific binding sites. In addition to this, mRNA for androgen receptors and 5∝- 

reductase; the chief enzyme involved in the conversion of androgen to their biologically 

active derivative 5∝- dihydrotestosterone, has been found in the eye [52]. 

 It was earlier believed that estrogen deficiency in post-menopausal women was the 

key reason behind the sheer number of dry eye patients in this age group. However, in 

clinical practice, hormone replacement therapy or eye drops containing estrogen do not 

benefit the patients; instead induce lacrimal gland regression, decreased metabolic 

function and reduced tear output [50, 53]. 

 Animal models of dry eye have shed some important light on the role played by 

sex hormones on the control of lacrimal secretion. Ovariectomy in rabbit models led to 

degeneration of the main lacrimal gland due to apoptosis of secretory acinar and interstitial 

cells. These effects can be prevented by the administration of androgens (not estrogen). 

Dihydrotestosterone was effective in preventing the degeneration of the lacrimal gland and 

could improve the metabolic functions and tear output. The mode of function of androgens 

here is probably their potential to stimulate production of transforming growth factor 

(TGF)-β, a potent immunomodulator and anti-inflammatory cytokine, and by reducing the 

concentration of interleukin (IL)1β and tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α [50]. 
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 Androgens also have a potent regulatory effect on meibomian gland tear lipid 

secretion. Meibomian gland, like the lacrimal gland, has sex hormone receptors and 5α- 

reductase. The action of androgens on the secretory acinar cells is essential for the proper 

functioning of the gland and the resultant tear film stability. It has been clinically observed 

that patients on anti-androgen therapy, for urological or dermatological reasons, have 

significantly dysfunctional meibomian gland, which is a strong indicator for the 

importance of androgens in meibomian gland functioning [54-56]. 

 

1.11 Radiotherapy Induced Dry Eye  

Radiation therapy is a commonly used modality in the management of ocular and 

oculoadnexal disorders including benign and malignant tumors like retinoblastomas, 

choroidal melanoma, orbital rhabdomyosarcoma, choroidal metastases from systemic 

cancers, nasopharyngeal carcinomas, paranasal sinus tumors, periorbital basal cell 

carcinoma, and Grave’s ophthalmopathy. Rapid evolution in the technique of radiotherapy 

over the years with better delivery system, better fractionation protocols, more effective 

shielding techniques and introduction of megavoltage accelerators have significantly 

increased the therapeutic efficiency and reduced the associated complications of 

radiotherapy. Even with such refinements, on a clinical level a significant proportion of 

patients are still seen with acute and chronic ophthalmic complication like dry eye [57-59]. 

The effects of radiation on the eye have been known ever since the technique of 

radiotherapy was introduced in 1897. Ocular damage during orbital radiation therapy may 
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be the direct result of radiation to the intraocular tumors or it may be because the normal 

tissue lies in the path of radiation and does not get effectively shielded. The most common 

ophthalmic complications seen include corneal damage, dry eye, cataract, retinopathy and 

optic neuropathy. The incidence of these complications is very closely related to many 

factors including the total dose, fractionation schedules and use or non-use of protective 

measures, all of which are often tailored to the individual patient [58, 60]. This also 

explains the difficulty to get statistical measures of the incidence of these complications in 

any population. In an attempt to make the data comparable various grading systems have 

been proposed one of the most widely accepted being the LENT/SOMA scoring system 

[61]. 

The LENT/SOMA scoring system was formed by the collaborative efforts of 

European Organization Treatment of Cancer (EORTC) and Radiation Therapy Oncology 

Group (RTOG). The scoring system appeared as a necessity to standardize and improve 

the data recording and to address the question of standardized toxic effects criteria [61]. 

The current proposed scale is not yet validated so should be used cautiously. 

 Radiation doses, even at therapeutic levels, can cause atrophy of the lacrimal and 

meibomian glands. This leads to compositional changes in the tear film, destabilization of 

the ocular surface and the resultant lacrimal insufficiency- evaporative dry eye state. The 

current global prevalence of dry eye is estimated at around 11% to 22% [62]. A clinic 

based study on a cohort of patients reported  that 25.4% of dry eye cases were due to 

lacrimal gland insufficiency [63]. In the Indian context, these numbers are estimated to be 
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around 18.4% to 20% and 29.25% in a hospital setting [64]. The severity varies from 

patient to patient and is largely determined by the duration and dose of radiation in 

addition to undefined host factors [60, 65]. 

Dry eye syndrome has been reported as a serious late consequence of orbital 

radiation. A number of studies have shown that lacrimal gland, similar to salivary gland, 

show marked radiosensitivity and undergoes atrophy at 50-60Gy total radiation dose. 

Doses higher than 60 Gy can induce permanent and complete loss of lacrimal secretion 

[66]. Karp et al., in their study in 1979 published the histopathological evidence associated 

with therapeutic radiation-induced lacrimal gland atrophy following exenteration in a 

patient with chronic dry who had previously received therapeutic irradiation for paranasal 

sinus malignancy. In the same study, in 8 different exenteration specimens removed 5 days 

to 16 years following irradiation, involutional atrophy of the meibomian glands was also 

described [67]. In another long-term follow-up study of 53 patients who underwent 

external fractionated cobalt-60 beam irradiation of their entire orbit for extra-cranial head 

and neck tumors, 20 patients developed severe dry eye. A sigmoidal dose response showed 

a dramatic difference between incidence of injury at 30 Gy total dose (0%) and 57 Gy total 

dose (100%) [68]. Atrophy of the lacrimal gland has also been reported in children after 

treatment with fractionated doses of a cumulative 50–60 Gy over 5–6 weeks [68]. Parson 

et.al.., after extensive literature review and also based on their own work have suggested 

the tolerance dose for the lacrimal gland to be30–40 Gy (in 20 fractions) [69]. 
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Post-radiotherapy, the causation of dry eye is multifactorial:  

a) Lacrimal gland atrophy leading to loss of aqueous layer 

b) Meibomian gland atrophy with loss of lipid layer secretion.  

c) Ocular surface damage with goblet cell loss and loss of mucin secretion 

In the early post-radiotherapy phase, lacrimal gland loss has been shown to be due 

to apoptotic loss of acinar cells. This combined with the radiation induced fibrosis leads to 

loss of lacrimal function with progressive decrease in tear volume and finally dry eye [58, 

66, 69].  

Management of some of these ocular complications, like cataract is relatively easy, 

in contrast to others especially dry eye, which is remarkably difficult to manage with the 

patient being dependent on lifelong frequent administrations oftear replacements and 

lubricants. This is often a cause of great discomfort to the patient and significantly 

compromises the quality of life. 

 

1.12 Etiology of Dry Eye Syndrome 

There has been a considerable increase in knowledge about the etiopathogenesis of dry eye 

syndrome in the past few years. The pathologic features of this condition include increased 

epithelial proliferation, stratification and abnormal differentiation with maintenance of a 

basal phenotype [70]. This is accompanied by reduced expression of secretory and 

membrane-bound mucins by the ocular surface conjunctival epithelial cells [71] 

compounding the effects of existing lacrimal dysfunction. 
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The two most important factors that contribute to the initiation and progression of 

dry eye are tear hyperosmolarity and tear film instability that adversely affect the ocular 

surface epithelial function and differentiation [72] (Figure 1.12). Trauma to a poorly 

lubricated and unprotected ocular surface due to blinking or environmental factors 

becomes a confounding factor, which worsens the condition [30, 71].  

Tear film stability, which is important in maintaining clear and sharp vision, is 

threatened when the interactions between stabilizing tear film constituents are 

compromised either by decreased tear secretion, delayed clearance or altered tear 

composition as is seen in xerophthalmia and allergic eye diseases. Ocular surface 

inflammation is secondary consequence. Reflex tear secretion in response to ocular 

irritation is seen as the initial compensatory mechanism, but, with time, due to severe 

inflammation and chronic secretory dysfunction a decrease in corneal sensation occurs 

which compromises the reflex response and results in even greater tear film instability. 

Dysfunction of the LFU is considered to play an important role in the evolution of 

different forms of dry eye [4]. 

Even though tear fluid is secreted as a hypotonic fluid, yet due to excessive 

evaporation from the exposed ocular surface or low rate of aqueous tear flow (or a 

combination of the two) tear hyperosmolarity may arise. This hyperosmolarity stimulates 

various inflammatory pathways involving the MAP kinases, inflammatory cytokines 

(interleukins, TNF-α) and matrix metalloproteinases (MMP9). This cascade of events 

attracts the circulating T cells within the lacrimal glands. Under physiological conditions, 
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the trafficking lymphocytes, finding no inflammation, would undergo apoptosis. However, 

in the presence of inflammatory signals, these lymphocytes become activated and secrete 

pro-inflammatory cytokines, which cause homing of additional T cells to the tissue and an 

increase in the level of inflammation thereby aggravating the existing condition and 

forming a vicious loop of inflammation [73, 74]. Any condition that results in hyper 

activity of the functional unit can also initiate inflammatory response within the lacrimal 

glands resulting in antigen presentation and cytokine secretion by the epithelial cells of the 

gland [75, 76]. These pro-inflammatory mediators cause epithelial cell death by apoptosis 

and also loss of conjunctival goblet cells – a combinatorial assault that leads to worsening 

of the existing condition.  

Figure 1.12: Etiology of dry eye (Adapted from DEWS, 2007) 
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1.13 Inflammation and Dry Eye 

Even though there are numerous causes for the development and worsening of the dry eye 

condition, there is one common factor which lies at the epicenter of it all- ocular 

inflammation. Excessive ocular surface dryness stimulates the nerves and triggers off 

events involved in tissue injury/ repair. One of the important factors here is neurogenic 

inflammation, homing and activation of circulating T-lymphocytes and release of 

inflammatory cytokines into the lacrimal gland, tears and conjunctiva [4, 77, 78] (Figure 

1.9).  

The T and B lymphocytes infiltrate the gland and contribute to the dysfunction and 

eventual destruction of the gland. In addition to just infiltrating the lacrimal gland and 

conjunctival epithelium, the populating of T cells shifts predominantly from CD8+cells to 

CD4+cells [79]. These T cells show an increased expression of CD11a and CD23, 

indicating and activated phenotype. The conjunctival epithelial cells also show increased 

expression of immune inflammatory markers like HLA-DR, ICAM-1, CD40, CD40 ligand 

or CCR5 [77, 80-83]. 

The secretory epithelial cells may also produce interleukins 1∝, 6, 8, TNF-∝, 32 

and may also aggravate the local tissue inflammation [4, 32, 77]. These ocular surface and 

lacrimal epithelial cells may also acquire antigen-presentation capability by expression of 

HLA-DR class II antigens on their surface [82]. Since these cells become immunologically 

activated they can be targeted by the lymphocytes during cytotoxic reactions and this sets 

off a cascade of events wherein more and more lymphocytes get recruited to the tissue 
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worsening the existing inflammation. Correlation studies have revealed associations 

between levels of some of those cytokines and chemokines with clinical parameters. IL-6 

tear levels in dry eye patients have been shown to correlate significantly with tear film 

breakup time, tear clearance, corneal surface damage, conjunctival goblet cell density and 

severity of irritation symptoms Additionally, IL-10, IL-8/CXCL8, MIP-1α/CCL3, IL-1α 

and IL-1β tear levels in dry patients correlated inversely with Schirmer’s test score 

(indicative of tear volume); IFN-γ, IL-8/ CXCL8, MIP-1α/CCL3, IL1-α, and IL-1β 

correlated positively with both corneal fluoresceine and conjunctival lissamine staining 

scores indicative of ocular surface [4, 77, 84]. 

More recent findings in humans suggest that IL-17 has a role in epithelial barrier 

disruption in human dry eye syndrome, as gene expression in conjunctiva of dry eye 

patients showed increased levels of the Th-17 inducers, IL-23, IL-17A and IFN-γ. The 

study also suggested MMP-9 as a possible useful biomarker of dry eye as its expression 

was seen increased in dry eye conjunctiva. Moreover, its level in tears could be correlated 

with several clinical parameters such as symptom severity score, low-contrast visual 

acuity, fluoresceine tear breakup time, corneal and conjunctival fluoresceine staining, 

topographic surface regularity index and percentage area of abnormal superficial corneal 

epithelia [85]. Finally, the activity of sPLA2-IIa has recently been found increased in tears 

from dry eye patients, indicating that sPLA2-IIa may play an important role in chronic 

ocular surface inflammation, especially when the ocular surface is compromised [86]. 
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This inflammatory assault leads to gradual dysfunction and eventual destruction of 

the lacrimal gland and impairment of the conjunctival epithelium. In addition, the 

inflammatory mediators may inhibit neural signals to the lacrimal gland thus depriving the 

gland of the necessary trophic stimulation and leading to its progressive eventual 

destruction. The effect that chronically inflamed lacrimal gland has on the ocular surface 

stability had been shown in TGF-β1 null mice. Due to the absence of a functional TGF-β1 

gene, these animals show rampant systemic inflammation. One of the very obvious 

symptoms that they exhibit is the development of dry, crusty eyes and presence of 

inflammatory lesions and high cytokine expression in their lacrimal gland [87, 88] 

In addition to lacrimal gland, chronic inflammation also influences other tear 

components since it has a destructive influence on both the meibomian glands, which 

secretes tear film lipids and the conjunctival epithelial cell which secrete the mucin layer 

of the tear film [89]. 

The infiltration of inflammatory cells in the lacrimal gland and conjunctiva, the up-

regulation of immune-related antigens and inflammatory cytokine, impaired apoptotic 

regulation of lacrimal gland and possible alternations in membrane trafficking of acinar 

cells, in association with squamous metaplasia and goblet cell loss are classical features of 

dry eye syndrome [4]. 

Whatever may be initial trigger for the development of dry eye it leads to epithelial 

lesions that, beyond a threshold, trigger local inflammatory reactions. It is hypothesized 

that intrinsic subclinical hormonal or autoimmune factors get aggravated by extrinsic 
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factors such as pollution, local infection, allergens etc. and result in a cascade of cellular 

reactions leading to inflammation and apoptosis. This could lead to a dysfunction and 

eventual breakdown of all ocular surface protective mechanisms, compositional changes in 

the three layers of the tear film, neural dysfunction and continuous cellular degeneration of 

conjunctival and corneal epithelium. Once dry eye disease has developed, inflammation 

becomes the key mechanism of ocular surface injury, as both the cause and consequence 

of cell damage. Patients with severe dry eye disease thus become entrapped in a vicious 

cycle of inflammation and ocular surface injury [4, 74]. 

 

1.14 Current Therapies for Dry Eye Syndrome 

Even though there has been significant advancement in the knowledge about lacrimal 

gland dysfunction and development of dry eye syndrome, yet the same cannot be said for 

the management of the condition. Dry eye is still a chronic debilitating condition, the 

treatment and management of which aims at palliation and improving the quality of life of 

the patient. The current treatment modalities available are lubricating agents like 

hydroxymethyl cellulose, solutions containing bicarbonates and potassium, hyposmotic 

artificial tears (Hypotears®, Novartis Ophthalmics) and artificial serum. In cases of severe 

dry eye, therapies such as anti-inflammatory medications (cyclosporinsA, corticosteroids), 

pharmacological tear stimulants like diquafosol, rebamipide, ecabet sodium, pilocarpine 

etc. are employed. In certain instances, where the patient does not get any relief in 
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symptoms by these, surgical interventions like punctal occlusion and salivary gland auto-

transplantation are done to slow down the progress of the condition [90]. 

However, none of the therapeutic management strategies available can adequately 

manage the condition for a long term. Hydrating and lubricating agents are useful only so 

long as the condition is mild; in grade 4 (severe cases) even half hourly application proves 

to be inadequate. Anti-inflammatory drugs and pharmacological tear stimulants have very 

limited application in grade 3 and 4 dry eyes. Salivary gland auto-transplantation is a 

modality which can probably be used in severe cases but it has the inherent drawback of 

secretory components being different from tears, responding to gustatory stimulus and not 

being very effective on long term follow up. 

On recommendation of the committee on the therapy and management of dry eye 

(DEWS, 2007), the treatment/ management protocol for this condition is now shifting 

towards employing strategies that would increase the natural production of tears, maintain 

ocular surface integrity and reduce/eliminate the levels of existing inflammation (Figure 

1.13). With these objectives in mind various therapeutic avenues are being explored with 

the inclusion of cell therapy and tissue engineering for restoring the damaged lacrimal 

gland.    
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   Figure 1.13: Dry eye syndrome treatment algorithm  
  (Adapted from Delphi Panel, Dews 2007) 
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1.15 Cell Therapy and Tissue Engineering  

Cell therapy and tissue engineering form two important arms of Regenerative medicine 

Tissue engineering is an interdisciplinary field that applies the principles of life sciences, 

biomaterials and material sciences in order to artificially create biological substitutes that 

would restore, maintain or improve tissue function following damage/ destruction either 

by disease or trauma. Advances in this field have led to the development of a number of 

therapies, which are being practiced clinically. Cell therapy, on the other hand, has been 

defined by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) as “The prevention, treatment, cure 

or mitigation of disease or injuries in humans by the administration of autologous, 

allogeneic or xenogeneic cells that have been manipulated or altered ex vivo.” The goal of 

cell therapy, overlapping with that of regenerative medicine and tissue engineering, is to 

repair, replace or restore damaged tissues or organs.” [91] 

However, before this synergy is obtained, a number of criteria need to be fulfilled:  

1. Adequate number of cells to be able to form the tissue 

2. Cells should differentiate into the desired phenotype 

3. Cells should be able to adopt the appropriate 3 D structure and produce     ECM 

4. Cells used for artificial tissue designing must be structurally and mechanically 

compliant with the native tissue 

5. Cells should be able to integrate with the native tissue without evoking any  

immunological reaction 

6. There should be no foreseeable associated risks 
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While many potential cell sources are being explored like embryonic stem cells 

(ESC), adult stem cells (ASC), induced pluripotent cells (iPS) etc., the ones closer to 

clinical application are adult stem cells. These cells can be from three important sources: 

autologous, where the patient’s own body cells are used after ex-vivo proliferation/ 

manipulations, allogenic, where cells from another human donor are used or xenogenic, 

where cells from a different species are used. Even though allogenic and xenogenic 

sources offer a more universal and commercially viable appeal, yet autologous sources are 

still the best option as the technique does not suffer from the grave complication of 

immune reaction and rejection. 

Potential cell sources can further be sub divided into adult stem cells, embryonic 

stem cells, totipotent stem cells like zygote and more recently induced pluripotent stem 

cells [71]. Stem cells because of their inherent property of self-renewal and ability to 

differentiate into any specific cell type make a very good candidate as cell source. 

Embryonic stem cells find limited applications because of the associated ethical concerns. 

Adult stem cells, on the other hand, have great potential for use in therapy. They are the  

resident population of stem cells in specialized ‘niches’ within an adult tissue and are 

responsible for maintaining tissue integrity and organ function post-injury. These adult 

stem cells have proliferative and self-renewal capacity, least ethical considerations, easy to 

harvest and they can be differentiated into specific tissue types making them very good 

candidates for regenerative medicine. 
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1.15.1 Stem cells 

Stem cells are distinguished from other cell types by two important characteristics, which 

can also be considered as defining parameters. First, they are unspecialized cells capable 

of renewing themselves through asymmetric cell division, sometimes after long periods of 

inactivity. Second, under certain physiologic or experimental conditions, they can be 

induced to become tissue- or organ-specific cells with special functions. In some organs, 

such as the skin, hair, mucosa, gut and bone marrow, stem cells regularly divide to repair 

and replace worn out or damaged tissues. In other organs, however, such as the pancreas 

and the heart, stem cells only divide under special conditions. Recent evidence points to 

the presence of stem cells in brain, skeletal muscles; however, their potential for self-

renewal and repair under physiological/ pathological conditions is being explored. 

Stem cells have the remarkable potential to develop into many different cell types in the 

body during early life and growth. In addition, in many tissues they serve as a sort of 

internal repair system, dividing, essentially without limit, to replenish other damaged cells 

of the tissue. When a stem cell divides, each new cell has the potential either to remain a 

stem cell or become a differentiated cell with the potential to perform specialized 

functions (asymmetric division). 

The definition of stem cell mainly takes into consideration the functional properties 

that the cell must possess in order to be classified as a stem cell. The properties of stem 

cell, enumerated by Lajtha et.al.,1967 [92] at the Canadian Cancer Conference are ones 

which has gained a lot of acceptance in the field. 
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So, stem cells are undifferentiated cells capable of: 

1. Proliferation 

2. Self-maintenance 

3. Production of a large number of differentiated, functional progeny 

4. Regenerating tissue after injury 

5. Flexibility in the use of these options 

1.15.2 Types of stem cells 

Depending on its source of origin, stem cells can be classified as embryonic, fetal and 

adult (Figure 1.14). 

 
Figure 1.14: Stem cells: sources and potency (Adapted from http://searchpp.com/stem-
cells-learn-about-types-and-definition-embryonic-fetal/) 
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I) Embryonic stem cell 

Embryonic stem cells are derived from the inner cell mass of blastocysts. A blastocyst is 

an early stage embryo- four to five days old in humans and consisting of 50–150 cells. 

Embryonic stem cells are pluripotent and can give rise to all the derivatives of the three 

primary germ layers namely: ectoderm, endoderm and mesoderm. However, they do not 

contribute to the extra-embryonic membranes or the placenta.  

II) Fetal stem cells 

Fetal stem cells are found in the organs of the fetus. This category of stem cells has not 

been clearly defined. Fetal stem cells are sometimes clubbed together with adult stem 

cells.  

 III) Adult stem cells 

Adult stem cells or somatic stem cells are self-renewing cells found in the body post- 

embryonic development. The potency of these cells is limited in comparison to embryonic 

stem cells and they are capable of generating only a few types of cells belonging to the 

lineage from which they originate. 

IV) Induced pluripotent stem cells 

Induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) are adult cells, first reported by Yamanaka in 2006 

[93] that are genetically reprogrammed to an embryonic stem cell–like state. The 

generation of iPS cells depends critically on the genes used for the induction. Initially, a 

cocktail of four transcription factors, called the Yamanaka factors, consisting of Oct4, 

Sox-2, Klf4 and cMyc were used to generate iPS cells. However, with more and more 
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research going on in the field, this cocktail of four has been reduced to two- Oct-3/4 and 

certain members of the Sox gene family (Sox1, Sox2, Sox3, and Sox15) as crucial 

transcriptional regulators involved in the induction process.  

iPS cells are believed to be identical to natural pluripotent stem cells, such as embryonic 

stem (ES) cells in many respects, such as the expression of certain stem cell genes and 

proteins, chromatin methylation patterns, doubling time, embryoid body formation, 

teratoma formation, viable chimera formation, and potency and differentiability, but the 

full extent of their relation to natural pluripotent stem cells is still being assessed. 

Although iPS cells meet the plasticity criteria of embryonic stem cells it is not known yet 

if there is any clinically significant difference between the properties of these two cell 

types. Mouse iPSCs were first reported in 2006 [93], and human iPSCs in late 2007 [94]. 

Mouse iPSCs demonstrate important characteristics of pluripotent stem cells, including 

expression of stem cell markers, teratoma formation with a resident population of cells 

derived from all the three germ layers and the ability to differentiate into a number of cell 

types on transplantation. 

Depending on the methods used, reprogramming of adult cells to obtain iPSCs may pose 

significant risks that could limit its use in humans. For example, if viruses are used to 

genomically alter the cells, the expression of oncogenes may potentially be triggered. 

However, more recently the group of Sheng Ding in La Jolla, California, has shown that 

the generation of iPS cells is possible without any genetic alteration of the adult cell [95, 

96]: A repeated treatment of the cells with certain proteins channeled into the cells via 
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poly-arginine anchors is sufficient to induce pluripotency. The acronym given for these 

iPS cells are piPS (protein induced pluripotent stem cells).  

iPSC are being investigated in the potential treatment for Parkinson’s disease [97], platelet 

deficiency [98], spinal cord injury [99] and macular degeneration [100]. The first ever 

iPSC human clinical study for treatment of macular degeneration, which began active 

patient recruitment in August 2013, is led by “Masayo Takahashi of the Laboratory for 

Retinal Regeneration, RIKEN Center for Developmental Biology, and being conducted in 

collaboration with the Institute for Biomedical Research and Innovation with support from 

the Kobe City Medical Center General Hospital, after approval by the Ministry of Health, 

Labour and Welfare, Japan. The protocol for Takahashi’s new pilot study involves 

establishing autologous iPSCs from each of the research participants, differentiating them 

into retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) and transplanting these as monolayer cell sheets 

without the use of synthetic scaffolds or matrices. The cell sheets would be shaped into 1.3 

× 3 mm grafts and transplanted into the affected site of a single eye, following excision of 

the damaged RPE and neovascular tissues. This pilot study follows on extensive 

preclinical safety and feasibility testing, including evaluations of cell morphology, 

physiologic activity, gene expression, immunogenicity, and tumorigenesis in rodent and 

non-human primate models.” (RIKEN Press Release). 
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 1.15.3 Cell therapy for organ regeneration 

The FDA defines cell therapy as “The prevention, treatment, cure or mitigation of disease 

or injuries in humans by the administration of autologous, allogeneic or xenogeneic cells 

that have been manipulated or altered ex vivo”. The goal of cell therapy, intertwined with 

that of regenerative medicine, is to repair, replace or restore damaged tissues or organs. 

The field emerged due to the need for reconstruction in patients whose tissue had been 

damaged/ destroyed by trauma, disease or congenital abnormalities. The Swiss physician 

Paul Niehans, is credited with invented cell therapy in 1931. During a medical emergency, 

Dr. Niehans injected a solution containing ground-up parathyroid cells from a calf into a 

patient with damaged parathyroid glands. The patient recovered, and Dr. Niehans 

attributed the improvement to the injection. Since then the field has gone through a lot of 

revolutionaly changes. Even though the field is still in its infancy, the tremendous amount 

of research and the large influx of accrued knowledge have pushed a lot of regenerative 

therapies into the clinical settings. Mentioned below are some of the important areas in 

which the option of cell therapy and regenerative medicine is being explored: 

I) Bladder regeneration 

Due to the problems associated with using gastrointestinal tissue segments for bladder 

replacement and repair, Dr. Anthony Atala and colleagues used the concepts of 

regenerative medicine to repair the organ in human patients. Urothelial and muscle cells 

were expanded in-vitro and seeded on bladder-shaped scaffold made of collagen, or a 

composite of collagen and polyglycolic acid (Figure 1.15a). After about 7 weeks of ex-
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vivo expansion, these autologous bladder constructs were implanted into the patients with 

and without omental wrap. A follow up period ranging from 22-61 months (mean 46 

months)showed that post-operatively, the mean bladder leak point pressure decrease at 

capacity, and the volume and compliance increase was greatest in the composite 

engineered bladders with an omental wrap (Figure 1.15 b) (56%, 1.58-fold, and 2.79-fold, 

respectively). Bowel function returned promptly after surgery. No metabolic consequences 

were noted, urinary calculi did not form, mucus production was normal, and renal function 

was preserved. The engineered bladder biopsies showed an adequate structural 

architecture and phenotype (Figure 1.15) [101]. The results show that it is possible to 

tissue engineer bladders that are anatomically and functionally similar to the normal.  

 
Figure 1.15: Tissue-engineered autologous bladder (Adapted from Atala et al., 2006) 
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 II) Trachea 

Trachea, or the wind-pipe, is an important organ of the respiratory system. It is a 

cartilaginous and membranous tube, extending from the lower part of the larynx (voice 

box), on a level with the sixth cervical vertebra, to the upper border of the fifth thoracic 

vertebra, where it divides into the two bronchi, one for each lung [16]. The main function 

of the trachea is to allow inhaled air to travel into and out of the lungs from the 

atmosphere. It also plays an important role in the smooth functioning of the digestive 

system by ensuring smooth passage of food from the mouth to the stomach. The tracheal 

cartilages are enclosed in an elastic fibrous membrane and are associated with non-striated 

longitudinal and transverse muscle fibers. The trachea also has mucous membrane which 

is continuous with the larynx and the bronchi. It consists of areolar and lymphoid tissue 

with a basement membrane, supporting a stratified, columnar ciliated epithelium [102]. 

Patients with malignancies and stenotic inflammatory lesions of the trachea require 

surgical resection of a part of the tracheal wall and subsequent reconstruction of this 

defect. Conventionally, these defects were reconstructed using either the end-to-end 

anastomosis technique or autologous tissue implantation with skin/ cartilage from the 

nasal septum, auricle or costal cartilage [103]. However, these are associated with the 

problems of limited availability of transplantable tissue as well as separation, stenosis, and 

infection of the reconstructed trachea. Artificial tracheas such as silicon, marlex mesh and 

stainless steel wire mesh have been tried but have been unsuccessful due to separation and 

stenosis [104-106]. 
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More recently, the approach of tissue engineering is being applied to tracheal 

reconstruction. Macchiarini et al., reported successful clinical implantation of tissue 

engineered trachea retrieved from a donor and combined with the recipient's epithelial 

cells and chondrocytes [107]. Omari et al., employed a collagen conjugated prosthesis 

reinforced by polypropylene mesh frame and a polypropylene ring sandwiched with 

porcine collagen sponge in a patient with non-circumferential tracheal resection. Even 

though the procedure was a success, it had the drawback of delayed epithelialization [108]. 

To overcome this problem, Nomoto et al.,  incorporated fibroblast-containing collagen gel 

in this scaffold and were successful in accelerating the differentiation and establishment of 

the tracheal mucosa in-vitro and rat in-vivo studies [109, 110]. In 2011, the group of Prof 

Alexander Seifalian and Prof Paolo Macchiarini designed, built and transplanted a 

polymer based nano-composite tracheal scaffold seeded with autologous stem cells into a 

36 year old male patient with promising results [111]. 

Though the initial studies and case reports have been very encouraging with their 

optimistic results, the modality of bioengineered scaffolds for tracheal regeneration needs 

to undergo further experimentation investigating its long-term efficacy and safety before 

they can come in the mainstay of therapy. 

III) Pancreas 

Pancreas is a glandular organ which secretes hormones like insulin, glucagon. In diabetes 

mellitus, the β-cells present in the pancreas, that secrete insulin either get damaged or lose 

their functionality. In such cases the patient is on lifelong anti-diabetic drug treatment. 
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However, even with the current line of good anti-diabetic drugs the patient can develop 

chronic systemic complications like atherosclerosis, foot disease, stroke, retinopathy, 

neuropathy etc. Cell therapy option of treating diabetes by generating insulin producing 

cells from stem cells and then transplanting them in patients is an avenue which is being 

investigated. 

Transplanting islet cells, using the Edmonton Protocol was first performed by Dr. 

James Shapiro in 2000. Even though the initial success rate of this procedure was quite 

impressive- a year after transplant, 50 - 68% of patients did not need additional insulin, but 

by five years after the procedure, fewer than 10% of total patients were free of daily 

insulin supplementation. Other options like transplanting pancreatic β-cell precursors are 

also being investigated. These cells have an advantage over mature islet cells: unlike the 

isolated beta cells that release insulin in a monophasic, all-or-none manner, these 

pancreatic precursor cells can be fine-tuned in-vitro to produce all the cells of the islet 

cluster in order to generate a population of cells capable of coordinating the release of 

insulin in response to the blood glucose levels.  

More recently, a phase 1 and 2 clinical trial is being planned to test the safety and 

efficacy VC-01, a stem cell-derived, encapsulated β-cell replacement therapy. This 

therapy involves implanting the mature β-cells in an encapsulated (usually alginate 

encapsulated) fashion into the body. These cells have the ability to secrete insulin and also 

have the advantage of being in a protective barrier within the body. The major advantage 

of these encapsulated β-cells is that they can assess the patient's glucose level in the blood 
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and secrete the required amount of insulin, while their encapsulation barrier can protect 

them from being destroyed by the auto-immune system. Preclinical studies have shown 

the effectiveness of this therapy in reducing the blood glucose levels in murine models of 

diabetes. However, clinical trials need to be conducted in order to determine its 

effectiveness and safety in humans. 

IV) Salivary gland 

Salivary gland destruction or dysfunction leading to hyposalivation and xerostomia (dry 

mouth) is seen in conditions like autoimmune disorders, head and neck cancers etc. In 

addition, a number of other conditions like uncontrolled diabetes mellitus, sarcoidosis and 

renal diseases can cause hyposalivation related xerostomia. The condition is extremely 

uncomfortable and debilitating and considerably compromises the quality of life of the 

patient. The treatment options currently available deal with managing the symptoms of the 

condition. Cholinergic agonists like pilocarpine and cevimeline are used to stimulate 

salivary secretion or artificial saliva like NeutraSal may be used. However, these provide 

only transient short-term relief. For a more long-term management, the option of cell 

therapy is being explored. 

Genetic lineage tracing studies and immunophenotyping studies have been used to 

identify salivary gland stem/ progenitor cells that can come to the rescue of the gland post-

insult. These stem/ progenitor cells reconstitute and regenerate the damaged gland and 

restore its function [112, 113]. However, in case of severe damage, as seen in radiotherapy 

induced xerostomia, the remaining stem cells are probably inadequate to regenerate and 
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compensate for the extensive damage. In these cases, certain interesting and novel 

therapeutic avenues are being explored. One of the methods is application of agents like 

growth factors and cytokines that stimulate the division of stem/ progenitor cells.  

Cytokines like EGF [114], insulin growth factor [115, 116] and bFGF [116] have been 

suggested to inhibit apoptosis and/or enhance proliferation. Recently, a study by Lombaert 

et al., on the role of KGF on radiation-induced salivary gland damage in mouse 

submandibular gland showed that DN23-KGF treatment for 4 days prior to irradiation 

induced salivary gland proliferation in all cell types but especially in stem ⁄ progenitor 

cells, increasing their pool [117]. Even though this seems like a viable option but KGF 

suffers from the drawback of inducing tumorigenic proliferation of cells, thereby 

significantly limiting its use. Due to this, the option of transplanting adult stem cells in 

order to regenerate the salivary gland is also being explored. It is hypothesized that 

transplantation of healthy salivary glands stem ⁄ progenitor cells harvested prior to 

irradiation and if transplanted after treatment may reduce hyposalivation and xerostomia. 

Lombaert et al., developed a method to isolate and culture murine submandibular gland 

cells as salispheres derived from putative stem cells of ductal origin [118]. These 

salispheres were shown to contain cells expressing stem cell markers like stem cell 

antigen-1(Sca-1), CD117 (c-kit) and mushashi-1(Msi-1). These spheres were able to form 

functional duct and acinar-like cells in-vitro. Interestingly, when these were transplanted 

as single cells (75,000) into irradiated glands they were able to restore long term 

submandibular gland morphology and function. Further refinement of this study showed 
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that c-kit positive cells are possibly the stem/ progenitor cells as transplantation of only 

300 c-kit+ cells into the damaged gland could regenerate it [118].  

c-kit+ cells have also been detected in excretory ducts from human salivary glands. 

Similar to mice, salispheres could be cultured from both human parotid and submandibular 

gland tissue and these could self-renew and differentiate into ductal structures and mucin- 

expressing acinar-like cells in 3D matrix cultures under in-vitro conditions. These results 

indicate that human salivary gland also contains a pool of putative stem/ progenitor cell 

population comparable to that found in rodents [119].   

 

1.16 Review of Lacrimal Gland Studies 

1.16.1 Developmental studies: signaling molecules in the development of the lacrimal 

gland 

The development of lacrimal gland follows a pattern of morphogenesis that has been 

studied in other organ systems like limb[10] and lungs [120].  These studies have 

implicated a number of soluble signaling molecules in this morphogenetic development of 

the lacrimal gland. Some of the important signaling molecules involved are sonic 

hedgehog [121, 122], members of bone morphogenetic protein [123] and fibroblast growth 

factor families [124]. 

The results of a number of elegant experiments, performed by Makarenkova et al., show 

that transcription factor PAX 6 and soluble mediator FGF10 are essential for normal 

lacrimal gland development [125]. PAX 6 is a soluble transcription factor expressed in the 
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conjunctival epithelium but not in the neural crest derived peri-ocular mesenchyme [126, 

127] suggesting that the requirement of PAX 6 is inherent to the cells of the precursor 

conjunctival epithelium and it is likely that PAX 6 is one of the key factors which 

establishes competence and permits gland development from conjunctival epithelium in 

response to a fibroblast growth factor (FGF) ligand [125]. The Fibroblast Growth Factors 

(FGFs) constitute a large family of heparin-binding proteins involved in many aspects of 

development including cell proliferation, growth, and differentiation. They act on several 

cell types to regulate diverse physiologic functions including angiogenesis, cell growth, 

pattern formation, embryonic development, metabolic regulation, cell migration, 

neurotrophic effects and tissue repair. FGF family activities are mediated by receptor 

tyrosine kinases and are facilitated by heparan sulfate. In humans, 22 members of the FGF 

family have been identified, all of which are structurally related signaling molecules. 

Amongst these, FGF7 and FGF10 can elicit ectopic lacrimal gland development from 

conjunctival epithelium [128]. Between the two, FGF10 is probably the better candidate 

for an endogenous inducer as it is expressed with appropriate spatial pattern [125]. The 

response of conjunctival epithelium to FGF7 and FGF10 is probably a reflection of their 

high affinity for FGFR2IIIb [129], which is highly expressed in the precursor conjunctival 

epithelium [130]. FGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitor [131] and an antisense nucleotide 

specific for FGFR2IIIb mRNA [132] can prevent lacrimal gland budding. These 

observations, in combination with the lack of lacrimal gland development in FGF10 null 
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mice indicate that mesenchymal FGF10 stimulate lacrimal gland morphogenesis by 

directly activating FGFR2IIIb in the conjunctival epithelium [125]. 

Even though FGF10 appears to be an inducer of lacrimal gland development, it 

does not provide an instructive signal, as it is not exclusive to the lacrimal gland 

development. Exogenous supplementation of FGF10 leads to the growth of lacrimal tissue 

but without any branching morphogenesis, implicating this factor in stimulation of cell 

division.   

1.16.2 Branching morphogenesis of lacrimal gland 

The lacrimal gland is an organ that develops by branching morphogenesis [133]. The 

process of branching morphogenesis involves exchange of signals between the developing 

epithelial bud and the surrounding mesenchyme [134]. The members of bone 

morphogenetic (BMP) family of proteins have been implicated as the signaling molecules 

involved in this branching process in a number of organs like lung  [135], kidney [136] 

and prostate gland [137]. In the context of the lacrimal gland, Bmp7 has been shown to 

have a dynamic expression pattern within the mesenchyme of the gland [138] and its 

importance can be judged by the deficiency of lacrimal gland seen in Bmp7- null mice. 

The primary target of Bmp7 is probably the lacrimal gland mesenchyme with indirect 

effect on the developing epithelium, giving rise to the lobe pattern [133]. It is also likely 

that other members of the BMP family, like Bmp4, are involved in lacrimal gland 

development by suppression of epithelial proliferation [133]. 
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The role of Bmp7 in stimulating lacrimal gland branching has been extensively 

studied by Dean et al.,[133] and they propose two hypothetical models to explain the 

possible role played by this signaling molecule [133]. In the first model, they suggest that 

Bmp7 has a major role in facilitating and enhancing the formation of signaling centers 

within the developing organ (Figure 1.16). These signaling centers are, possibly, a small 

aggregation of closely associated cells capable of secreting factors, in the so-called 

community effect [139] and responding to stimuli in a manner that would stimulate 

development and branching. These signaling centers are proposed to include both the 

epithelial as well as the mesenchymal cells in the region of the developing bud tip and 

their shape probably influences the shape of the growing tissue [134]. In the alternative 

model, the authors propose that Bmp7 may function primarily by stimulating a 

mesenchymal to epithelial transition [133]. This model finds support in the observations 

that some markers expressed at high levels in the epithelial component of the lacrimal 

gland like connexin 43, cadherins and smooth muscle actin, tend to get upregulated when 

isolated mesenchymal cells are stimulated with Bmp7. This process probably is crucial to 

stimulate proliferation and an epithelial to mesenchymal transition, which supplies the 

developing gland with the epithelial cells. However, this model is definitely a more 

speculative one and would require additional work in developing strategies for fate-

mapping different components of the gland before it can be accepted [133]. 
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Figure 1.16: Model describing bmp7 function in lacrimal gland development. 
(Adapted from Dean et al., 2004) 

(A) Bmp7 promotes formation of signaling centers in the lacrimal gland, through 
stimulation of mesenchymal proliferation and aggregation, resulting in branching 
morphogenesis. (A,B) The pattern of lobe formation in the lacrimal gland can be 
explained in part by the combined action of Fgf10 and Bmp7 where Fgf10 is a stimulus for 
bud elongation and Bmp7 for branching. (A,B, zone A) During the initial 48 hours of 
lacrimal gland development, the primary bud extends and does not branch because the 
epithelium is exposed only to Fgf10. (A,B, zone C) In contrast, upon entering the defined 
region of Bmp7-expressing mesenchyme, epithelium will branch because it is exposed to 
Bmp7. It is possible that this regulation of branching is mediated not by the absolute 
presence or absence of Bmp7, but by different Bmp7 levels. 
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1.16.3 Lacrimal gland in-vivo studies 

The presence of stem cells in adult tissues is a very active area of research because of the 

potential clinical benefits [140-142]. A number of studies have reported the self-

regenerating capabilities of exocrine glands like salivary, pancreas, liver, intestine, and 

breast [143-147]. In particular, a lot of work has been done in investigating the 

regenerative capacity of the salivary glands [146-150]. It has been reported that long-term 

(7–21 days) ligation of the main excretory ducts of the salivary glands leads to atrophy of 

the glands preceded by inflammation, edema and death of acinar cells. Studies have 

reported that after release of the duct ligation, the salivary glands go through a phase of 

increased cellular proliferation and repair. It has also been shown that nestin positive cells, 

which are thought to be stem cells/ progenitor cells are involved in tissue regeneration of 

pancreas, breast and salivary gland. Since the lacrimal gland has a great deal of similarity 

with the salivary gland it is expected that similar results could be seen in lacrimal gland 

too. 

Even though there are only a handful of studies that report the presence of stem-

like cells in lacrimal gland, however, the last couple of years have seen an increase in the 

knowledge about the presence of stem-like cells in the lacrimal gland of mice [151] and 

rats [152]. These studies indicate the inherent potential of the gland to heal itself following 

an insult. The study published by You et al., showed that post injection of interleukin into 

the mouse lacrimal gland, which destroys areas in the gland, stem-like cells migrate 

towards the site of injury and heal the wound. These cells can be harvested and grown 
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under in-vitro conditions too. However, the authors report minimum in-vitro growth from 

uninjured gland [151]. In contrast, the recent study by Shatos et al., on rat lacrimal gland  

and our own experience with human lacrimal gland showed that stem-like cells are present 

in the native, uninjured gland too which can be maintained under appropriate in-vitro 

conditions [152]. 

 The presence of stem cells in the lacrimal gland is an important finding that leads 

us to believe that these cells can be recruited to salvage the damaged gland and be used in 

cell therapy of chronic dry eye. However, before we take a leap of faith the viability, 

homing and functionality of these cells need to be established by more extensive in-vitro 

studies and independent animal experimentation. 

1.16.4 Lacrimal gland in-vitro studies 

An important area of investigation in the field is to find a common link between tear film 

osmolarity, tear film break up response and the resultant inflammatory stress. In order to 

facilitate these studies, in-vivo and in-vitro models are being developed that would greatly 

assist the investigation into the secretory repertoire of lacrimal gland epithelia, regulation 

of secretion, etiopathogenesis of lacrimal gland conditions like Sjogren’s syndrome and 

also pave way for cell therapy. 

Much of the information regarding the secretory function and pathology of human 

lacrimal gland has been obtained indirectly by correlating the data obtained from 

evaluating the tear specimen of animal models like rabbit, mice, rat and dogs or by 

studying the cultured animal lacrimal gland epithelia.  
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Procedure for in-vitro culturing of lacrimal gland acinar cells has been evolving for 

nearly two decades now. Oliver et al., published one of the first reports on in-vitro culture 

of rat lacrimal gland acinar cells in 1987 wherein they described a method for culturing a 

dividing population of morphologically differentiated rat lacrimal acinar cells on a three-

dimensional, reconstituted basement membrane gel. The cultured acinar cells proliferated 

on the basement matrix and showed the presence of cytoplasmic secretory granules [153]. 

However, their culture system could only maintain the epithelial cells for 6-7 days after 

which fibroblast overgrowth was observed. Successful in-vitro culture of lacrimal acinar 

cells was achieved in a combination of serum free Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium 

(DMEM) and Ham’s F-12 medium (1:1) containing a variety of supplements like 

epidermal growth factor (EGF), glutamine, sodium pyruvate and soyabean trypsin 

inhibitor [154, 155]. The importance of media formulation, supplement profile and 

extracellular matrix composition for optimal growth and functionality of these cells was 

first reported by Hann et al.,[156]and these findings were supported by a number of 

subsequent reports.         

Guo et al., (2000) described the procedure for obtaining a highly purified acinar 

cell preparation from rabbit lacrimal gland [157]. This population has been studied by 

immuno-cytochemical staining for the presence of polymeric immunoglobulin receptor, 

cytokeratins[158] and for the absence of rabbit thymic lymphocyte antigen [157]. 

A major problem faced by all these investigators was that the lacrimal acinar cells 

could not be induced to proliferate significantly in-vitro. This issue was resolved by 
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Schonthal et al., who reported in 2000, that the in-vitro proliferation of lacrimal acinar 

cells could be improved significantly by the combined use of EGF, dihydrotestosterone 

(DHT), Matrigel and HepatoStim® culture medium [159]. A number of recent 

publications also report the use of polyethersulfone dead-end tube [160] and denuded 

amniotic membrane [161] as scaffolds for successful in-vitro culture of rat or rabbit 

lacrimal glands. There have also been attempts to culture rabbit lacrimal gland as 3D 

spheres in rotatory culture bioreactors. However, the problem with this culture system is 

that the spheres could only be grown for three weeks after which they die due to 

progressive central apoptosis [162]. 

The effect of androgen on the control of secretory component output by the 

lacrimal gland has been well established. The effect of androgens and androgen analogues 

on in-vitro culture of lacrimal acinar cells has helped elucidate the control that the 

androgens exert on the synthesis and secretion of secretory component [156, 163-165] as 

well as other biochemical parameters related to the lacrimal secretion including the basal 

tear flow rate [166]. 
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Table 1.5: In-vitro lacrimal gland research: Information matrix 

Year Species In-vitro research Reference 

1987 Rat Established culture [153] 

1991 Rat Importance of media & 
growth factors for in-vitro 
cultures 

[156] 

1994 Rabbit Physiologically responsive in-
vitro cultures 

[154]; [155] 

2000 Rabbit Purified acinar cell 
preparation 

[157] 

2000 Rabbit Use of EGF, DHT, Matrigel 
and HepatoSTIM for culture 

[159] 

2000 Human In-vitro culture from 
cadaveric tissue 

[167] 

1984 
1990 
1991 

Rat Effect of androgen on 
synthesis and secretion by 
lacrimal gland 

[163, 164]; [156]; [165] 

2006 Rat In-vitro culture in 
polyethersulfone dead end 
tube 

[160] 

2007 Rabbit In-vitro culture on amniotic 
membrane 

[161] 

2009 Rabbit Rotary cell culture system [162] 

2011 Mouse Report of mesenchymal stem 
cells in lacrimal gland post 
injury 

[151] 

2012 Rat Progenitor cells in uninjured 
rat lacrimal gland 

[168] 
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1.16.5 Animal models 

In order to better understand the condition of dry eye, animal models have been developed 

which mimic the features of human dry eye syndrome. A number of mouse, rabbit, rat and 

a few dog models have been developed which have contributed significantly to increase 

the knowledge about the etiopathology of dry eye syndrome. 

The important animal models that have been created are: 

• Mouse models created using scopolamine and environmental desiccating stress 

show that osmolarity of tear as well as secretion of inflammatory cytokines is 

increased under such condition [169, 170].These models with dysfunctional 

lacrimal gland have allowed better characterization of epithelial cell turnover rate 

and ocular surface pathology in dry eye. 

• Mouse model of Sjogren syndrome dry eye have also been developed. These 

Sjogren syndrome mouse models have revealed that ocular surface stress can 

induce inflammatory T cell alterations and that androgens have the potential to 

reduce the inflammatory response due to auto-antigen presentation [171-173]. 

• Neurturin deficient mice that develop dry eye and show elevated levels of 

inflammatory mediators in their tears [174]. 

• Rabbit model of KCS created using the technique of ablation, which shows that 

steroids like dexamethasone can be used to reverse the ocular surface damage and 

also to increase the low tear-film break up time [51]. 
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Since the workshop on dry eye in 1995, a number of studies have been done with 

microarray analysis, showing significant changes in lacrimal gland gene expression after 

acute corneal injury in mice. Cytokines and other chemokines [171-173, 175], altered 

cholinergic function [176] and neurotransmitter release have also been identified in mouse 

model of Sjogren syndrome dry eye [177]. Alpha-fodrin and ICA69 have been identified 

as the auto-antigen in NFS mouse model of SS and NOD mouse model of SS respectively 

[178].  

Even though it is undeniable that these animal models have indeed increased our 

basic understanding behind the etiopathology of dry eye, yet the fact remains that we are 

not completely sure of how well these animal models mimic the human condition. In order 

to bridge this gap in understanding the similarity/ differences between the animal form and 

the human form of the dry eye condition, it is imperative that studies be conducted on 

human tissue. Since, it is unethical to undertake such studies without sufficient 

background information, in-vitro models of human lacrimal gland become very important 

tool for research. 

 

1.17 Gaps in Existing Literature 

Dry eye can be an extremely debilitating condition with high incidence of associated 

morbidity. The need to explore cell therapy for DES can be gauged by the number of 

patients who present with chronic dry eye syndrome. The global prevalence of dye eye, 

estimated by a questionnaire based population survey was found to be to be 7% to 33% 
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[179].  A clinic based study on a cohort of patients reported that 25.4% of dry eye cases 

were due to lacrimal gland insufficiency [63]. In the Indian context, this number is about 

18.4% to 20% of the population [180, 181] and 25.24% in a hospital setting [64]. The 

actual numbers are possibly even higher because cases of dry eye are always under 

reported as the patients ignore the problem. These epidemiological numbers are a good 

indicator of the need for research on DES.  

An extensive survey of literature on lacrimal gland research shows that numerous 

studies have been published on the in-vitro culture of animal lacrimal glands like mice, rat 

and rabbits. The lacrimal cells have been cultured on a wide variety of matrices like HAM, 

collagen, Matrigel, polyethersulfone, microgravity bioreactors etc. These studies have 

revealed a lot of information about the gland including the mechanism of function of the 

gland, neural controls of secretion, effect of androgens, mechanism of Sjogren’s syndrome 

and lymphocyte interaction. There have also been a couple of reports of the possible 

presence of stem-like cells in the murine and rat lacrimal gland which could be involved in 

healing injury. However, these studies have all been conducted on animal tissues. Though 

they have undoubtedly increased our store house of knowledge yet these results cannot be 

directly extrapolated to humans. It is imperative that the results be corroborated with 

human tissues. At the same time, there is no precedence on the culturing of fresh lacrimal 

gland from human source. The study by Yoshino et al., on cadaveric lacrimal gland gives 

preliminary evidence that such cells can potentially be cultured in-vitro. The other aspect 

that needs extensive exploration is the potential of these cells to retain their secretory 
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function in-vitro as well as the possible presence of stem-like cells in the native gland that 

can be maintained ex-vivo.  

 The whole focus in the past for treating/ managing DES has been on standard 

therapeutic approaches of lubricating/ hydrating eye drops, pharmacological stimulation of 

tear production, punctal plugs and other palliative measures. However, now the focus is 

shifting towards exploring the option of cell based therapy for long term treatment of 

chronic DES. Though this exploratory option has been tried in salivary gland for 

management / treatment of radiation induced xerostomia, yet data from lacrimal gland 

studies is still lacking. Following the progress obtained in other exocrine glands, we 

hypothesize that a dry eye condition, secondary to lacrimal gland insufficiency, could 

potentially be corrected by the transplantation of cultured lacrimal gland cells that would 

survive, integrate so as to ensure adequate tear film production in the damaged eye. 

Towards achieving this goal we ask the following questions: 1) can human lacrimal gland 

cells be cultured? 2) will the cultured cells retain their function? 3) do they have stem cells 

that will reconstitute the functional unit under appropriate conditions? 4) is it possible to 

assess the damage caused to the lacrimal gland structure and function post orbital 

radiotherapy? 

 In an attempt to answer these questions, the present study has the following aims:  

1. To establish in-vitro cultured, functionally viable lacrimal gland cells in 2 and 3 

dimensional matrices which can be used to restore function of the damaged gland post 

transplantation. 
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2. To explore the presence of stem-like cells in the human lacrimal gland tissue and the 

established cultures. 

3. To determine the radiation-induced damage caused to the lacrimal gland tissue and the 

effect of orbital radiotherapy on the development of dry eye syndrome.  
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Chapter 2: Establishing In-vitro Human Lacrimal Gland Cultures 

2.1 Introduction 

The main lacrimal gland situated in the fossa glanduloe lacrimalis of the frontal bone is an 

exocrine gland which releases its secretions onto the ocular surface through a network of 10-

14 ducts. Based on its anatomic location, the main lacrimal gland is divided into the orbital 

and palpebral portions by the lateral horn of the aponeurosis of the levator muscle. In addition 

to the main lacrimal gland, the lacrimal secretions are also contributed by the accessory 

glands called the Gland of Wolfring and Krauss [6]. Histologically, both the main and 

accessory lacrimal glands are similar to other exocrine tissues like the salivary gland. There 

are four different types of cells present in the lacrimal gland: 

The secretory epithelial cells or the acinar cells: the main secretory components of the gland 

are the pyramid-shaped secretory epithelial/ acinar cells, which comprise major portion of the 

gland. The acinar cells are secretory cuboidal epithelium with basally located nucleus and 

large peri-nuclear golgi apparatus [14]. Their apical portion is filled with many periodic acid 

Schiff’s base (PAS) positive secretory granules and the base is associated with a basement 

membrane (Figure 2.1). This architecture is responsible for polarization of the cells and is 

essential for the ability of the cells to secrete water, electrolytes and proteins. The acinar cells 

are linked together by apical tight junctions that not only mechanically attach the cells, but 

also couple them chemically and electrically. The baso-lateral membrane has the receptors for 
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neuropeptides, hormones and growth factors that are involved in the secretory functions of the 

cell [14].  

The ductal cells:  the lumen of the acinar cells form the inter-lobular and intra-lobular 

excretory ducts lined by cuboidal epithelium (Figure 2.1).  Like their acinar counterparts, the 

ductal cells are also linked on their apical side by tight junction. This creates polarization and 

contributes to unidirectional secretion of lacrimal fluids. One of the most important functions 

of the ductal cells, in addition to collection and transport of lacrimal secretions, is dilution of 

primary lacrimal fluid by secreting electrolytes and water. These cells also synthesize proteins 

in their endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi complex and store the same in apical vesicles, 

though to a significantly lesser extent [15, 19]. 

The myoepithelial cells: the third important cell type that contributes to the architecture of the 

gland are the myoepithelial cells (Figure 2.1). These have stellate, spindle-shaped or 

transitional multi-processed morphology and are alpha-smooth muscle actin (α-SMA) and 

cytokeratin 5 positive. They envelop the basal portion of the acinar and ductal cells and help 

them contract in order to empty their contents into the lumen or to propel the fluids forward. 

The myoepithelial cells have numerous G protein coupled receptors and other signaling 

components but their exact role in the production of lacrimal fluids still needs to be elucidated 

[15] 

The lacrimal gland also contains a distinct population of fibroblasts (which secrete 

collagen and heparin), dendritic cells, circulating lymphocytes and plasma cells. These 
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plasma cells secrete the J chain of the IgA which couples with the secretory component 

synthesized by the acinar cells to form the functionally complete IgA which is involved in 

ocular immunity. 

 

Figure 2.1: A) Hematoxylin and eosin staining of the human lacrimal gland showing the 
histoarchitecture B) Branching pattern in the lacrimal gland  

 

The lacrimal gland receives its blood supply from the lacrimal branch of the 

ophthalmic artery, infra-orbital branch of the maxillary artery and the recurrent meningeal 

artery. The venous drainage follows a similar course and drains into the superior ophthalmic 

vein. In terms of innervation, the gland has both sympathetic as well as parasympathetic 

innervation- though the latter predominates both anatomically as well as functionally [6].  

The lacrimal gland forms an important component of the lacrimal functional unit, 

comprising of lacrimal gland, meibomian gland, ocular surface, lids and the sensory/ motor 

neurons that connect them [182]. The secretions of the lacrimal gland form the aqueous 

component of the tri-layered dynamic tear film. These secretions include proteins like 
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lactoferrin, lysozyme, lipocalin, lacritin, water, electrolytes and mucins like MUC1 and 

MUC4. Any perturbations in the functioning of the lacrimal gland, either due to 

environmental stress or changes in body homeostasis, drugs or radiotherapy, can lead to a 

chronic, progressive and morbid condition called the dry eye syndrome [4].  

The current therapy for dry eye remains palliative, focusing mainly on need-based 

frequent lubrication and hydration of the ocular surface. However, this does not provide long 

term relief nor does it arrest the progression of the condition. In order to provide long-term 

relief to these patients, the option of cell therapy needs to be explored.  

The success of cell therapy requires lacrimal gland cells to be grown/ expanded under 

in-vitro conditions. One of the first reports on in-vitro culturing of lacrimal gland was 

published by Oliver et al., in 1987. The study described a method for culturing a dividing 

population of morphologically differentiated rat lacrimal gland acinar cells on a three-

dimensional reconstituted basement membrane gel. The cultured acinar cells proliferated on 

the basement matrix and showed the presence of cytoplasmic secretory granules [153]. 

However, their culture system could only maintain the epithelial cells for 6-7 days after which 

fibroblast overgrowth was observed. Successful in-vitro culture of lacrimal acinar cells was 

achieved in a combination of serum free Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) and 

Ham’s F-12 medium (1:1) containing a variety of supplements like epidermal growth factor 

(EGF), glutamine, sodium pyruvate and soya-bean trypsin inhibitor [154, 155]. The 

importance of media formulation, supplement profile and extracellular matrix composition for 
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optimal growth and functionality of these cells was first reported by Hann et al., [156] and 

these findings were supported by a number of subsequent reports.        

 Guo et al., (2000) described the procedure for obtaining a highly purified acinar cell 

preparation from rabbit lacrimal gland [157]. This was an important milestone since the 

problem of fibroblast contamination could be effectively dealt with. However, a major 

problem faced by the investigators was the failure to induce proliferation of these cells in-

vitro. This issue was resolved by Schonthal et al., who reported in 2000, that the in-vitro 

proliferation of lacrimal acinar cells could be improved significantly by the combined use of 

EGF, DHT (dihydrotestosterone), Matrigel™ and HepatoStim™ culture medium [159]. 

Recent review of literature shows the use of polyethersulfone dead-end tube [160], denuded 

amniotic membrane [161] as scaffolds and rotary cell culture system [162] for successful  in-

vitro culture of rat or rabbit lacrimal glands. 

With respect to the human lacrimal gland in-vitro cultures, there is reference in 

literature to just one study, published by Yoshino in 1995 [167]. This study was a preliminary 

work with cadaveric human lacrimal gland and its main focus was to evaluate the effect of 

various substrates like collagen 1, Matrigel™ and plastic on the growth parameters of the in-

vitro lacrimal epithelial cultures. The results of the study led to the conclusion that substrate 

on which the lacrimal gland cells were grown could significantly modulate the cell 

morphology, proliferative rate and tear protein (lactoferrin) production.  The established 
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cultures were however not well characterized in terms of various cell population and 

functionality. 

In this chapter, we describe the efforts made to establish cultures from human lacrimal 

gland and characterize these cultured cells, which we believe is the first step towards 

replacement therapy. This work would throw light on the type of substrate required to grow 

and maintain these cells in-vitro, the viability and proliferation of various sub-populations of 

human lacrimal gland cells and if there is any change in phenotype and function of these cells 

compared to the native cells present in the tissue. 

2.1.1 Culture techniques for lacrimal cell isolation 

Cell suspension: Studies reported in literature on the in-vitro culture of lacrimal gland from 

mice, rat, rabbit had used the cell suspension technique of culturing in which an enzyme or a 

cocktail of enzymes was used to isolate the cells from the tissue [153, 154, 159]. The enzymes 

used were trypsin, collagenase and hyaluronidase or a combination of all three. The cells were 

isolated from the tissue by incubating with the enzyme after which they were washed and 

seeded onto cell culture dishes for proliferation. 

Explant culture: cultures can also be established by explant culture technique which involves 

chopping the tissue into very tiny explant pieces using a scalpel blade and then placing these 

explants onto the tissue culture dish, feeding with appropriate medium for the cells to migrate 

out of the explant and proliferate. However, in the case of lacrimal gland, this technique has 

not been used by previous groups. 
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2.1.2 Substrates for lacrimal cell culture 

One of the important parameters to standardize in tissue culture is the substrate on which the 

cells would grow. A good substrate not only supports the viability of the cultured cells but 

also their functionality. In the case of lacrimal gland cultures, a number of substrates have 

been tested in-vitro, ranging from uncoated tissue culture dishes, collagen, Matrigel™ [153], 

polyethersulfone [160] to microgravity rotary bioreactors [162]. Some of these like collagen 1 

and Matrigel™ seem better suited to support the viability and functionality of the cultured 

cells [153].  

In-vitro cultures of animal lacrimal gland have provided information about the 

functioning of the gland, the neural and hormonal control of its secretions, insights into 

certain mechanisms behind lacrimal gland dysfunction [15, 164]. However, the fact remains 

that animal data cannot be directly extrapolated to the human condition. There is an 

imperative need to substantiate that data with human tissue. In order to do that the first step 

would be to establish an in-vitro culture of normal human lacrimal gland and investigate 

similar questions in them. The present study aims to address that need of establishing human 

lacrimal gland culture in-vitro. At the same time, the study also aimed to establish non-

adherent spheres under serum free conditions, from human lacrimal gland so as to be a 

potential source of cells for future cell therapy in chronic DES. 

In the current chapter, we describe the establishment of in-vitro cultures of lacrimal 

gland from normal human lacrimal gland tissue. Establishing in-vitro cultures from normal 
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human lacrimal gland would provide an opportunity to explore the various kinds of cells 

present in the tissue and would also be a source of cells for potential transplantation into 

severe dry eye patients in the near future. 

 

2.2 Hypothesis: Human lacrimal gland can be cultured to expand the epithelial cell 

population in-vitro.  

 

2.3 Aims and Objectives: 

1. To optimize the cellular yield from fresh human lacrimal gland tissue  

2. To establish human lacrimal gland adherent cultures in-vitro from normal tissue  

3. To establish human lacrimal gland non-adherent cultures in-vitro from normal tissue. 

 

2.4 Materials and Methods 

2.4.1 Chemicals 

HepatoSTIM culture media (BD biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA), Dulbecco’s Modified 

Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) - Ham’s F12 (Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, MO,USA) Fetal calf serum 

(FCS) (HyClone), bovine serum albumin (BSA) (Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, Mo, USA) 

penicillin, streptomycin, gentamycin and amphotericin B, epidermal growth factor (Sigma 

Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA), fibroblast growth factor (FGF) (Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, MO, 

USA) L-glutamine (2 mM) (Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA), Matrigel® basement matrix 
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(BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA), collagen I gel (Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA), 

collagenase (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA), hyaluronidase (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, 

CA,USA), Hank’s Balanced Salt Solution (HBBS), treated tissue culture dishes (NUNC), 

ultralow attachment plates (NUNC). 

2.4.2 Preparation of Chemicals 

All the chemicals and culture media were prepared as described in Appendix. 

2.4.3 Human tissue source 

The study was conducted at L V Prasad Eye Institute (LVPEI), Hyderabad. The use of human 

tissue was approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) (Ref. LEC 08020) and is in 

accordance with the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.  

Fresh human lacrimal gland was harvested after obtaining written informed consent from 

patients undergoing exenteration surgery for therapeutic indications. The glands included in 

the study were from those patients who had no history of undergoing orbital radiotherapy. 

Part of the tissue was submitted for histology and after it was evaluated to be free from any 

underlying pathology was used for in-vitro studies. The fresh gland was collected in FCS rich 

DMEM-Ham’s F-12 media supplemented with antibiotics and transported to the lab where it 

was immediately taken for processing. 
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2.4.4 Preparation of human amniotic membrane  

The human amniotic membrane was prepared by the technical staff at the Ramayamma 

International Eye Bank (LVPEI, Hyderabad) in accordance with the approved and established 

protocol and stored at -80°C, to be thawed before use. 

This protocol is based on the technique published by Kim et al., [183]. Following written 

informed consent, human placenta was obtained at the time of normal cesarean delivery at the 

Fernandez Hospital, Hyderabad. The placenta was transported to the Ramayamma 

International Eye Bank (LVPEI, Hyderabad) and processed under sterile conditions using 

saline/ ringer lactate solution. The amnion was separated from the chorion by peeling and 

attached onto sterile nitrocellulose paper and cut into 2.5x5.0 cm pieces. The amniotic 

membrane pieces were stored in glass vials containing DMEM and stored at -80°C. Just prior 

to use, it was thawed at 37°C for 30 minutes. HAM was de-epithelized by incubating with 

0.25% trypsin–EDTA for 30 minutes at 37°C followed by thorough washing with PBS to 

remove the epithelial layer. 

2.4.5 Coating of tissue culture plates and standardization of substrate 

The tissue culture plates were coated with collagen 1 or Matrigel™. Collagen 1 was used in 

the concentration of 1mg/ml while Matrigel™ was used at a dilution of 1:50. A drop of 

collagen1 or Matrigel™ was added to the tissue culture dish using a micropipette and the drop 
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was spread evenly using the broad base of the microtip. The coated plates were incubated at 

37°C for at least an hour prior to use.  

The cell growth on the substrates was evaluated morphologically as well as by flow 

cytometry. In brief, the protocol for flow cytometry involved trypsinizing the cells growing as 

monolayer using 0.25% trypsin-EDTA (TE) and using them for evaluation of marker 

expression.   

Briefly, 1x106 cells were fixed with 4% fresh PFA for 10 minutes, blocked with 5% BSA and 

incubated with appropriate dilutions of secondary tagged primary antibody for 2 hours at 

room temperature. At the end of this time period, the pellet was washed with PBS, 

resuspended in 500µl of FACS buffer and acquired on BD FACS ARIA™ Special Order 

System. Appropriate controls and gating parameters were used for the experiment. A total of 

20000 to 50000 events were acquired for analysis after eliminating dead cells and debris. The 

analysis was done using BD FACS DiVa™ software.  

The antibodies used and the appropriate dilutions are summarized in Table 2.1. 

 Table 2.1: List of antibodies and dilutions used for flow cytometry 

S. No. Antibody Dilution Company 

3. CD90 1:200 eBiosciences 

4. EpCAM 1:100 BD Biosciences 
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2.4.6 Standardization of media 

Various media formulations like DMEM, DMEM-Ham’s F-12 and HepatoSTIM media have 

been used previously by different groups for culturing animal lacrimal gland [153, 157, 159]. 

In-order to determine the media which would optimally support the growth of human lacrimal 

gland cells in-vitro an attempt was made to culture the isolated cells in these different media 

formulations and observe the growth and morphology of the cells microscopically. 

2.4.7 Sterility check for media: 

Following filter sterilization, the sterility of media and other chemicals to be used for tissue 

culture was evaluated. A few drops of media/chemicals were inoculated on chocolate agar and 

in thioglycollate broth to screen for both aerobic and anaerobic microorganisms. The 

inoculated media were then incubated in a bacterial incubator at 37 °C for about 7 days before 

the media/ chemicals could be approved for tissue culture use. 

 

2.5 Establishing Primary Cultures of Human Lacrimal Gland 

2.5.1 Establishing adherent cultures 

Fresh lacrimal gland, obtained from exenterated specimens, was washed with HBBS to 

remove red blood cells. The gland was chopped into small bits using a scalpel blade. The 

tissue mince was then incubated with the enzyme cocktail of collagenase (130 units per ml) 

and hyaluronidase (300 units per ml) with or without 0.25% trypsin-EDTA for 90 minutes at 

37ºC with intermittent shaking.  At the end of the incubation period, the suspension was 
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filtered through a 75 µm cell sieve and the cell pellet was obtained by centrifugation at 1500 

rpm for 20 minutes. The cells were seeded on uncoated tissue culture dishes in DMEM-

Ham’s F12 culture media supplemented with 10% FCS and antibiotics.  

The heterogeneous mix of isolated cells was separated based on their preferential 

adhesion to uncoated tissue culture dishes. The fibroblasts attached preferentially to the 

uncoated tissue culture dishes and the epithelial clumps, still in suspension at the end of about 

2 hours, were aspirated and plated on Matrigel™, collagen I coated dishes and on denuded 

HAM. The media used for the culture of fibroblasts was DMEM- Ham’s F-12 supplemented 

with 2mM L-glutamine, antibiotics and 10% FCS. For the culture of lacrimal acinar cells, 

HepatoSTIM™ culture media was used. HepatoSTIM™ is a commercially available fully 

defined, serum free media based on the formulation of Williams E Media [184] and contains 

supplements like dexamethasone, insulin-transferrin-selenium and EGF. The media was 

further supplemented with 2 mM L-glutamine, penicillin, streptomycin, 5ng/ml EGF and 10% 

FCS for the first three days. At the end of the three days/ at first media change, FCS was 

replaced with N2 supplement and the concentration of EGF increased to 50ng/ml. Media was 

changed every 3 days and the cultures passaged post-confluence using collagenase treatment. 

Media from day 7, 14 and day 21 were collected and stored at -80° C to be used at a later date 

for detecting the possible presence of secreted tear proteins. 
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2.5.2 Establishing non-adherent cultures 

The cells were isolated as previously described under section 2.3.8.1 using a combination of 

collagenase and hyaluronidase. These were plated on untreated ultralow adhesion plates and 

fed with HepatoSTIM™ media supplemented with N2, 25ng/ml EGF, 10ng/ml bFGF, 2mM 

L-glutamine, penicillin and streptomycin. The media was changed every 3 days and the 

spheres passaged every 7-10 days. 

2.5.3 Passaging in-vitro human lacrimal gland cultures 

Adherent cultures: Once the cultures attain confluence they were passaged using collagenase. 

The cultures were incubated with 1 ml of 130units/ml collagenase till the sheet of epithelium 

dislodged from the plate (15-20 minutes at 37ºC). At the end of the incubation period, the cell 

suspension and enzyme mix was diluted with cold basal media. The cells were centrifuged at 

2000 rpm for 3 minutes and the pellet resuspended in complete supplemented HepatoSTIM™ 

media. The cells were then plated on Matrigel™/ collagen 1 coated plate and incubated at 

37ºC, 5%CO2. Media was changed every third day. 

Floating cultures: Once the spheres attained confluence, they were passaged with a split ratio 

of 2-3. The spheres were centrifuged at 2000 rpm for 3 minutes to obtain a pellet. The 

supernatant was discarded and the cell pellet resuspended in fresh supplemented media. The 

spheres were mechanically dissociated by repeated pipetting and then plated in 2-3 ultra-low 

attachment plates, fed with sufficient media and incubated at 37ºC, 5% CO2 and allowed to 

grow. Media was changed every third day. 
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2.5.4 Cryopreservation and revival 

2.5.4.1 Cryopreserving in-vitro human lacrimal gland cultures 

The established human lacrimal gland cultures were cryopreserved at -196ºC in liquid 

nitrogen using a cryo-protectant mix consisting of DMSO (10%) and FCS (70%) and basal 

media (20%). The adherent cultures were enzymatically dissociated from the plate using 130 

units/ml collagenase while the non-adherent spheres were collected and the cell pellet 

obtained after centrifugation at 2000 rpm for 3 minutes. These cells were then resuspended in 

cryomix and 1 ml of this was added to each cryotube and stored in isopropanol cryobox at -

80ºC overnight. The tubes were then transferred to the liquid phase of nitrogen in liquid 

nitrogen cryotanks. 

2.5.4.2 Revival of cryopreserved human lacrimal gland in-vitro cultures 

The cells cryopreserved at -196ºC were thawed rapidly by immersing the cryotube in sterile 

water at 37ºC. Immediately on thawing, the cell suspension-cryomix was diluted by adding to 

10 ml of basal media in order to dilute out the DMSO (which would otherwise prove toxic to 

the cells). The cell suspension was centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 3 minutes and the obtained 

cell pellet was resuspended in 1 ml of complete HepatoSTIM™ media. Cell count was taken 

using trypan blue to determine the revival efficiency. The cells were then plated on collagen 

1/ Matrigel™ coated culture dishes or ultralow attachment dishes and incubated at 37ºC, 5% 

CO2.  
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2.5.4.3 Cell counting 

The cell suspension was mixed with 1:1 ratio of trypan blue. The hemocytometer was cleaned 

first with alcohol and then wiped dry. The coverslip was positioned carefully over both the 

chambers. The diluted cell suspension was mixed thoroughly and then filled into the 

hemocytometer chambers with the help of the micropipette. Total viable cells (trypan blue 

negative cells) were counted in 4 large squares (1 x 1 x 0.1 mm).  The cell count (cells per ml) 

was determined as per the formula given below: 

Cell Count/ml = (Average Cell Count/Square)* Dilution Factor*104 

 

2.6 Results 

After IRB approval and informed consent, 28 samples of fresh lacrimal gland tissue were 

harvested from exenterated specimens for orbital malignancies. Subsequent to histological 

confirmation of normal lacrimal gland and exclusion of any underlying pathology, 22 samples 

were included for the study. Cultures were attempted in 15 of the 22 samples out of which 12 

samples could be successfully cultured and the remaining three were used for initial 

standardization experiments. Of the 22 samples, 7 were used for FACS analysis. 

2.6.1 Sterility check for media 

None of the media and other chemicals showed evidence of contamination as no growth was 

observed on chocolate agar or thioglycollate broth after 7 days. 
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2.6.2 Standardization of media 

Of the various media formulations tested, it was observed that the growth of human lacrimal 

gland epithelial cells was optimal in HepatoSTIM™ media. The epithelial cells could be 

maintained in culture for more than 25 days with HepatoSTIM™ but not so with RPMI, 

DMEM or DMEM-Ham’s F12 (Table 2.2).  

Table 2.2: Media standardization  

S. 
No. 

Media 
 

Cell type Morphology 
maintained for  

1. RPMI1640  >50%  spindle shaped cell 
growth 

5 days 

2. DMEM  >50%  spindle shaped cell 
growth 

> 25 days 

3. DMEM: Ham’s F12  >80 Epithelial cell like 
morphology  on HAM  

18-20 days 

4. HepatoSTIM™  > 80% Epithelial cell like 
morphology  on all three 
matrices  

> 25 days 

 

2.6.3 Standardization of substrate 

Cell growth was observed on all the three matrices- HAM, collagen 1 and Matrigel™. The 

cells adhere to the tissue culture dishes within 12 hours of plating. On the basis of 

morphology it was observed that Matrigel™ seemed optimal for epithelial growth (Figure 

2.2). FACS analysis was done to determine the percentage of epithelial cells (EpCAM 

positive) and mesenchymal cells (CD90 positive) growing on the three substrates and the 
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results showed that Matrigel™ supported enhanced epithelial growth (2.2±1.70%) versus 

collagen (1.2±0.3%) and uncoated tissue culture dishes (0.65±.35%) (Table 2.3).  

 
Table 2.3 FACS evaluation of cell population cultured on uncoated, collagen1coated and 
Matrigel™ coated dishes: DIV 14 data 
 
S. No Marker Uncoated (Mean± 

SEM) 

Collagen 1(Mean ± 

SEM) 

Matrigel™(Mean ± 

SEM) 

1. EpCAM 0.65 ± 0.35 1.2 ± 0.3 2.2 ±1.70 

2. CD 90 85.1 ± 4.9 16.7 ± 0.85 13.3 ± 10.20 

 

 
Figure 2.2: Cell growth on 
different substrates 
 
Spindle shaped fibroblasts 
were observed on uncoated 
dishes; HAM supported the 
growth of plump cells with 
epithelial morphology; 
Collagen I supported the 
growth of epithelial cells 
mixed with fibroblasts; 
Matrigel™ showed epithelial 
cells with the characteristic 
morphology which could be 
maintained for greater than 
25 days in-vitro. 
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2.6.4 Establishing human lacrimal gland primary cultures 

 

Figure 2.3: Flowchart depicting the establishment of human lacrimal gland primary 
cultures in-vitro 
 

2.6.4.1 Establishing primary adherent cultures 

The enzymatic digestion of the freshly harvested lacrimal gland tissue yielded a 

heterogeneous population of cells comprising of clumps of epithelial cells, fibroblasts, single 

cells of varying size and some red blood cells (Figure 2.4a). 
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When the cell population isolated using trypsin in the enzyme cocktail was seeded on 

uncoated and coated tissue culture dishes, no attachment or growth of cells was observed. 

Some cells that do attach showed spindle shape fibroblast morphology. No growth of 

epithelial cells was observed even after 3-4 days of seeding.  

On seeding the cells isolated using collagenase- hyaluronidase cocktail on uncoated tissue 

culture dishes, some of the cells settled down and adhered to the bottom of the tissue culture 

dishes within 2 hours. At the end of two hours, the floating cells were aspirated and seeded on 

dishes coated with Matrigel™, collagen I or on denuded HAM. 

The cells seeded on Matrigel™, collagen I coated dishes and denuded HAM appeared to 

adhere to the substrate and formed discreet epithelial islands (Figure 2.4b). Adherence and 

formation of epithelial islands, with optimal proliferation and morphology of the epithelial 

cells was seen on Matrigel™.  Within 15-20 days, the epithelial islands expanded to form a 

monolayer on all the three substrates (Figure 2.4c). The cells showed thin cytoplasmic 

borders, polygonal shape, vesicular nucleus and granular cytoplasm (Figure 2.4d). The 

cultures on Matrigel™ showed sustained epithelial morphology for 30-35 days.  

In addition, there was formation of ‘spherules’ (Figure 2.4 e, f) in all matrices by day 

16-18 in 8 of the 12 cultures established. These cultures also showed development of three-

dimensional thick cord-like cellular structures between two spherules which prompted us to 

speculate that this could be an attempt towards formation of duct-like structures (Figure 2.4 g-

i). 
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On uncoated tissue culture dishes, there was predominance of fibroblast-like cells that 

form a confluent monolayer in 5-7 days. The cells were spindle shaped, with slight granularity 

in their cytoplasm and distinct nucleus (Figure 2.5 a). In addition, the culture also showed the 

presence of a third type of cellular morphology: oval and plump cells that organized 

themselves in whorls (Figure 2.5b). We speculated these could be myoepithelial in nature. 

The cells were maintained in culture for about 30-35 days and passaged for 2-3 

passages. The cells were cryopreserved and revived with a revival efficiency of 60-65%. Post 

revival, epithelial cells could be similarly maintained in culture. 

 

Table 2.4: Timeline of lacrimal gland cells in-vitro growth 

Time frame Features 

0 hr Cells isolated by enzymatic dissociation 

0-2 hr Cells adhere to uncoated tissue culture dishes and grow with 
fibroblast morphology 

3hr- 24hr Cell clumps adhere to HAM/ collagen1/ Matrigel™ coated tissue 
culture dishes as discreet islands 

24hr-15 days Cells proliferate and form a monolayer 
16-18 days Spontaneous generation of ‘spherules’ and duct-like structures on the 

monolayer 
Post 80% 
confluence 
(days 14-20) 

Cultures passaged by enzymatic dissociation using collagenase 
 

Post- 
passaging 

Secondary cultures adhere to the coated tissue culture dishes within 
2-6 hr and proliferate to form epithelial monolayer in 14-18 days 
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Figure 2.4: Establishment of human lacrimal gland primary cultures (Tiwari et.al, PLOS 
One, 2012)[185] 
a) Heterogeneous cell population isolated after enzymatic digestion of the gland; b) Cell 
clumps adhere to the substrate as discrete islands c) The islands proliferate and form a 
confluent monolayer within 15-20 days;  d)The cells in the monolayer show thin cytoplasmic 
border, vesicular nucleus and granularity in the cytoplasm; .e-f) Spherules are formed by day 
16-18 (arrow head)g-i) Cord-like connections (arrow head) are seen to develop between the 
spherules. 
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Figure 2.5: Other cell types in culture (Tiwari et.al, PLOS One, 2012)[185] 
a) Spindle shaped cells with slight granularity in their cytoplasm and distinct nucleus, are  
seen on uncoated culture dishes and these attain confluence within 5-7 days. b) Oval and 
plump cells that organize themselves in whorls are also seen. These may be myoepithelial in 
nature. 
 
2.6.4.2 Establishing serum free primary cultures 

Free floating spheres or ‘lacrispheres’ of human lacrimal gland cells could be generated under 

serum free conditions using supplemented HepatoSTIM™, N2, 25ng/ml EGF and 10ng/ml 

bFGF on ultralow attachment plates (Figure 2.6). These plated spheres had spheroid 

morphology and smooth edges with cells growing out of it as buds. They grew in size over a 

period of time in culture from 60.38μm on day 7 to about 200μm by day 14-16. These 

lacrispheres were passaged for 3-4 passages by mechanical dissociation to generate secondary 

spheres. The spheres were maintained in culture for more than 35 days after which some of 

the spheres started disintegrating while the others settled down and attached to the plate. 

These spheres could be cryopreserved and revived with a revival efficiency of about 50-60%. 
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Figure 2.6: Lacrispheres cultured under serum free conditions. The spheres grow in size 
over a period of time in-vitro from 60.38μ on day 7 to about 200μ by day 14-16 and can be 
maintained for 35 days 
 

2.7 Discussion 

Similar to the role of other exocrine glands in the body, the human lacrimal gland plays an 

important role in lubricating and hydrating the ocular surface epithelium. The susceptibility of 

the gland to immune mediated insults, radiation induced damage and age related atrophic 

changes, which cannot be satisfactorily managed with the current line of therapeutics, causes 

high incidences of dry eye related morbidity in the population and raises a need for 

replacement therapy with functionally competent cells. The present study was aimed at 

establishing human lacrimal gland cultures.  The study is the first report on successful 

establishment of human lacrimal gland cultures from fresh tissue on HAM/ collagen 1 and 

Matrigel™. The study is also the first report on the establishment of non-adherent floating 

sphere of lacrimal cells which we propose as ‘lacrisphere.’  
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One of the important pre-requisites for cell therapy is to establish a source of cells that 

can be transplanted to regenerate the organ; and towards this an important and sustainable 

source would be in-vitro expanded cells. While lacrimal gland cultures from rabbit [155], 

mice [186] and rat [187] sources are well established, similar studies from humans is lacking. 

Even though these animal studies have increased our understanding of the functions of the 

gland, the results obtained cannot be directly extrapolated to humans. It is essential that these 

results be corroborated with human tissue studies. To the best of our knowledge, the present 

study documents the first successful method of isolating and culturing functionally competent 

fresh human lacrimal gland cells using an enzyme cocktail of collagenase and hyaluronidase. 

The influence of culture conditions and substrates (collagen[156], Matrigel™[187, 188], 

HAM[161] and artificial matrices like polyethersulfone[160]) on cell proliferation and 

maintenance of function, especially in the case of lacrimal gland cultures, has been well 

documented  in animal cultures[156, 159, 189]. Against this background, the human lacrimal 

gland cultures established in the present study showed the presence of heterogeneous 

population of cells- epithelial, fibroblasts and myoepithelial which could be maintained in-

vitro for 30-35 days. The study with human tissues also suggests that a combination of 

Matrigel™/ HAM/ collagen I as substrate and EGF supplemented HepatoSTIM™ media 

optimally supports the growth of different sub-population of cells. However, morphological 

evidence, marker analysis and rate of cell proliferation seem to favor Matrigel™ as substrate 

even though this difference is not statistically significant. The epithelial cells in our culture 
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show thin cytoplasmic borders, vesicular nucleus and granularity in their cytoplasm. The 

cultures formed confluent monolayer within 15-20 days, could be passaged for 3-4 passages, 

cryopreserved as well as revived with a revival efficiency of 60%. A similar study was 

published by Yoshino in 1995, which used cadaveric human lacrimal gland (n=9) to establish 

in-vitro cultures on plastic, collagen and Matrigel™. These cells formed clusters in 

Matrigel™ with a central lumen containing secretory protein lactoferrin but with no 

detectable proliferative potential. When these cells were cultured in Matrigel™ along with 

NIH3T3 fibroblasts they formed ductal structures. On collagen I gel, the cells formed a flat 

monolayer but did not show secretory output. The study, however, did not explore the various 

sub-population of cells in-vitro. [190].  

Hann et al., have used trypsin as a component of the enzyme cocktail [156] to isolate 

lacrimal gland cells of mice/rat origin; our own experience with human cells shows that this 

enzyme, in fact, proves detrimental to the viability of cells as all the attempts to establish 

epithelial cultures from the cells isolated using trypsin in the enzyme cocktail were 

unsuccessful. Similarly trypsin treatment of the cells for sub-culturing also proved unsuitable 

in this study. We passaged the cultures using collagenase. The sub-cultures showed optimal 

viability and maintenance of epithelial morphology. The cultures could be passaged 3-4 times. 

One of the possible reasons for the drop in viability with trypsin could be that being a harsh 

enzyme it cleaves all protein bonds between the cells as well as between cell-ECM non-

specifically, thereby stressing the cells [191]. On the other hand, collagenase breaks down the 
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bonds between the epithelial cells and the collagen of the extra-cellular matrix only, thus 

liberating the cells from the basement matrix and yet at the same time not severing all cell-cell 

contact [192]. This probably helps in retention of phenotype and viability. 

An interesting feature noted in this study is morphologic evidence towards 

spontaneous formation of adherent spheres once the monolayer attains about 60-70% 

confluency by day 16-18 and development of duct/ cord-like connections between them. Our 

repeated attempts to separate these spheres for further characterization however were 

unsuccessful as any manipulation led to disintegration/ disruption of the structures. Previous 

reports on animal lacrimal gland cultures have not indicated the appearance of spheres or 

duct-like connections in-vitro. At the present time we do not know with certainty, but we 

believe that this could be indicative of the potential of certain cells in culture to reorganize 

into 3-dimensional organoids.  

This observation of adherent spheres in the cultures and the report of floating spheres 

in other exocrine gland glands like salivary (salispheres) [118], prostate (prostaspheres) [193] 

and breast [194] prompted us to attempt culturing human lacrimal gland cells as 3D floating 

spheres. Evidence of lacrisphere formation documented in this study, we believe, is the first of 

its kind from human lacrimal tissues. Under the culture conditions established in the present 

study of serum depletion and increased EGF concentration, viable lacrispheres were generated 

which in turn could generate secondary spheres. These lacrispheres grew in size from 60.38μ 

on day 7 to about 200μ by day 14-16 and could be maintained in-vitro for upto 3-4 passages 
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(> 35 days). We believe that the novel finding of floating lacrispheres, formed under our 

culture conditions, could be similar to the salispheres and prostaspheres in their cellular 

organization which have been shown to have enriched population of stem cells (salispheres 

0.6% CD117 positive cells)  and the potential to generate the functional unit of the organ 

when appropriately stimulated and differentiated [195]. Schrader et al., had reported 

spheroidal aggregation of rabbit lacrimal gland cells grown in microgravity environment of a 

rotary cell culture system, but these lacrimal spheres could only grow in the rotary bioreactors 

for around 28 days as they tend to die after that due to spreading central necrosis [162]. This 

constrain prevented the authors from exploring the functional capability of the spheres. The 

spheres in salivary gland were stem cell enriched, possibly solid with proven potential for 

function recovery after transplantation. On the other hand, even though the morphology of 

prostaspheres and mammospheres is similar to salispheres, the evidence points towards the 

presence of a central lumen in the former two. At the present time we do not know if the 

lacrispheres generated under our culture conditions have a central lumen or not. Further 

exploration of their cellular organization, stemness and differentiation status would give an 

indication of their functional potential. 

The present study, however, is not without its set of limitations. One of the limitations 

of the study is the inability to dissociate the adherent spheres from the monolayers with its 

architecture intact. Our repeated attempts to separate these spheres from monolayers were 

unsuccessful as any manipulation around them led to disruption of their structure. In the 
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present study, we also could not ascertain if the connections that develop between these 

adherent spheres have a lumen or not. With respect to lacrispheres, we could not determine if 

these are solid spheres or if they have a central lumen. Fulfilling these goals would give an 

indication of the characteristics of these spheres and their associated duct/ cord-like 

connection.  

In summary, our results prove that normal human lacrimal gland can be cultured under 

in-vitro conditions, for a considerable period of time, both as adherent as well as floating 

cultures. The adherent cultures form a monolayer of epithelial cells as well as subsequent 

spontaneous adherent spheres and duct-like connections between them possibly indicating an 

attempt towards generating a potentially functional lacrimal gland in-vitro. We propose the 

term ‘lacrisphere’ for the floating spheres noted in the culture system which need to be 

explored for the preferential presence of stem cells within them. If these lacrispheres are 

found to have greater population of stem cells (as reported with salispheres and prostaspheres) 

then they would be a potential and easy source of cells to be transplanted into dry eye patients 

for regeneration of the dysfunctional gland and rescue of function in future.
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Chapter 3: Characterizing Human Lacrimal Gland Tissue and In-Vitro Human 

Lacrimal Gland Cultures 

3.1 Introduction 

Human lacrimal gland is an exocrine gland responsible for secretion of tear proteins and the 

aqueous component of the tear film. With the initial progress in establishing the culture of 

lacrimal gland cells on HAM, collagen 1 and Matrigel™ the next logical step would be to 

explore the specific phenotype of all the cells present in the culture system as compared to the 

native gland and to investigate if they retain the secretory function of the native tissue. Unlike 

other exocrine glands, there is no established human culture system which has addressed these 

issues. Hence, the present chapter describes the efforts made to evaluate the different types of 

cells observed in the culture system, attempts to localize the same in the native gland and to 

look for the secreted proteins in the conditioned media. The tools used in this study are 

immunophenotyping of cells using FACS and IHC, evaluating the potential of the cells to 

synthesize tear protein mRNA by RT-PCR analysis and assessing the secreted proteins into 

the media by ELISA. 

The animal lacrimal gland cultures that have been previously established have shown 

that it is possible to culture the lacrimal gland cells in-vitro with retention of their phenotype 

[157, 159] [154, 155]. With regard to the human tissue, the report published by Yoshino, gave 

a preliminary background for establishing human lacrimal gland cultures from cadaveric 
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tissue. However, the study did not explore the various sub population of cells or the 

functionality of the cultures in detail [167]. 

Culturing of the cells as well as ensuring that they retain their in-vivo phenotype and 

secretory potential is equally important but not concomitant. One of the major problems that 

earlier researchers faced with the lacrimal tissue is the inability to maintain the acinar cells in 

culture. These cells tended to change their morphology as well as their phenotype to 

fibroblasts within a few days in culture [153]. One possible reason could be that they 

experienced stress in culture and changed to a form more sturdy and capable of withstanding 

greater stress. At the same time, since the cells did not retain their basic phenotype it was 

redundant to look at the secretory functionality; since a cell would usually function optimally 

only under unstressed conditions. 

With this background, the aims of the present study was to characterize the nature of 

cells cultured from fresh human lacrimal gland with respect to their immunophenotype and 

secretory capacity. In order to do that, we first aimed at characterizing the human lacrimal 

gland itself by immunohistochemistry by immunolocalizing the various markers in the tissue. 

The markers used to evaluate the nature of cells is a comprehensive list of those tested in 

other exocrine glands, and included epithelial markers (Cytokeratin, E-cadherin, lysozyme, 

scIgA), mesenchymal markers (CD90) and myoepithelial markers (Vimentin, GFAP, S-100 

protein).  
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3.1.1 Immunophenotyping 

Immunophenotyping is the analysis of heterogeneous populations of cells for the purpose of 

identifying the presence and proportions of the various population of interest. The markers 

which are used for immunophenotyping are usually functional membrane proteins (involved 

in cell communication, adhesion, or metabolism), intracellular proteins (cytoskeletal proteins 

or secretory products) or nuclear proteins.  

Immunophenotyping can be done by immunohistochemistry/ immunocytochemistry 

and flow cytometry. In immunohistochemistry and immunocytochemistry the in-situ 

localization of the protein of interest in the tissue or cells can be determined; however this 

cannot be accurately quantified. Flow cytometry, on the other hand, allows for the precise 

quantification of the cells expressing a particular protein of interest and also allows for sorting 

them into various sub-populations based on this expression pattern. The proteins that are used 

for identification of cells can either be lineage specific wherein they identify the cells 

belonging to a certain lineage like epithelial, myoepithelial, mesodermal, hematopoietic etc. 

or they may be unique identifying a unique protein expressed by the cell. 

 In the case of lacrimal gland, the histo-architecture of the gland comprises of four 

essential types of cells: the acinar or the secretory epithelial cells which are responsible for the 

synthesis and the secretion of the tear proteins, the ductal cells which are responsible for 

forming the channel required for transporting these secreted proteins and water to the ocular 

surface; the myoepithelial cells  that envelop the acinar and ductal cells and help them in 
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contracting in-order to expel their contents forward; and lastly the fibroblasts that secrete 

extracellular matrix like collagen and heparin. 

For the purpose of the present study, the various markers that have been used for the 

identification and characterization of tissue/ cells are as below:  

3.1.1.1 Epithelial markers: The important epithelial markers used in the present study are 

cytokeratin, E-cadherin and secretory proteins lysozyme and scIgA and water channel 

aquaporin-5. 

Cytokeratins or keratins are a group of proteins, with molecular weights between 40-70 kDa 

that form intermediate cytoskeletal filaments in epithelial cells and are expressed in distinct 

patterns during epithelial development and differentiation. The family comprises of at least 20 

different polypeptides, which are expressed in paired combinations of acidic and basic 

molecules according to type of epithelium and its state of differentiation [196]. In the human 

lacrimal gland, the cytokeratins are present in the secretory epithelial cells, the myoepithelial 

cells as well as the ductal epithelium [197]. 

 E-Cadherin: Cadherins are a family of molecular proteins essential for the process of calcium 

mediated cell-cell adhesion. The cadherins divided into various sub classes and show a 

differential pattern of tissue expression.  E-cadherin (epithelial cadherin) is a classical 

member of the cadherin superfamily. It is a transmembrane protein present on the surface of 

epithelial cells. In adults, E-cadherin is expressed in epithelial tissues, where it is constantly 

regenerated with a 5-hour half-life on the cell surface [198]. In the lacrimal gland, E-cadherin 
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is localized on the surface of the acinar and ductal cells and is a major component of the 

anchoring junction complex (zonula adherens) required to help strengthen cell-cell contact. 

Lysozyme and scIgA are tear proteins which are majorly synthesized by the acinar cells of the 

lacrimal gland and by the ductal cells to a smaller extent. Both the proteins are present in the 

cytoplasm of the acinar as well as ductal cells. These are pumped out of the acinar cells into 

the ducts from where they are transported to the ocular surface as a part of the tear film.  

Aquaporins are water channels present on the surface of cells and functions to maintain and 

regulate the water content of the cells thereby maintaining internal osmotic pressure. They are 

impermeable to charged species which is an important factor in maintaining homeostasis 

[199].  

3.1.1.2 Myoepithelial markers: Myoepithelial cells are flat, stellate cells located surrounding 

the acinar cells and the cells of the intra-lobular ducts. These cells can be characterized by 

their immunopositivity to vimentin, Glial Fibrillary Acidic Protein (GFAP) and S-100 protein 

[200]. 

Vimentin is the major subunit protein of the intermediate filaments of mesenchymal/ 

myoepithelial cells involved with intracellular transport of proteins between nucleus and 

plasma membrane and also in anchoring the organelles in the cytosol. It is localized in the 

cytoplasm of the cells. With respect to the lacrimal gland, it has been reported to be localized 

in the cytoplasm of the myoepithelial and stromal cells [197].  
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Glial Fibrillary Acidic Protein (GFAP) is a class III intermediate filament closely related to 

vimentin. The exact function of GFAP is not clearly understood but is thought to help 

maintain mechanical strength, as well as the shape of cells. With respect to lacrimal gland, 

GFAP has been reported to be localized in the cytoplasm of myoepithelial cells [197]. 

S-100 proteins are only expressed in vertebrates and show cell specific expression pattern. 

Within cells, S100 proteins are involved in aspects of regulation of proliferation, 

differentiation, apoptosis, Ca2+ homeostasis, etc. Some S100 proteins are secreted or released 

and regulate cell functions in an autocrine and paracrine manner via activation of surface 

receptors [201]. With reference to lacrimal gland, S100 protein has been reported to be 

localized in the cytoplasm of myoepithelial cells [197]. 

3.1.1.3 Mesenchymal marker: Mesenchymal cells are stromal cells, the main function of 

which is to support the functional cells of the organ in which they reside. They are responsible 

for secreting extracellular matrix proteins like collagen, heparin, and fibronectin. CD90 is 

expressed strongly by mesenchymal cells. It plays a role in cell–matrix and cell–cell adhesion 

between inflammatory mediators of the immune response [202]. In the lacrimal gland, they 

are present as the stromal component.  

3.1.2 Flow cytometry  

Immunohistochemistry and immunocytochemistry are qualitative techniques which do not 

give a quantitative indication of the unique population of cells present. To determine this 

quantitative aspect, flow cytometry is used.  
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 Flow cytometry was developed from microscopy and as a technique has been evolving 

since 1947 when F.T. Gucker (1947) built the first apparatus for detecting bacteria in aerosols 

using a laminar sheath stream of air and an air sample stream (sheath flow principle).Since 

then the technique has undergone various refinements and modifications. The present 

applications of flow cytometry can be attributed to Van Dilla (Los Alamos Nat. Labs) and 

Dittrich and Göhde (Germany) who built fluorescence flow cytometers to measure cellular 

DNA content in the late 1960s. This was further improved upon by Len Herzenberg (1972), 

who developed a cell sorter that separated cells based on fluorescent molecules tagged to 

them. It was the Herzenberg group (Stanford University) who coined the term Fluorescence 

Activated Cell Sorter (FACS). 

Flow cytometry uses the principle of light scattering, light excitation and emission of 

fluorochrome molecules to generate specific multi-parametric data from particles/ cells in the 

size range of 0.5-40μm diameter. The cells are hydrodynamically focused in a sheath of PBS 

before intercepting an optimally focused light source (laser). On intercepting the beam of 

laser, the fluorochromes get excited and jump to a higher energy state. This energy is 

subsequently released as a photon of light with specific spectral properties, unique to the 

tagged fluorochrome, which in turn helps in identification of cells in the sheath stream [203, 

204]. 

 The scattered and emitted light from the cells are converted to electrical pulses by 

optical detectors. Collimated (parallel light waveform) light is picked up by confocal lenses 
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focused at the intersection point of cells and light source. This collected light is sent to the 

photo multiplier tube (PMT) detectors by optical filters and amplified. The amplified signal is 

then processed by the Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) which allows the events to be 

plotted on a graphical scale.  

There are a number of limitations and challenges too that are associated with the flow 

cytometric analysis of cells from solid tissues. One of the most important challenges is to 

ensure isolation of cells as single cell suspension before they can be analyzed. This requires 

harsh enzymatic treatment of cells which in turn has the inherent drawback of affecting the 

preservation of epitopes. With human samples, this becomes a major limitation and an aspect 

that requires special consideration and standardization. 

 
Figure 3.1: Fluorescence activated cell sorter (Adapted from 
http://www.motifolio.com/6111179.html) 
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3.1.3 Duct formation assay 

Duct formation assay or assay for ductulogenic capacity has been used in breast and 

pancreatic in-vitro cultures to assess the potential of the cells to differentiate into duct-like 

structures. The assay is performed on collagen matrix, which may be floating (detached from 

the culture dish) or adherent. It has been reported in literature that breast as well as pancreatic 

cells form a network of duct-like structures under this assay condition [205, 206]. The studies 

have also reported these structures to have a true lumen, well-formed cell junctions, inter-

digitation of plasma membranes, well-developed cytoplasmic organelles, and apical microvilli 

[205]. In the context of the present study, the duct formation assay was employed to assess the 

potential of some cells in human lacrimal gland cultures to form duct-like structures. The 

presence of such cells in culture would lend credence to the idea that in-vivo transplantation of 

lacrimal gland cultures would be able to restore the function of the damaged gland by 

supplementing not only the acinar cells but also the cells capable of duct formation. 

3.1.4 Secretory function evaluation  

An important aspect of the present study was to explore the inherent potential of the 

established human lacrimal gland cultures to secrete water (presence of water channels like 

aquaporin) and synthesize the mRNA for the tear proteins (lysozyme, lactoferrin, scIgA) as 

well as the potential to effectively pump these out into the surrounding medium. This would 

be the proof of concept required to ascertain that the established in-vitro cultures are not just 

phenotypically but also functionally similar to the in-vivo lacrimal gland. 
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The potential of the cultured human lacrimal gland cells to synthesize the major tear 

proteins and mucin was evaluated by the technique of reverse transcriptase- polymerase chain 

reaction (RT-PCR). The presence of mRNA for these proteins, mucin and also water channel 

aquaporin 5 was detected and amplified using specific primers.  

The potential of the cells to synthesize and secrete the major tear proteins was 

assessed by sandwich enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) method. The technique 

involves quantifying the antigen ‘sandwiched’ between two layers of antibodies (capture 

antibody and detection antibody).  In brief, the capture antibody is coated onto the surface of 

ELISA plate and incubated with the sample containing the antigen to be detected. During this 

incubation period, specific antigen–antibody (Ag-Ab) binding occurs if there is epitope 

identification. This Ag-Ab complex is then tagged with another fluorescently labeled antibody 

(Ab*) and the concentration of this fluorescent Ab-Ag-Ab* sandwich is correlated to the 

absorbance spectrophotometrically. 

 
 
Figure 3.2: Diagrammatic representation of sandwich ELISA   
(Adapted from http://www.elisa-antibody.com/ELISA-Introduction/ELISA-Principle) 
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3.2 Hypothesis: Ex-vivo expansion of human lacrimal gland could give rise to polymorphous 

population of cells that may represent all the cells in the tissue including the secretory 

cells.   

 

3.3 Aims and Objectives 

1. Characterizing the cultured cells from human lacrimal gland in-vitro cultures with normal 

human lacrimal gland as control.   

2. Evaluating the secretory function of the cultured human lacrimal gland cells 

 

3.4 Materials and Methods 

Chemicals: Hank’s balanced salt solution (HBSS), anti- E-cadherin antibody (Chemicon, 

Temecula, CA, USA), anti-ABCG2 (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA), anti c-kit 

(Millipore, Temecula, CA; Dako, Glostrup, Denmark), anti-p63 (Dako, Glostrup, Denmark) 

anti-CD133 (Miltenyi Biotech), anti-EpCAM (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA) anti- 

lysozyme (Abcam), anti-scIgA (Dako, Glostrup, Denmark), anti- GFAP (Dako, Glostrup, 

Denmark), anti-S100 protein (Dako, Glostrup, Denmark) anti CD90 (eBioscience), anti-

vimentin (Dako, Glostrup, Denmark), anti-CK3/12 (Dako, Glostrup, Denmark), 

FlurosceinIsothiocynate (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA,USA), Alexa Fluor 488 (Invitrogen, 

Carlsbad, CA, USA), Phycoerytherin (eBioscience), polymer HRP, DAB substrate, human 

lactoferrin ELISA kit (AssayPro, MO, USA), human lysozyme ELISA kit (AssayPro, MO, 
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USA), human IgA ELISA kit (Immunology Consultants Laboratory, Inc., Newberg, OR, 

USA). 

3.5 Immunohistochemistry of Native Normal Human Lacrimal Gland 

3.5.1 Tissue source 

Human lacrimal gland tissue was obtained from patients who underwent exenteration of eye 

and orbit for a clinically indicated condition, wherein the gland itself was not involved in any 

pathology. Histopathology of the gland was done to confirm that is unaffected by any disease 

condition. Only normal tissues were taken for further evaluation.  

3.5.2 Tissue processing 

Part of the gland was fixed with 10% fresh formalin and embedded in paraffin. Thin 3 µm 

sections were taken on silane coated glass slides and used for immunostaining. Briefly, the 

paraffin embedded sections were de-paraffinized at around 70 ºC and then in xylene series. 

The sections were rehydrated in alcohol series and then in distilled water followed by 1X 

PBS. The endogenous peroxidase activity was blocked using methanol and hydrogen peroxide 

and the antigen retrieval done using Tris-EDTA buffer (pH 9). After appropriate washings 

with PBS and blocking with 2.5% BSA, the sections were incubated with the primary 

antibody in a moist chamber for 2 hours at room temperature followed by secondary antibody 

(polymer HRP) incubation for 30 minutes at room temperature. DAB substrate was added to 

the section to allow color development for 10 minutes. This was followed by counterstaining 
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with hematoxylin and then mounting in DPX. The sections were visualized under a light 

microscope. 

The antibodies used and the appropriate dilutions are summarized in Table 3.1 

Table 3.1: List of antibodies and dilutions used for immunohistochemistry 

S. No. Antibody Dilution Company 

1. p63 Neat Dako 

2. ∝-SMA Neat Dako 

3. GFAP Neat Dako 

4. S-100 protein Neat Dako 

5. Lysozyme 1:100 Abcam 

6. c-kit 1:100 Dako 

7. Pan-cytokeratin (AE1/AE3) 1:50 Dako 

8. Vimentin 1:200 Dako 

 

3.6 Immunocytochemistry of the Cultured Cells 

3.6.1 Cell source 

The established in-vitro cultures of human lacrimal gland near confluence at day 14-18 were 

used for immunolocalization of the various markers for characterization. 
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3.6.2 Processing for immunocytochemistry 

The in-vitro cultures of lacrimal gland at day 14-18 were immunostained for epithelial 

markers like cytokeratin 3/12, E-cadherin, p63; myoepithelial markers like S100, GFAP; and 

mesenchymal markers vimentin and CD90. In addition, the cells were also immunostained 

with secretory protein lysozyme and scIgA. Briefly, the cells were fixed with 4% fresh 

paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 10 minutes, followed by permeabilization with 50% methanol 

for 20 minutes for intracellular markers. The cells were then incubated with appropriate 

dilutions of the primary antibody for 2h at room temperature.  

Secondary antibodies like Alexa Fluor 488, FITC and PE were used against the respective 

immunoglobulins of the primary antibody at 1:200 dilutions. The incubation time was 45 

minutes at room temperature. Nuclear counter-staining was done with 4,6-diamidino-2-

phenylindole (DAPI) or propidium iodide (PI). The coverslips were mounted in 50% glycerol 

and the images acquired using Carl Zeiss Laser Scanning Microscope LSM 510. The 

antibodies used and the appropriate dilutions are summarized in Table 3.2. 
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Table 3.2: List of antibodies and dilutions used for immunocytochemistry 

S. No. Antibody Dilution Company 

1 E- cadherin 1:100 Millipore 

2. Cytokeratin 3/12 1:100 Millipore 

3. CD90 1:200 eBiosciences 

4. Vimentin 1:100 Dako 

5. GFAP Neat Dako 

6. S-100 protein Neat Dako 

7. Lysozyme 1:100 Abcam 

8. scIgA 1:100 Dako 

9. Alexa Fluor 488 1:200 Invitrogen 

10. Phycoerythrin 1:200 eBiosciences 

11. FITC 1:200 Invitrogen 
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3.6.3 Processing for flow cytometry 

Lacrimal gland cells, freshly isolated from the gland as well as 14-18 days and 21-25 days 

post in-vitro culture, were evaluated by flow cytometry to detect the number of cells positive 

for epithelial markers like E-cadherin, EpCAM and mesenchymal markers like CD90.  

Cells were isolated from the human lacrimal gland by enzymatic digestion as described 

previously under section 2.5. Cells growing as monolayers on Matrigel™ were trypsinized 

using 0.25% trypsin-EDTA (TE), the cell suspension was then incubated at 37°C in a CO2 

incubator to recover from the trypsinization stress and used for evaluation of marker 

expression by flow cytometry.   

Briefly, 1x106 cells were fixed with 4% fresh PFA for 10 minutes, blocked with 5% BSA and 

incubated with appropriate dilutions of primary antibody for 2 hours at room temperature. The 

cell pellet was washed with PBS and then incubated with 1:200 dilutions of appropriate 

secondary antibodies for 45 minutes. At the end of this time period, the pellet was washed 

with PBS, resuspended in 500µl of FACS buffer and acquired on BD FACS ARIA™ Special 

Order System. Appropriate controls were used for the experiment. A total of 20000 to 50000 

events were acquired for analysis. The analysis was done using BD FACS DiVa™ software.  

The antibodies used and the appropriate dilutions are summarized in Table 3.3. 
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Table 3.3: List of antibodies and dilutions used for flow cytometry 

S. No. Antibody Dilution Company 

1 ABCG2 1:100 BD Biosciences 

2. c-kit 1:100 Millipore 

3. E-cadherin 1:100 Millipore 

4. CD90 1:200 eBiosciences 

5. EpCAM 1:100 BD Biosciences 

6. CD133 1:20 Miltenyi Biotech 

7. Alexa Fluor 488 1:200 Invitrogen 

8. PE 1:200 eBiosciences 

9. FITC 1:200 Invitrogen 

 

3.7 Duct formation assay 

The duct formation assay evaluates the potential of cells in culture to differentiate into duct-

lie structures in a matrix of collagen. The protocol for the assay involves mixing 

1x103cells/ml with 0.2% collagen I gel and plating in a well of a six well plate. The media 

used was DMEM with N2 supplement, 5mg/ml BSA, 10μg/ml insulin and 5μg/ml EGF. The 

media was changed every third day and the assay allowed to progress for 20-25 days. 
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3.8 Assessment of secretory function 

3.8.1 Reverse- transcriptase polymerase chain reaction  

Total RNA was extracted from the freshly isolated as well as cultured cells using the TRIzol® 

reagent according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The quality of the RNA isolated was 

checked by visualization on agarose gel. 2µg of RNA was used for cDNA synthesis per 25µl 

of the reaction volume using the Superscript™ First Strand Synthesis System for RT-PCR 

according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The primer sequences used for reverse 

transcriptase polymerase chain reaction are summarized in Table 3.4. PCR amplification was 

carried out using the Applied BiosystemsVeriti 96 well thermal cycler. The reaction was 

stopped after 35 PCR cycles. The amplified products were visualized on 2% agarose gel and 

the product size estimated.  
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Table 3.4: Primers used for RT-PCR  

S. No. Name Sequence Product 

Size (bp) 

1. Lactoferrin - F 5’-CAGACCGCAGACATGAAACT-3’ 479 

 Lactoferrin- R 5’-TTCAAGAATGGACGAAGTGT-3’ 

2. Lysozyme - F 5’-CTCTCATTGTTCTGGGGC-3’ 350 

 Lysozyme - R 5’-ACGGACAACCCTCTTTGC5-3’ 

3. scIgA - F 5’-AATGCTGACCTCCAAGTGCTAAAG-3’ 242 

 scIgA - R 5’-ATCACCACACTGAATGAGCCATCC-3’ 

4. Mucin-5AC- F 5’-TCCACCATATACCGCCACAGA-3’ 103 

 Mucin-5AC- R 5’-TGGACGGACAGTCACTGTCAAC-3’ 

5. Aquaporin-5- F 5’-CCTGTCCATTGGCCTGTCTGTCAC-3’ 249 

 Aquaporin-5- R 5’-GGCTCATACGTGCCTTTGATGATG-3’ 

6. GAPDH - F 5’-CAGAACATCATCCCTGCATCCACT-3’ 250 

 GAPDH - R 5’-GTTGCTGTTGAAGTCACAGGAGAC-3’ 
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3.8.2 Measurement of secretory components:  

Free secretory products of lacrimal acinar cells like scIgA, lactoferrin and lysozyme were 

evaluated in the culture supernatant of day 6-7, day 14 and day 21 (the culture supernatant 

was collected at the time of media change) cultures according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions. All the reagents used were supplied as a part of the ELISA kit. A standard curve 

was generated for each experiment performed (Figure 3.9 a-c). 

Briefly, 50µl of the standard protein or culture supernatant was added to the wells of 

polypropylene U bottom ELISA plates and incubated for 2 hours at room temperature. The 

plates were washed at least five times with the wash buffer (supplied with the kit) ensuring 

complete removal of the liquid at each step. 50µl of biotinylated primary antibody (lysozyme/ 

lactoferrin /scIgA) (1:100 dilution) was added to each of the sample-coated wells and 

incubated for one hour at room temperature followed by thorough washing with the wash 

buffer. 50 µl of streptavidine-peroxidase conjugate was added to each well and incubated for 

30 minutes. At the end of the incubation period, the wells were washed thoroughly and 

incubated with 50 µl/ well of the chromogen substrate for 10 minutes at room temperature. 

The reaction was stopped by adding 50 µl of stop solution to each well and a color change 

from blue to yellow is noted. The optical density (OD) was then measured immediately at 

450nm on ELISA microplate reader (BioRadiMark™ Microplate Reader). 
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3.9 Statistical and Image Analysis  

Values are expressed as mean of triplicate readings ± SEM unless otherwise indicated. The 

statistical test used was two-way ANOVA with post hoc Tukey test. Statistical package SPSS 

Version 19 was used for analysis and graphs plotted using Microsoft excel. The results were 

statistically compared with fresh media (as a negative control) and also with each group and 

were considered as statistically significant if p≤ 0.05. 

Images were analyzed using the ImageJ software (http://imagej.nih.gov/ij/). 

 

3.10 Results 

3.10.1 Immunohistochemistry of native normal human lacrimal gland 

The formalin fixed, paraffin embedded human lacrimal gland tissues, on hematoxylene and 

eosin staining show the typical tissue architecture of human lacrimal gland (Figure 3.3 a). 

These paraffin embedded sections showed immunoreactivity for pan-cytokeratin, lysozyme, 

vimentin, c-kit, p63, ∝-SMA, GFAP and S-100. The staining pattern reveals localization of 

pan-cytokeratin (Figure 3.3 b) and secretory protein lysozyme (Figure 3.3 c) mostly in the 

acinar cells with very few ductal cells showing faint positivity. Vimentin localized in the 

myoepithelial cells around the acinar cells and in the fibroblasts of the stroma. Few acinar 

cells also show vimentin positivity (Figure 3.3 d). c-kit expression was seen as a membrane 
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marker in the cell membrane of the acinar cells (Figure 3 e) while p63, GFAP, S-100 and ∝-

SMA (Figure 3.3 f-i) was found in the cells enveloping the acinar cells (myoepithelial cells). 

 
Figure 3.3: Immunohistochemistry of normal human lacrimal gland (Tiwari et.al, 
2012)[185] 
a) H&E staining shows the normal histology of the lacrimal gland. Marker staining pattern 
shows localization of (b) pan-cytokeratin (AE1/AE3) and (c) lysozyme (Lzy) in the cytoplasm 
of the acinar cells while (e) c-kit is seen in the plasma membrane of acinar cells. (d,f) p63, (g) 
glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP), (h) S-100 protein and (i) SMA localize in the 
myoepithelial cells enveloping the acinar cells. (d)Vimentin is seen in the myoepithelial cells 
and also in some of the acinar cells. All images are at 40X except H&E which is at 10X . 
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3.10.2 Immunophenotyping of cultured cells 

3.10.2.1 Immunocytochemistry 

The cultures showed a heterogeneous population of cells with immunoreactivity for epithelial, 

myoepithelial as well as mesenchymal markers. The cells with epithelial morphology showed 

positivity for CK3/12, E-cadherin and lysozyme. CK3/12 and lysozyme localized in the 

cytoplasm of the cells while E-cadherin was seen to localize around the plasma membrane 

and between the epithelial (Figure 3.4). The adherent spheres that were spontaneously 

generated on the confluent monolayers show positivity for tear proteins lysozyme and scIgA 

(Figure 3.4). The spindle shaped cells were positive for mesenchymal markers CD90 and 

vimentin. The oval and plump cells were immunoreactive for GFAP and S-100 protein, which 

may be indicative of their myoepithelial/ductal origin (Figure 3.4). 

 
Figure 3.4: Immunocytochemistry of cultured human lacrimal gland adherent cells [185] 
Cells with epithelial morphology stain positively with Ecadherin, CK3/12, lysozyme and p63; 
oval and plump cells stain positive for myoepithelial markers GFAP and S100 protein while 
the spindle shaped cells are seen to be positive for mesenchymal markers CD90 and vimentin. 
Some cells also show immunopositivity for ABCG2. Secondary antibody used is fluoresceine 
isothiocyanate (green) and the counter-stain is propidium iodide (red). 
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3.10.2.2 Flow Cytometry 

The FACS analysis of freshly isolated cells from the human gland showed that 14.8±3.45% of 

the cells were positive for epithelial marker EpCAM, 2.9±0.91% for mesenchymal marker 

CD90 and 3.7±0.33% positive for E-cadherin indicative of epithelial/ epithelial progenitor 

nature (Table 3.5) (Figure 3.5). 

FACS analysis of cultured lacrimal gland cells also showed the presence of differentiated 

cells in day 14-18 cultures. EpCAM positivity was seen in 2.2±1.7%of the cells, 0.6 ±0.4% of 

the cells were positive for E-cadherin, and 13.3± 10.2 % positive for CD 90 (Table 3.5) 

(Figure 3.6). However, as the cultures remain under in-vitro conditions, these percentages 

tend to change. By day 21, mesenchymal marker CD90 increases to 30.25±3.35% while 

epithelial markers E-cadherin and EpCAM reduce to 0.45±0.25% and 0.3±0.1% respectively 

(Table 3.5). These results are in sync with the morphological observations that show 

overgrowth of fibroblast as the culture ages. 

Table 3.5: Flow cytometry data: quantification of different cells in freshly isolated (t=0), 
day 14-18 and day 21-25 culture of human lacrimal gland. 
 
.S. 
No. 

Marker % at t=0 (Mean± SEM) % at DIV 14 (Mean± SEM) % at DIV 21 (Mean± SEM) 

1. EpCAM 14.8 ± 3.45 2.2 ±1.70 0.3 ± 0.1 

2. E-cadherin 3.7 ± 0.33 0.6 ± 0.4 0.45 ±0.25 

3. CD90 2.9 ± 0.91 13.3 ±10.20 3.25  3.35 
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Figure 3.5: Flow cytometry data of freshly isolated (FI) cells. The cells show positivity for 
ABCG2 (3.1±0.615%), CD117 (6.7±2.0%), CD133 (0.3±0.1%) (d-f); Epithelial markers E-
cadherin (3.7±0.33%) and EpCAM (14.8± 3.45%)(g-h) and mesenchymal marker CD90 
(2.9±0.91%) (i). 
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Figure 3.6: Flow cytometry data of cells 14-18 days post in-vitro culture. The cells show 
positivity for ABCG2 (0.3±0.15%), CD117 (0.2±0.05%), CD133 (0.3±0.1%) (d-f); Epithelial 
markers E-cadherin (0.60±0.4%) and EpCAM (2.20± 1.7%)(g-h) and mesenchymal marker 
CD90 (13.33± 10.20%)(i). 
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3.10.2.3 Duct formation assay 

In order to evaluate if the duct-like connections observed in-vitro were indeed a potential to 

form ducts, an assay called the ‘duct formation assay’ was done on collagen. The cells were 

embedded in 0.2% collagen gel and supplemented with BSA, insulin and EGF. The results of 

the assay showed that by day 10-11, duct-like projections begin to form and elongate in size 

from the epithelial island. By day 15 there appeared to be a 3-D reorganization of structures 

and by day 19-20 a 3-D cluster or cells/ organoids with duct-like projection was seen (Figure 

3.7). 

 
Figure 3.7: Duct formation assay a) Cells are seeded at day=0;b-c) duct-like projections 
seen to develop; d-f) the cell cluster reorganizes itself with a visible duct-like projection 
(arrow) 
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3.10.2.4 Assessment of secretory function  

A) Reverse- Transcriptase Polymerase Chain Reaction 

In order to confirm the presence of mRNA for the secretory proteins (lactoferrin/ lysozyme/ 

scIgA), water channel (aquaporin 5) and mucin-5AC in the fresh lacrimal gland tissue as well 

as cultured human lacrimal gland cells RT PCR was performed with specific primers. The 

cDNA synthesized by reverse transcription showed the expression of Aquaporin 5 (249 bp), 

MUC-5AC (103bp) and lysozyme (350bp) (Figure 3.8) in the cells thereby confirming that 

the cultured cells retained their physiological ability to synthesize the secretory proteins. RT-

PCR also showed the presence of scIgA and lactoferrin mRNA in the cells cultured on 

Matrigel™, collagen and HAM. 

 
Figure 3.8: RT-PCR showing appropriate product bands for GAPDH (250bp), Aquaporin 
5(AQ) (249 bp), MUC-5AC (103bp) and lysozyme (Lyz) (350bp). Negative band showed no 
amplification. N: native human lacrimal gland tissue; M: cells cultured on Matrigel™; L: 
Lacrispheres   
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B) Enzyme Linked Immunosorbent Assay 

The conditioned media of day 6-7 human lacrimal gland cultures showed the presence of 

scIgA, lactoferrin and lysozyme secreted by the acinar cells. The protein secretion was further 

augmented by treatment with 100µM of carbachol for 30 min.  The main effect of carbachol 

stimulation was statistically significant for scIgA ( F( 1, 8)= 15.07 ; p< 0.01), lysozyme ( F( 

1,8)= 5.86; p=0.02) and lactoferrin ( F( 1,8)=11.44 ; p< 0.01) secretion. 

The cells cultured on Matrigel™ showed slightly higher levels of secretory proteins in the 

conditioned media (Figure 3.9). However, the main effect of matrices and the interaction 

between matrices and carbachol stimulation was not statistically significant for scIgA (F 

(2,8)=1.33; p=0.27) and lactoferrin ( F( 2,8)= 0.86; p=0.43) secretion; but showed 

significance for lysozyme secretion ( F( 2,8)= 5.0 ; p=0.01).  The quantity of protein secreted 

by the cells into the conditioned media by the cells growing on each of the matrices was 

calculated using the standard calibration curves. The amount of protein secreted by the cells 

on each of the three matrices is tabulated in Table 3.6. 

Table 3.6: Secretion of tear proteins post carbachol stimulation by day 6-7 cultures 
Tear Protein HAM (ng/ml) Collagen I (ng/ml) Matrigel™ (ng/ml) 

Lysozyme 5.78 to 33.94 0.21 to 18.34  24.36 to 144.74 

Sc IgA 3.86 to 71.40 1.41 to 27.58  47.43 to 61.56 

Lactoferrin 44.50 to 45.65  28.52 to 30.41 32.45 to 40.31 
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Figure 3.9: Quantification of protein secretion by cultured human lacrimal gland cells 
[Tiwari, 2012 #5] 
a-c): Standard calibration curve for lysozyme, scIgA and lactoferrin d-f): Plot of mean optical 
density values for secreted proteins lysozyme, scIgA and lactoferrin on HAM, collagen and 
Matrigel™ pre and post carbachol stimulation 

 

The trend in protein secretion by the cultured cells at day 7, day 14 and day 21 was also 

evaluated. The results indicate that in-vitro tear protein secretion tends to increase from day 7 

to day 14 and then declines by day 21 (Figure 3.10, Table 3.7). This change over a time 
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period from day 7 to day 21 was statistically analysed and found to be significant: scIgA 

(F(1,6)=21.92; p< 0.01); lysozyme (F(1,6)=7.45; p< 0.01) and ltf (F(1,6)=21.3; p< 0.01). 

 
Figure 3.10: Trend in protein secretion by cultured human lacrimal cells over 21 DIV 
The cells show a peak in protein production by day 14 in-vitro followed by a decline. This 
trend is observed across all the three matrices and was found to be statistically significant  
 
Table 3.7: Tear protein secretion on various matrices post carbachol stimulation on day 7, 
day 14 and day 21 (H: Human Amniotic Membrane; C: Collagen I; M: Matrigel™) 

DIV → 7 14 21 

Proteins ↓ 
(ng/ml) 

H 
 

C 
 

M 
 

H 
 

C 
 

M 
 

H 
 

C 
 

M 
 

Lysozyme 5.78 - 

33.94 

0.21 - 

18.34 

24.36 - 

144.74 

133.7 - 

150.5 

104 - 

125.9 

183.3 - 

394.8 

3.9 - 

70.7 

75.2 - 

86.2 

93.5 - 

103.3 

ScIgA 3.86 - 

71.40 

1.41 - 

27.58 

47.43 - 

61.56 

193.6- 

321.2 

186.5-

190.1 

336.4 - 

389.3 

2.71 - 

20.5 

164.5 - 

168.2 

172.8 - 

178.6 

Lactoferrin 44.5 - 

45.65 

28.52 - 

30.41 

32.45 - 

40.31 

46.3 - 

63.7 

39.6 - 

41.5 

67.5 - 

71.8 

3.34 - 

4.8 

9.2 - 

23.6 

23.9 -   

27.5 
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3.11 Discussion 

The present chapter aimed at characterizing the heterogeneous population of cells isolated 

from fresh sample of human lacrimal gland as well as the cultures established from them. The 

results of the present chapter provide evidence that the human lacrimal gland cultures 

consist of polymorphous population of cells- epithelial cells of acinar and ductal phenotype, 

myoepithelial cells as well as mesenchymal cells. Under the established culture conditions, 

they attempt to form 2 D ductal structures and secrete the substances found in normal tears 

into the conditioned media. This first of its kind evidence in human lacrimal gland, is a 

promising step towards exploring cell therapy in future.  

The initial phase of the study involved characterizing the normal human lacrimal 

gland in terms of its marker expression profile. The results indicate that the human lacrimal 

gland tissue has four different sub-populations of cells- epithelial, myoepithelial, ductal and 

fibroblasts- with specific location and arrangement. The histo-architecture of the gland 

showed secretory epithelial cells surrounded by myoepithelial cells and a centro-acinar 

network of ducts. The epithelial cells as well as the ductal cells were positive for epithelial 

markers cytokeratin, E-cadherin, the myoepithelial cells for GFAP, S100, p63 while the 

fibroblasts were positive for CD90. Once the immunophenotyping of the normal native gland 

was established similar profiling of the established human lacrimal gland cultures was done 

with an intention to understand the source of these cells. The established cultures showed the 

presence of epithelial (CK3/12, E-cadherin,), myoepithelial (S-100, GFAP, Vimentin) and 
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mesenchymal markers (CD90, Vimentin) thereby indicating the presence of all three cell 

types in-vitro. Flow cytometric analysis was also done to determine the percentage of various 

cell populations present immediately at isolation as well as in-vitro over a time-frame of 21-

25 days. It was observed that at t=0 i.e. immediately post- isolation, the lacrimal gland had 

3.7± 0.33% E-cadherin and 14.8± 3.45% EpCAM positive epithelial cells and 2.9±0.91% 

CD90 positive mesenchymal cells. These percentages changed in culture such that by day 14 

there were 0.6±0.4% E-cadherin and 2.7± 1.7% EpCAM positive epithelial cells and 

13.3±10.2% CD90 positive mesenchymal cells. These values changed even more by day 21 to 

0.45±0.25% E-cadherin positive, 0.3±0.1% EpCAM positive and 30.25±3.35% CD90 positive 

cells. These changing percentages were also reflective of the morphological changes observed 

in culture. Under in-vitro conditions, once the cultures were passaged to generate secondary 

culture some of the cells were observed to change their phenotype to a fibroblastic spindle-

shaped morphology. With increasing duration in culture, the epithelial cells were observed to 

lose their phenotype. However, even by day 35, there were epithelial cells in culture albeit 

their percentage was much smaller. The possible reasons for the overgrowth of spindle cells 

over epithelial cells, with increasing time and passages, could be that the culture conditions 

are not optimally conducive for epithelial expansion or the basement matrix used in the 

culture could be inducing differentiation. Yet another possible reason could be that, these 

cultures have all differentiated or transiently amplifying cells with very little or no progenitor/ 

stem cells. This would explain why the epithelial population seems to be reducing with 
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increasing time and cycles of division. The study by Yoshino et al., also reported the isolation 

of cytokeratin and vimentin positive cells from the cadaveric human lacrimal gland which 

could grow in-vitro albeit with very low proliferative potential. The authors report little or no 

proliferation of cells on Matrigel™ which is contrary to our observation in this study. 

The spontaneously generated adherent spheres in monolayer cultures as well as the 

lacrispheres in culture showed positivity for tear protein lysozyme, indicating their secretory 

epithelial nature. The morphology of the lacrispheres studied under phase contrast microscope 

and after H&E staining do give some credence to the notion that these lacrispheres could be 

an in-vitro attempt to gland formation as they show what appears to be hollow central region. 

The observation of spherules and duct-like connections between them prompted us to 

ask whether these are attempts to form duct-like structures seen in the native gland. To answer 

this question, we set up the duct formation assay on collagen. Conforming to our anticipation, 

the duct formation assay showed formation of spheres with duct-like structures projecting 

from one pole of the spheres. At the present time, we do not know if these duct-like 

projections have a true lumen or not. Though it has been previously reported in breast and 

pancreatic cultures that under the conditions of this assay the duct-like structures formed do 

indeed have a true lumen [205, 206], yet we have not confirmed the same in our study. 

Yoshino et al., also showed the formation of ductal structures in Matrigel™ using NIH3T3 

fibroblast as a feeder layer. These ductal structures had a pattern of budding on their 

extremities and invaginated into the gel from several parts of the epithelial sheet. When the 
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HuLG cells were cultured without feeders they showed cluster of cells with ‘acinar’ 

diffentiation. In our study, though we do see the intent to duct formation we have, as yet, not 

made any observation of ‘branching morphogenesis’ in-vitro. 

In order to fulfill the long-term goal of using the in-vitro expanded lacrimal cultures 

for rescue of function of damaged gland, it is also important that the secretory capacity of 

these cells be evaluated. This was an important focus of the present study. The results of the 

secretory protein estimation showed that in-vitro cultures of human lacrimal gland acinar cells 

can retain their functionality of secreting major tear proteins like lysozyme, scIgA and 

lactoferrin as well as mucin and have water channels like aquaporin 5 (Figure 3.5 & 3.8). This 

secretory profile was also quantified by sandwich ELISA technique using the calibration 

curve generated for each of the three proteins. The calibration curve was generated in two sets 

of experiments in which readings were taken in triplicates and since the optical density values 

for the remaining three sets were very similar, the same calibration curve was used to estimate 

the protein quantity. Our results show that the secretion of these proteins ranged from 3.86 to 

71.4 ng/ml of scIgA, 5.78 to 33.94ng/ml of lysozyme and 44.5 to 45.65 ng/ml of lactoferrin 

on HAM, to 1.41 to 27.58ng/ml of scIgA, 0.21 to 18.34 ng/ml of lysozyme and 28.52 to 30.41 

ng/ml of lactoferrin on collagen I coated dishes to 47.43 to 61.56 ng/ml of scIgA, 24.36 to 

144.74 ng/ml of lysozyme and 32.45 to 40.31ng/ml of lactoferrin on Matrigel™ coated dishes 

(Table 3.6) in day 7 cultures. These cultures retained their secretory ability till day 21. A trend 

in protein secretion was also observed with the secretion peaking at day 14 in-vitro and 
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declining subsequently (Table 3.7) (Figure 3.10). The possible reasons for this reduction in 

secretory function could be: i) the number of secretory epithelial cells reduce with a relative 

increase in fibroblasts, as observed by morphology and flow cytometry studies; ii) the protein 

synthesis and secretory ability of the cells tends to reduce with increasing duration of culture. 

However, this degree of reduction is less in case of Matrigel™ which seems to preserve the 

secretory function comparatively. An interesting observation made here was that the relative 

proportion of these secreted proteins in the conditioned media is similar to that seen in natural 

tears  i.e. Lysozyme>scIgA>Lactoferrin [2]. A wide range in the quantity of proteins secreted 

in-vitro was observed. One of the possible reasons for this could be the experimental variables 

like the age of donor tissue, though this aspect has not been analyzed presently. For the 

present study, tissue was harvested from exenterated specimens of patients with an age range 

of 3 years to 65 years. Since the lacrimal protein secretions tend to reduce with increasing age 

this could be an important factor contributing to such a wide range in quantity of protein 

secreted in-vitro. A similar study by Yoshino et al., [190] on human lacrimal gland, using 

cadaveric tissue, showed the presence of lactoferrin protein in the central hollow of cells 

growing on Matrigel™ as well as in the conditioned media. However, the report was not 

comprehensive in terms of assessing other tear proteins and did not focus on the evaluation 

and quantification of secretory components of the cultured cells. In contrast, the present study, 

in addition to establishing cultures gave equal emphasis on evaluating the secretory potential 

as well as secretory profile of the cultured cells.  
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The present study however, is not without its set of limitations. One important 

limitation is the inability to fully characterize the adherent spheres and the duct-like 

connections that develop between them, as any manipulation around them led to breakdown 

of their architecture. The second limitation was the inability to differentiate between the 

ductal and the acinar cells in culture as both the cells showed positivity for the epithelial 

markers used in the study. To work around this problem, we reviewed the histology of the 

native gland to determine if that could throw light on a differential pattern staining of the 

secretory proteins. However, our observation was that the secretory proteins were seen in both 

acinar as well as ductal cells as both the cell types showed positive staining. This observation 

and the lack of literature on unique markers for the two cell types in human lacrimal gland 

makes us ponder if there is a gradual transition between the two cell types or if there is a 

common precursor to the two involving bidirectional differentiation. 

In summary, the results presented here show that established cultures of human 

lacrimal gland have a heterogeneous population of epithelial (E-cadherin, EpCAM), 

myoepithelial (S-100, GFAP) and mesenchymal (CD90) cells conforming to the phenotype of 

the native gland with an attempt to formation of duct-like structures. The promising outcome 

of this study is that these cells show objective evidence of synthesis and secretion of major 

tear proteins (scIgA, lactoferrin and lysozyme). These results are indicative of a potential in 

these cells to be used for cell therapy with an important caveat that there probably exists a 

window period for harvesting adequate number of epithelial cells with optimal secretory 
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function. These results and their associated caveats should be taken into consideration for 

planning future preclinical and clinical studies for the treatment of chronic and debilitating 

aqueous deficient dry eye. 
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Chapter 4: Evaluating ‘Stem-like’ Cells in Human Lacrimal Gland Cultures 

4.1 Introduction 

The evolution of the stem cell concept since the early works of Regaud on spermatogenesis to 

the work of McCulloch and Till on bone marrow stem cells has opened up an entire avenue to 

explore the potential of cell based therapy for regeneration of organs[207].  As already 

described earlier in section 1.15.1 stem cells are capable of unlimited division during the life 

of the organism, giving rise to a set of progeny, one of which would  self-renew while the 

other would enter a differentiation pathway with subsequent terminal differentiation [208].  

The areas where there is a synergistic association between research and clinical trials in 

treating the irreversibly damaged cells or tissues in the body include: neural stem cell 

transplantation for brain diseases, liver cell transplantation for terminal liver failure, 

pancreatic islet cell transplantation for diabetes mellitus, nerve regeneration, skeletal muscle 

regeneration for muscular dystrophies and cardiac cell transplantation for myocardial damage 

[209-213]. 

In addition to the above mentioned areas where the research has progressed in leaps 

and bounds, the avenue of stem cell therapy in exocrine organs like salivary, prostate and 

breast are also being explored. In the case of salivary gland, ex-vivo expanded single 

functional units called ‘salispheres’ are being used in animal studies of radiation induced 

xerostomia to alleviate the symptoms of dry mouth and to reconstitute the dysfunctional gland 

[118, 195]. Similar is the scenario with breast and prostate [193, 214, 215]. A comparable 
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condition of exocrine gland dysfunction exists in the case of lacrimal gland too but there are 

just two reports on the possible presence of stem cells in the lacrimal gland which could 

potentially be used to rescue the function [151, 152]. The study published by You et al., [151] 

showed that murine lacrimal gland had 11.98±1.84 cells/ mm2 BrdU+ cells at 2 weeks and 

7.95± 1.83 cells/mm2 BrdU+ cells at 4 weeks post the initial BrdU pulse. This proportion of 

BrdU+ cells increased 7 fold during the repair phase post interleukin-1 injection into the 

mouse lacrimal gland. Interestingly, BrdU positivity was seen in all the compartments- 58.2± 

3.6% in the acinar, 26.4±4.1% in the myoepithelial, 0.4±0.4% in the ductal and 3.0% in the 

stromal cells. The stem cell marker used in the study was nestin which is a mesenchymal stem 

cell marker. The authors report that 2-3 days post injury during the peak of the repair phase, 

stem-like cells migrate towards the site of injury to heal the wound. This study indicated the 

inherent potential of the gland to heal itself following an insult. This was followed by a 

subsequent report by the same group wherein cultures were established from the murine 

lacrimal gland by harvesting the gland 2.5 days post IL-1 injection. The established cultures 

showed positivity for nestin, ABCG2 and Sca-1; thereby providing crucial evidence that 

murine lacrimal gland contains stem-like cells which can be harvested and maintained under 

in-vitro conditions. However, the authors noted that similar results could not be obtained from 

uninjured murine lacrimal gland. In contrast to this, the study by Shatos et al., on rat lacrimal 

gland showed stem-like cells positive for nestin, Musashi1, Pax6, and CHX10  to be present 
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in the native, uninjured gland (these co-localized with α-SMA positive myoepithelial 

compartment) which could be maintained under appropriate in-vitro conditions [152].  

One of the major drawbacks that plague stem cell research is the non-availability of a 

single marker or assay that can conclusively prove stemness. In order to compensate for this, a 

battery of markers like ABCG2, CD117, CD113, nestin etc., and functional assays like clone 

formation, ALDEFLUOR™ are used to evaluate and confirm stemness. In the present study 

we have used ABCG2 and CD117 (c-kit) as the markers to identify stem-like cells in addition 

to using other standard assays like label retaining studies, clone formation assay and 

ALDEFLUOR™  assay. A brief introduction to the techniques and markers used is given 

below: 

4.1.1 Label retaining studies 

One of the oldest techniques to define stem cell location was the Label Retaining Study. The 

study involved pulsing the cells/ tissue with a nucleotide analogue like BrdU or 3H-TdR, 

which gets incorporated into the DNA of the cells during division and label those cells. This 

is followed by a chase period, during which no nucleotide analogue was administered and the 

label gets diluted with every cell division. The less frequently dividing cells, or earlier called 

quiescent cells, retain the label, and are referred to as label-retaining cells (LRC) [216] . It 

was this LRC population that is thought to contain the stem cells. The proportion of LRC in 

most adult tissues ranges between 0-5%. In these cells, the label is retained either due to 

quiescence or because of asymmetric segregation of the chromosomes. However, recent 
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reports have shown that in a number of cases involving hematopoietic stem cells (HSC) and 

intestinal stem cells the label retaining cells and the most primitive stem cells were not the 

same [217]. Therefore, label retaining studies are currently being debated and are no longer 

considered as the gold standard assay for stem cells. The results obtained by LRC studies 

need to be further validated. In the context of the present study, we have tried to explore the 

possible presence of label retaining cells in culture. However, due to the limitations of the 

assay have also supplemented the findings using other techniques. 

4.1.2 Cell cycle analysis 

Cell cycle analysis studies determine the fraction of cells present in various phases of cell 

cycle at a point in time (Figure 4.1). Cells may be present in the G1, S or M phases of the cell 

cycle. In the context of stem cells, it has been reported that quiescent cells are present in the 

G0/G1 phase of the cell cycle. In the case of adult HSC, it has been reported that  ̴ 5-10% of 

the cells (termed as activated phenotypes) are in the active phase of the cell cycle i.e. G2/S/M 

phase with the remaining 90-95% in the quiescent state i.e. sub G0/ G1 stage (termed as 

dormant phenotype). These dormant cells appear to have the potential for long-term 

reconstitution of the organ and may represent a reservoir of stem cells kept aside in the adult 

organ to be called upon in cases of severe organ injury to regenerate the organ and maintain 

homeostasis [218]. Quiescent cells present in the G0/G1 phase of cell cycle have also been 

reported in muscle [219, 220], intestinal [221] and epithelial tissues [222].  
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One of the major limitations of the technique of cell cycle analysis is the inability to 

distinguish between the cells in G0 and G1 phases. True quiescent cells are in the G0 phase of 

the cell cycle but due to the limitation of the technique it is reported in the G0/G1 phase. 

Attempts have been made to differentiate between the G0 and G1 phases using loss of Ki67 

expression and total nucleic acid content as possible indicators of cells in the G0 phase. 

These, however, are negative selection techniques and show a lot of variability in results. The 

latest report by Oki et al., in 2014 suggests the use of mVenus-p27K-, which is a defective 

mutant of CDK inhibitor to “identify and isolate a population of quiescent cells and to 

effectively visualize the G0 to G1 transition” [223].  

  
Figure 4.1: Cell cycle showing the various phases G0, G1, S, G2 and M. Quiescent cells are 

believed to reside in the G0 phase.  
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4.1.3 Stem cell markers 

One of the most important hurdles in stem cell research is the absence of a unique and 

universal marker to identify stem cells. A number of markers like ABCG2, Sca-1, CD24, 

CD117, CD133, Musashi1 have been proposed as markers for stem cells but none of them can 

be called unique or exclusive. Furthermore, the expression pattern of these markers also 

changes based on the tissue of origin, species, potency of the cell etc. Therefore, in such a 

scenario, a battery of markers combined with various other accepted assays that evaluate the 

functionality of stem cells, are utilized to characterize the stem-like cells.  

In the present study, two markers have been utilized majorly to characterize stem-like cells: 

ABCG2 and CD117 (c-kit). p63 and CD133 as potential stem cell markers were also 

screened. ABCG2 is a cell surface marker localized in the normal tissues which have 

secretory or barrier function like ducts and lobules of mammary tissue, islet and acinar cells 

of pancreas, prostate epithelium, etc. It is a xenobiotic transporter involved in multi-drug 

resistance of cells. In the case of stem cells, ABCG2 has been reported to be co-localized to 

the side population cells (which are representative of stem cells). ABCG2 high expression has 

also been reported in the primitive stem cells of bone marrow, the expression of which 

reduces sharply in response to diffentiation cues.   

CD117 is a tyrosine kinase III receptor which in the recent years is being extensively used to 

identify the stem cells in exocrine glands. This marker has been reported to be present on the 

surface of HSC, germ cells and stem cells of pancreatic, mammary and salivary gland. 
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Specifically in the case of salivary gland, CD117+ cells have been shown to regenerate the 

damaged gland and restore function in animal models of radiation induced xerostomia [118]. 

The similarity between lacrimal gland and salivary gland in terms of the embryological origin, 

histoarchitecture and physiological function prompted us to select CD117 as a potential 

marker to identify stem like cells in the lacrimal tissue and cultures.  

p63 is a transcription factor belonging to the p53 gene family. It is normally expressed in the 

nuclei of keratinocytes with proliferative potential, including skin, cervix, prostate and cornea. 

p63 is involved in the regulation of epithelial development and differentiation [224]. p63 

expression was proposed as a potential stem cell indicator by Pellegrini et al., who reported 

that holoclones of epidermal and limbal cells have the highest levels of p63 which is virtually 

undetectable in differentiated cells that form paraclones [225].  

CD133 or prominin-1 is a member of transmembrane glycoprotein family. It was initially 

described to isolated CD44+ stem cells of hematopoietic lineage. Subsequent studies have 

shown that CD133+ cells have the property of self-renewal, high proliferation rate, 

differentiation potential and the potential to form tumors in xenografts [226]. Based on these 

observations and reports, CD133 has been used as a potential stem cell marker to evaluate 

neural progenitors and cancer stem cells [226, 227] .  
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4.1.4 Clone formation assay 

Clone formation assay or the clonogenic assay assesses the ability of a single cells to grow 

into a colony of cells [228]. The technique was first proposed by Puck and Marcus in 1956 to 

show the radio-resistance in a subpopulation of HeLa cells [229]. Clonogenic assays have also 

been developed for stem cells to evaluate their potency in-vivo. A number of studies have 

reported the capacity of bone marrow derived HSC to produce colonies in the spleen of a 

heavily irradiated mouse and these findings have formed the basis for clinical therapy today. 

Similar was the case with intestinal stem cells which could regenerate radiation damaged 

regions of the jejunum in recipient mice [230].  

Clone formation assay have also been modified to determine the clonogenic ability of 

the cells in-vitro. Under cells culture condition, the single cell capable of generating an entire 

colony by itself is termed as clonogenic. At the end of the assay period, the colonies are fixed 

using a fixative, stained with crystal violet (if required) and counted under a microscope to 

give an indication of the colony forming efficiency of the cells under consideration. 

 

4.1.5 ALDEFLUOR™ assay 

ALDEFLUOR™ is a fluorescent reagent system, developed by Stem Cell Technologies for 

the identification and isolation of stem and progenitors cells of human origin. The assay 

evaluates the expression levels of ALDH1 enzyme which has been reported to be elevated in 
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cells showing properties of stem and progenitor cells like CD34+cells, CD133+ cells, CD117+ 

cells, Lineage-antigen negative (Lin-)cells, colony-forming cells, long-term culture-initiating 

cells, and NOD/SCID-repopulating cells. This is a functional assay based on the cellular 

uptake and conversion of the ALDH substrate BODIPY® -aminoacetaldehyde (BAAA) to 

negatively charged fluorescent reaction product BODIPY®-aminoacetate (BAA). This 

product accumulates within cells as the assay buffer blocks the xenotransporter (ABC 

transporter) which would actively efflux it out of the cell. The fluorescent product is detected 

in the green channel (520-540nm) of standard flow cytometer. Higher the levels of ALDH1 in 

the cells, more would be the detected fluorescence and since only the cells with intact cell 

membrane can retain the ALDEFLUOR™ reaction product only the viable cells are detected 

by the assay. The principle of the assay is illustrated below in figure 4.2. 

 
Figure 4.2: Principle of ALDEFLUOR™ assay. The activated reagent product BAAA is converted to 
fluorescent reaction product BAA which is accumulated within cells with high expression of ALDH. 
This fluorescent product is detected in the green channel of a standard flow cytometer. 
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4.2 Hypothesis: Stem-like cells are present in the human lacrimal gland tissue and in the 

established in-vitro human lacrimal gland cultures. 

 

4.3 Aims and Objectives: 

1. Evaluating the presence of stem-like cells in human lacrimal gland tissue 

2. Evaluating the presence of stem-like cells in the established cultures of human lacrimal      

gland      

 

4.4 Materials and Methods 

4.4.1 Chemicals: Hank’s balanced salt solution (HBSS), anti-ABCG2 (BD Biosciences, San 

Jose, CA, USA), anti c-kit (Millipore, Temecula, CA; Dako, Glostrup, Denmark), anti-p63 

(Dako Glostrup, Denmark) anti-CD133 (Miltenyi Biotech), Fluroscein Isothiocynate 

(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA,USA), Alexa Fluor 488 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA), 

Phycoerytherin (eBioscience), polymer  horse radish peroxidase (HRP), DAB substrate, 

ALDEFLUOR™  Assay Kit (Stem Cell Technologies, Durham, NC, USA), agarose ( Sigma 

Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA), Propidium iodide (Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA   ). 

4.4.2 Tissue Source: Human lacrimal gland tissue (n=5) from post-exenterated specimens 

were taken for the study after informed consent. The glands included in the study were from 

those patients who had not undergone radiation to the head and neck region (normal tissue) 

and those lacrimal gland that were immunohistochemically evaluated to be free from any 
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underlying pathology. The fresh gland was collected in DMEM-Ham’s F-12 media 

supplemented with antibiotics and transported to the lab where it was immediately taken for 

processing. 

4.4.3 In-vitro human lacrimal gland cultures: Human lacrimal gland cultures that were 

established under in-vitro conditions as previously described under section 2.6.4 were taken 

for the present study. A total of 5 cultures were used for the study. 

4.5 Expression of Stem Cell Marker in the Native Human Lacrimal Gland 

4.5.1 Evaluation of stem cell marker expression by immunohistochemistry 

CD117 (c-kit) is a stem cell marker which is known to localize in the stem-like cells of other 

exocrine glands like salivary [118] and prostate [231]. The localization of CD117 was 

evaluated in the native human lacrimal gland by immunohistochemistry. 

Briefly, the gland was fixed with 10% fresh formalin and embedded in paraffin. Thin 3 µm 

sections were taken on silane coated glass slides and used for immunostaining. The paraffin 

embedded sections were de-paraffinized at around 70ºC and then in xylene series. The 

sections were rehydrated in alcohol series and then in distilled water followed by 1X PBS. 

The endogenous peroxidase activity was blocked using methanol and hydrogen peroxide and 

the antigen retrieval done using Tris-EDTA buffer (pH 9). After appropriate washings with 

PBS and blocking with 2.5% BSA, the sections were incubated with the primary antibody 

CD117, in a moist chamber for 2 hours at room temperature followed by secondary antibody 

(polymer HRP) incubation for 30 minutes at room temperature. DAB substrate was added to 
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the section to allow color development for 10 minutes. This was followed by counterstaining 

with hematoxylin, mounting in DPX. The sections were visualized under a light microscope. 

4.5.2 Evaluation of stem cell marker expression by flow cytometry 

The fresh human lacrimal gland was enzymatically digested using an enzyme cocktail of 

collagenase and hyaluronidase as previously described. The cells isolated were termed as t=0 

cells and were processed for flow cytometric analysis. 

Briefly, 1x106 cells were fixed with 4% fresh PFA for 10 minutes, blocked with 5% BSA and 

incubated with 1:100 dilutions of primary antibody (Table 4.1) tagged with the fluorophore 

for 1 hour at room temperature. At the end of this time period, the pellet was washed thrice 

with PBS, resuspended in 500µl of FACS buffer and acquired on BD FACS ARIA™ Special 

Order System. Appropriate controls were used for the experiment. A total of 20000 to 50000 

events were acquired for analysis. The analysis was done using BD FACS DiVa™ software.  

Table 4.1: List of antibodies and dilutions used for flow cytometry 

S. No. Antibody Dilution Company 

1 ABCG2- APC 1:100 BD Biosciences 

2. c-kit-PE 1:100 Millipore 

3. CD133-APC 1:20 Miltenyi Biotech 
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4.6 Expression of Stem Cell Markers in the Human Lacrimal Gland Cultures 

The in-vitro cultures of human lacrimal gland were evaluated for the expression of stem cell 

markers like ABCG2, p63 and CD117 by immunocytochemistry and flow cytometry. 

4.6.1 Immunocytochemistry of in-vitro cultures 

Day 14 and day 21 human lacrimal gland cultures growing as monolayer were dissociated 

using 0.25% trypsin-EDTA and processed for immunocytochemistry. The lacrispheres were 

mechanically dissociated and processed similarly for immunocytochemistry. 

 Briefly, the cells were fixed with 4% fresh paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 10 minutes, followed 

by permeabilization with 50% methanol for 20 minutes for intracellular markers. The cells 

were then incubated with appropriate dilutions of the primary antibody for 2h at room 

temperature.  

Secondary antibodies like Alexa Fluor 488, FITC and PE were used against the respective 

immunoglobulins of the primary antibody at 1:200 dilution. The incubation time was 45 min. 

Nuclear staining was done with 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) or propidium iodide 

(PI). The coverslips were mounted in 50% glycerol and the images acquired using Carl Zeiss 

Laser Scanning Microscope LSM 510.  

The antibodies used and the appropriate dilutions are summarized in Table 4.2. 
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Table 4.2: List of antibodies and dilutions used for immunocytochemistry 

S. No. Antibody Dilution Company 

1 ABCG2- APC 1:100 BD Biosciences 

2. c-kit-PE 1:100 Millipore 

3. P63 1:20 Miltenyi Biotech 

4. Alexa Fluor 488 1:200 Invitrogen 

 

4.6.2 Flow cytometry of in-vitro cultures 

Day 14 and day 21 cultures growing as monolayers were dissociated using 0.25% trypsin-

EDTA and processed for flow cytometry. The lacrispheres were mechanically dissociated and 

also processed similarly. 

Briefly, 1x106 cells were fixed with 4% fresh PFA for 10 minutes, blocked with 5% BSA and 

incubated with 1:100 dilutions of primary antibody (Table 4.3) tagged with the fluorophore 

for 1 hour at room temperature. At the end of this time period, the pellet was washed thrice 

with PBS, resuspended in 500µl of FACS buffer and acquired on BD FACS ARIA™ Special 

Order System. Appropriate controls were used for the experiment. A total of 20000 to 50000 

events were acquired for analysis. The analysis was done using BD FACS DiVa™ software. 

The antibodies used and the appropriate dilutions are summarized in Table 4.3 
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Table 4.3: List of antibodies and dilutions used for flow cytometry 

S. No. Antibody Dilution Company 

1 ABCG2- APC 1:100 BD Biosciences 

2. c-kit-PE 1:100 Millipore 

3. CD133-APC 1:20 Miltenyi Biotech 

 

4.7 Colony Forming Assay 

The lacrispheres were grown in agarose as single cells to assess their colony forming 

potential. The lacrispheres were collected and mechanically dissociated. A cell pellet was 

obtained after centrifugation. The pellet was resuspended in 1 ml of DMEM medium with 

10% FCS and 2mM L-glutamine. 

Two percent agarose was coated onto well of a six-well plate as a base coat, and further 

overlaid with cell suspension (1000 cells in 1% agarose). Plates were incubated in humidified 

tissue culture incubator at 37°C, 5% CO2, for 14 days. Visible colonies were counted under a 

phase-contrast microscope. 

 

Colony forming unit = (No of colonies/ no. of cells plated)*100 
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4.8 BrdU Pulse Labeling and Chase of In-Vitro Human Lacrimal Gland Cultures 

4.9.1 BrdU pulsing: On Day 7 the media of in-vitro cultures of human lacrimal gland, 

growing both as monolayers and as lacrispheres, was discarded and replaced with fresh media 

containing 10μM BrdU reagent. This BrdU pulsing was done for 24 h after which the media 

was changed again and replaced with fresh media without BrdU. In order to determine the 

number of proliferative cells, the culture was terminated and processed for anti-BrdU staining. 

To evaluate the number of cells that retain the label after a chase period of around 14 days 

(i.e., quiescent cells), the culture was allowed to grow for a further period of 14 days without 

BrdU and at the end of this time period was processed similarly for anti-BrdU staining.  

4.9.2 Immunostaining for anti-BrdU: the cells were processed for immunostaining with anti- 

BrdU antibody. Briefly, the cells were fixed with 70% ice cold ethanol for 30 minutes at 4°C 

followed by washings with 1X PBS. DNA was denatured with 2N HCl (denaturing solution) 

for 30 minutes at 37°C and the conditions neutralized immediately with 0.2M borate buffer 

(neutralizing solution) for 10 minutes at room temperature. The cells were then blocked with 

10% serum for 60 minutes at room temperature followed by incubation with 1:50 dilution of 

anti-BrdU antibody for 60 minutes at room temperature. Secondary antibody like FITC or PE 

was used against the primary BrdU Lastly the cells were washed, mounted in 50% glycerol 

and images were acquired using Carl Zeiss Laser Scanning Microscope LSM 510.  
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4.9 Cell Cycle Analysis 

Cell cycle analysis was done to determine the fraction of cells present in various phases of 

cell cycle namely G0, G1, G2, S and M. The experimental protocol involved fixing the cells 

in 70% ice cold ethanol followed by incubation with 50 μg/ml propidium iodide on ice for 

30minutes. The cells were then treated with treated with 0.25 mg/ml RNase A for 45 miutes at 

370C to remove double stranded RNA. Cells were finally analyzed by flow cytometry at an 

excitation wavelength of 488nm. 

The cells were also co-stained with CD117 (c-kit) to determine the co-localization 

profile. The protocol for antibody staining during cell cycle analysis differs slightly from 

when only cell cycle analysis is done. Briefly, the cells were fixed with 4% PFA, incubated 

for an hour with anti-human CD117 antibody conjugated to PE,  after which the cells were 

washed thrice with 1X PBS and processed as mentioned above for cell cycle analysis. 

 

4.10 ALDEFLUOR™ Assay 

ALDEFLUOR™ fluorescent reagent system (Stem Cell Technologies) provides a novel 

method for identification of stem and progenitor cells based on their expression of enzyme 

aldehyde dehydrogenase1 (ALDH). The fluorescent ALDEFLUOR™ reagent diffuses freely 

into the cells and acts as a non-toxic substrate for ALDH. The fluorescent reaction product 

that accumulates in the cells can be measured in the green channel of a standard flow 
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cytometer and it correlates directly to the ALDH activity in the cell. With this assay, stem and 

progenitor cells are identified as cells with higher expression of ALDH1. 

For the assay, 1x106 cells/ml (freshly isolated from the lacrimal gland as well as post 

trypsinization from the cultured monolayer on day 14-18 and day 21-25) were taken and 

divided into two groups: control and test. To the control tube, 5µl of ALDH inhibitor DEAB 

was added. 5µl/ml of activated ALDEFLOUR™ substrate was added to the test group and 

immediately half of the cell suspension was transferred to the control tube. Both the test as 

well as the control sample was incubated at 37°C for 30 to 60 minutes. At the end of the 

incubation period, the supernatant was removed after centrifugation and the cells resuspended 

in 0.5ml of ALDEFLUOR™ Assay Buffer and the fluorescence measured in the green 

channel of FACS ARIA™ Special Order System. 

4.11 Image Analysis: The images were analyzed using Image J software. 

 

4.12 Results 

4.12.1 Expression of stem cell markers in the normal human lacrimal gland tissue 

4.12.1.1 Evaluation of stem cell marker expression by immunohistochemistry: The native 

lacrimal gland showed localization of CD117 to the cell membrane of cells of acinar (44%) 

and ductal phenotype ((9.8%) (Figure 4.3). These percentages have been determined using 

image analysis software ImageJ. Three different images were analyzed by the software to 
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generate these mean values. The pattern of staining was such that some of the positive cells 

showed intercellular and basal staining while the others showed uniform staining all over the 

cell membrane. None of the myoepithelial cells showed CD117 positivity. 

 

Figure 4.3: Expression of CD117 in normal human lacrimal gland. The marker was seen to 
be localized in the cells of the acinar (44%) as well as cells of the ductal (9.8%) phenotype. A 
differential pattern of staining was observed with some cells showing uniform staining while 
others showed intercellular and basal staining. 
 

4.12.1.2 Evaluation of stem cell marker in native normal tissue by flow cytometry: Flow 

cytometric evaluation of cells isolated at t=0 showed that 3.1 ± 0.61% of the cells were 

positive for the stem cell marker ABCG2; 6.7 ± 2.0% were positive for CD117 and 0.30 ± 

0.10% positive for CD113  (Table 4.4) (Figure 4.4). 

Table 4.4: Flow cytometric evaluation of huLG cells for expression of stem cell markers at t=0 
 
S. No. Marker % Expressed at t=0 (Mean± SEM) 
1. ABCG2 3.1 ± 0.61 
2. CD117 6.7 ± 2.0 
3. CD133 0.30 ± 0.10 
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Figure 4.4: Flow cytometry data: Evaluation of stem cell marker expression at t=0. The 
cells immediately at isolation showed positivity for (d) ABCG2 (3.1±0.61%), (e) C-kit 
(6.7±2.0%) and (f) CD133 (0.3±0.1%). 
 

4.12.2 Expression of stem cell markers in the in-vitro human lacrimal gland cultures 

4.12.2.1 Immunocytochemistry of in-vitro cultures: The expression of ABCG2 and CD117 in 

both the adherent monolayer cultures as well as in floating lacrispheres was evaluated. The 

results show that these stem cell markers were seen to be localized in the epithelial cells of the 

monolayer (Figure 4.5).  
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Figure 4.5: Expression of stem cell markers in adherent human lacrimal gland cultures. 
ABCG2 and CD117 expression is seen in some cells of the adherent monolayer. Secondary 
antibody is Alexa Fluor 488 and nuclei counterstained with PE. All images are at 10X 
magnification. 
 
In the case of lacrispheres some of the cells showed CD117 positivity (Figure 4.6). However, 

these cells did not seem to have any specific location like central or peripheral. 

 

Figure 4.6: 
Expression of stem 
cell markers in 
cultured lacrispheres. 
CD117 expression is 
seen in some cells of 
the lacrisphere. 
Fluorescent tag is PE 
and DAPI is the 
nuclear counter stain. 
The image is at 10X 
magnification. 
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4.12.2.2 Flow cytometric evaluation for stem cell marker expression: Day 14 and day 21 

cultures were also evaluated quantitatively by flow cytometry to determine the stem cell 

population present in them. The results show that day 14 cultures had a population of cells 

with positivity for stem cell markers accounting for 0.30±0.15% as ABCG2 positive and 0.20 

± 0.05% as c-kit positive. CD133 expression was seen in 0.3±0.1% of the cells (Figure 4.7). 

By day 21-25 of in-vitro culture the number of cells expressing the stem cell markers ABCG2 

and c-kit had reduced to 0.2±0.13% and 0.13± 0.03% respectively (Table 4.5) 

 

Table 4.5: Stem cell marker expression by adherent huLG cultures 

S. No. Marker % Expressed at DIV 14 
(Mean± SEM) 

% Expressed at DIV 21 (Mean± 
SEM) 

1. ABCG2 0.3 ± 0.15 0.2 ±0.13 

2. CD117 0.2 ±0.05 0.13 ± 0.03 

3. CD133 0.30 ±0.10 0.25 ± 0.05 
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Figure 4.7: Flow cytometry data: Evaluation of stem cell marker expression at t=14. The 
cells by DIV 14 showed positivity for (d) ABCG2 (0.3±0.15%), (e) C-kit (0.2±0.05%) and (f) 
CD133 (0.3±0.1%). 
 
 
When the lacrispheres were evaluated to determine the expression of CD117, it was observed 

that 0.8% of the cells were positive for CD117 indicating the presence of a higher proportion 

of stem-like cells (Figure 4.8). 
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Figure 4.8: Flow cytometric evaluation of CD117 expression in lacrispheres at t=14 
showing 0.8% of the cells to be positive (P3 gate) 
 

4.12.3 Colony forming assay  

Cells growing as lacrispheres were plated on agarose and their CFE evaluated. At the end of 

14 days the number of colonies (Figure 4.9) was manually counted under the microscope. It 

was observed that an average of 31 colonies was generated from the 1000 cells initially 

plated. From this the colony forming unit (CFU) was calculated and found to be 3.1%. 

Colony forming unit = (No of colonies/ no. of cells plated)*100 = (31/1000)*100 =3.1% 

 

 

Figure 4.9: Colony formation assay on agarose. The colony forming efficiency of the 
cultures was calculated to be 3.1% 
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4.12.4 BrdU pulse labeling and chase of in-vitro human lacrimal gland cultures  

I) BrdU pulse and chase of adherent monolayer cultures: Fixing and immunostaining of cells 

immediately after pulsing them with BrdU labels all the cells which are proliferating in 

culture. In the case of adherent cultures it was observed that a majority of the cells were 

labeled with BrdU (75.9±2.7%) including the cells that form duct-like connections as well as 

the cells in the periphery of the adherent spheres indicating proliferation. The center of the 

spheres showed very faint label indicating that the cells here are proliferating very slowly 

(Figure 4.10 b). 

When the BrdU treated cells were chased for a period of 14 days, this trend gets reversed 

because now the label is retained by cells which proliferate very slowly or are quiescent. 

These cells are termed as label retaining cells (LRCs). It was observed that by day 14 all the 

monolayer cells, cells that formed duct-like connections as well as the cells in the periphery of 

the adherent spheres had lost the BrdU label indicating their proliferative nature (Figure 

4.10c). BrdU label was only present about 27.9±4.3% of the cells and these were localized in 

the center of the adherent spheres indicating the presence of label retaining slow proliferative 

cells (Figure 4.10 c) (Table 4.6). 

II) BrdU pulse and chase of lacrispheres: When the lacrispheres were immediately fixed and 

immunostained with anti-BrdU antibody post treatment, a majority of cells in the sphere get 

labeled with BrdU (51.6±3.8%) indicating presence of proliferative cells (Figure 4.10e). 
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However, when these were chased for 14 days, it was found that only 9.31±0.41% of the cells 

retained the BrdU label (Figure 4.10f) (Table 4.6). 

 

Figure 4.10: BrdU label retaining studies. 
One day post pulse a majority of cells in the monolayer, periphery of adherent and 
lacrisphere stained positive for BrdU. After a chase period of 14 days only 27.9±4.3% cells in 
the adherent spheres and 9.3±0.41% cells in the lacrispheres retained the BrdU label. 
 

Table 4.6: Label retaining cells in in-vitro cultures of human lacrimal gland 

Culture t=0 t=14 

Adherent 75.9±2.7% 27.9±4.3% 

Lacrisphere 51.6±3.8% 9.3±0.41 
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4.12.5 Cell cycle analysis 

Cell cycle analysis was done on cells at t=0 (immediately after isolation) as well as t=14 

(14DIV). It was observed that at t=0 79.9% of the cells were in G0/G1 phase and 18.9% in the 

G2/S/M phase (Figure 4.11) (Table 4.7). In the case of adherent monolayer day 14 cultures, 

66.9% of the cells were in the G0/G1 phase and 33.9% in the G2/S/M phase (Figure 4.11) 

(Table 4.7).  

 

Figure 4.11: Cell cycle analysis of adherent cultures. 
 At day 14, 66.9% of the cells were in the G0/G1 phase and 33.9% in the G2/S/M phase 
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When the lacrispheres were similarly evaluated it was seen that 76.9% of the cells were in the 

G0/G1 phase and 22.9% in the G2/S/M phase. Of the 76.9% the cells in the G0/G1 phase 

about 0.3% were positive for stem cell marker CD117 (Figure 4.12) (Table 4.7).   

 

Figure 4.12: Cell cycle analysis of lacrispheres.  
At day 14 76.9% of the cells were in the G0/G1 phase and 22.9% in the G2/S/M phase. 
 
 
Table 4.7: Cell cycle analysis of human lacrimal gland cells 

Cells/ Culture G0/G1 G2/S/M 

Freshly isolated (t=0) 79.9% 18.9% 

Adherent cultures (t=14DIV) 66.9% 33.9% 

Lacrispheres (t=14DIV) 76.9% 22.9% 
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4.12.6 ALDEFLUOR™ assay 

In the freshly isolated cells, 2.4% to 6.3% showed high ALDH1 activity (mean: 3.8±1.26%). 

Co-expression of high ALDH1 and ABCG2 was seen in 0.13 ± 0.04%, and high ALDH1 and 

c- kit in 0.21% ± 0.02% of the cells (Figure 4.13 a-c) (Table 4.8).  

The day 14-18 cultured lacrimal gland cells also showed a population with high ALDH 

activity accounting for 2.7± 1.5% of the total population acquired (Figure 4.13 d-f) which 

decreases to 1.1±0.5% by day 21. Co-expression of high ALDH1 with ABCG2/c-kit  

positivity was not evaluated in the cultured cells since their level of expression in the native 

tissue itself was low to begin with. 

 

 Table 4.8: Evaluation ALDH1 high expression at t=0 and t=14 

S. 
No. 

Marker % Expressed at t=0 
(Mean± SEM) 

% Expressed at DIV 14 (Mean± 
SEM) 

1. ALDH1 high 3.8 ±1.26 2.7± 1.54 

2. ALDH high + c-
kit 

0.2 ± 0.02 - 

3. ALDH high + 
ABCG2 

0.1 ± 0.04 - 
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Figure 4.13: ALDEFLUOR™ Assay: Evaluation of ALDH1 high expression at t=0 (a-c) 
and t=14(d-f) cells. Immediately at isolation (t=0) 3.8 ±1.26 % of the cells show ALDH1 high 
expression and this level reduces to 2.7± 1.54% by day 14 in-vitro. 
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4.13 Discussion 

The idea that stem-like cells are present in the human organs and persist even in adulthood 

has now gained universal acceptance. However, there still are many organ systems in which 

the presence of these is being explored; human lacrimal gland being one such organ. The 

presence of stem cells in the animal lacrimal gland has been reported very recently in the last 

two years [151, 152, 232]. The present study was aimed at exploring the possible presence of 

stem-like cells in the native human lacrimal gland tissue as well as in the in-vitro cultures of 

human lacrimal gland. The result of this study is the first report on the presence of resident 

population of stem-like cells in the native human lacrimal gland as well as in the in-vitro 

human lacrimal gland cultures. These findings open up the avenue of cell therapy in chronic 

debilitating lacrimal gland disorders. 

 The study of stem cells has been plagued with the fact that there is no single marker 

that can be counted upon as the true stem cell marker. In order to compensate for this short 

coming a number of strategies are used, like evaluating the expression of development and 

pluripotency markers, functional assays like clone formation and Aldefluor™ assay, sorting 

studies and gene expression signature profiling.  In the present study, the presence of stem 

like cells was explored by evaluating the expression of stem cell markers (ABCG2, CD117), 

label retaining studies, ALDH1 expression levels, clonogenic potential and cell cycle analysis.   

ABCG2 has been shown to label stem-like cells in a number of tissues like 

hematopoietic, muscle [233-236] while CD117 has been shown to label stem-like cells in 
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exocrine tissues like salivary gland, breast, prostate [118, 231, 237]. The possible presence of 

ABCG2 and CD117 positive cells in the normal human lacrimal gland was explored by 

immunohistochemistry and flow cytometry. In the present study, despite our repeated 

attempts, we were unable to standardize ABCG2 staining on the normal lacrimal gland tissue. 

CD117 localization studies show a basal and baso-lateral staining pattern on cells of acinar 

(44%) and ductal (9.8%) compartment. This observation contrasts what has been reported in 

the salivary gland and breast wherein, CD117 positive stem-like cells have been shown to 

reside in the terminal ductioles of  the gland[118]. While CD117 staining has not been 

previously attempted in normal lacrimal gland, You et al., had attempted to study the stem 

cell compartment in the murine lacrimal gland using BrdU label retaining studies. They 

reported BrdU label retaining cells to localize in the murine acinar (58.2±3.6%), 

myoepithelial (26.4±4.1%), ductal (0.4±0.4%) and stromal (15.0±3%) compartments [232]. 

Their findings by this method support our observation of possible presence of stem-like cells 

in both the acinar and ductal compartments.  

Flow cytometry data of freshly isolated cells from the human lacrimal gland shows 

that 3.1±0.61% of the cells were ABCG2+, 6.7±2.0% were CD117+ and 0.3±.1% were 

CD133+. The cultured cells also showed the presence of stem cells. However, they tend to 

undergo differentiation and their percentages fall to 0.3±0.15% ABCG2 and 0.2±0.05% 

CD117 by day 14 in-vitro. These values further reduce to 0.2±0.13% ABCG2, 0.13±0.03% 

CD117 and 0.25±0.05% CD133 respectively by DIV 21. 
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This important observation that number of stem-like cells reduce in culture over a 

period of time, while the proportion of differentiated secretory cells increases (as evidenced 

by the increase in secretion of tear protein over a two week period) prompts us to consider 

that the limitation could be in our culture system which probably does not support the 

proliferation of both stem cells and differentiated cells beyond 2- 3 weeks. Optimizing 

conditions that would sustain both these compartments would be in important step that would 

pave way for future clinical application.   

The various techniques for maintaining and enriching stemness in-vitro include user of 

feeder cells, simulating niche conditions using bioreactors or co-culture systems or by 

maintaining stem-like cells as 3D spheres under serum-free conditions [118, 194, 231]. One 

of the methods that we explored in this study was attempting stem cell enrichment by 

generating 3D spheres and evaluating the cells for their clonogenic potential, label retaining 

capacity, quiescence, stem cell marker expression with a corresponding decrease in secretory-

competent cells. In our study, by altering the EGF, FGF concentration and serum withdrawal, 

lacrispheres could be generated in-vitro. These lacrispheres were capable of surviving for 

greater than 35 days in culture and generating secondary spheres for 3-4 passages. Sphere 

generation from rabbit lacrimal gland had earlier been attempted by Schrader et al., under 

microgravity conditions. However, their spheres could only be maintained in culture for about 

3 weeks after which they died due to spreading central necrosis contrary to ours which survive 

and proliferate for greater than 35 days in-vitro [162].  
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The clonogenic potential of the lacrispheres was evaluated by clone formation assay. 

The results showed that the clonal efficiency was 3.1% indicating that they have self – 

renewal potential. Flow cytometric evaluation of lacrispheres showed about 0.8% of the cells 

to be CD117+ by day 14, which is actually a four-fold increase from that seen under previous 

culture condition (0.2±0.05% CD117+ in adherent monolayer). These lacrispheres are 

probably similar to the salispheres from salivary gland, which have been reported in literature, 

and have been shown to have 0.65% CD117+cells by day 3 in-vitro [195].  

We also attempted to investigate the presence of LRCs in the cultured human cells. 

Our results indicate that over a chase period of 14 days, a few cells are present in the center of 

both adherent spheres (27.9±4.3%) as well as lacrispheres (9.3±0.4%) that retain BrdU label. 

These are known as label retaining cells and are presumed to be potential stem-like cells. The 

other cells in culture, including the cells of duct-like connections and peripheral cells of 

spheres, lose the BrdU label indicating their high proliferative nature. In the cell cycle 

analysis we aimed at looking at the fraction of cells that would be in resting phase (G0/G1) In 

principle, this population would include quiescent cells (G0) as well as cells before entering 

into cell cycle (G1). In this study, we considered them together for logistic reasons. Cell cycle 

analysis showed that in the normal human lacrimal gland 79.9% of the cells are in G0/G1 or 

quiescent phase and 18.9% in the G2/S/M or active cell cycle phase. When these cells are 

cultured in-vitro, a higher fraction of the cells (33.9%) become active while the percentage of 

G0/G1 quiescent cells falls to 66.9%. However, when these cells are maintained under serum-
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free conditions as lacrispheres, a more of in-vivo mimicry is maintained with about 76.9% of 

the cells being in the G0/ G1 phase and 22.9% in the G2/S/M phase. Of the 76.9% of the cells 

in the quiescent phase, about 0.3% are CD117 positive. 

 Functional assays like ALDEFLUOR™ are important because they evaluate 

functional properties of the stem-like cell. The ALDEFLUOR™ assesses the function of 

ALDH1 which is an enzyme present at high levels in the stem and progenitor cells. 

ALDEFLUOR™ analysis of cells at t=0 showed that 3.8± 1.26% of the cells were ALDH1 

high; of which  0.13±0.04% were ABCG2 positive and 0.21±0.02% were CD117 positive. As 

anticipated from the results of marker studies, these ALDH1 high cell percentages fall to 

2.7±1.5% and further to 1.1±0.5% by day 14 and day 21 in-vitro.  

 Some of the limitations of the present study, as has already been mentioned during the 

course of the discussion, is the inability to determine the ABCG2 staining pattern on the 

human lacrimal gland tissue and the inability to determine if the lacrispheres have a central 

lumen or if they are solid spheres as they could not be processed for histology and cryosection 

studies due to their fragile nature and presence of artifacts in the results. Another important 

limitation of the study was the inability to separate the cells of the G0/ G1 compartment into 

two distinct phases of the cell cycle. So, the results of the G0/G1 phase (79.9% at t=0, 66.9% 

of adherent cultures and 76.9% of lacrispheres) are indicative of not just quiescent cells but 

also those preparing to re-enter the cell cycle leading to mitosis. We have also been unable to 

correlate the percentages of stem-like cells detected using various techniques. This could 
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probably be because of inherent limitations of the techniques used most of which give a 

qualitative or semi-quantitative indication of positivity. 

In summary, the present study provides very promising, first of its kind evidence for 

the presence of stem-like cells and differentiated cells, in varying proportions, in native 

lacrimal gland and in the lacrimal gland cultures (2D monolayer and 3D lacrispheres). The 

stem-like cells are being proposed based on surface markers (CD117), label retaining and 

quiescent studies, clonogenic potential and presence of high ALDH1 levels. We also provide 

evidence that the lacrispheres are possibly a better source of  transplantable cells (stem cells > 

differentiated cells) and that 2 weeks of culture in the system established by us  is probably an 

optimal time to harvest cells for potential cell therapy to restore function. Validating these 

findings and optimizing the number, mode (injection versus encapsulated transplants) and 

time of intervention in a preclinical model of radiation induced dry eye would take us one step 

closer to potential clinical application. 
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Chapter 5: Orbital Radiotherapy and Dry Eye Syndrome 

5.1 Introduction 

Radiotherapy is the medical use of ionizing radiation, as a part of the accepted modality of 

treatment for patients suffering from various malignancies like melanoma, lymphoma, 

retinoblastoma, leukemia, head and neck cancers, etc. Radiation therapy has been used in the 

treatment of cancer for more than a century now, beginning with the discovery of X-rays by 

Wilhelm Rontgen in 1895 and the pioneering discovery of radioactive isotopes radium and 

polonium by Madam Marie Curie in 1898. 

 Malignant tumors are treated with different types of radiation therapy- external beam 

radiation therapy or teletherapy which uses a high-energy x-ray machine, called a linear 

accelerator (linac), to direct radiation to the tumor; brachytherapy or sealed source radiation 

therapy where a radioactive isotope like Iodine-125, Caesium, Iridium etc. are implanted in 

the body near the tumor site, and systemic radioisotope therapy or unsealed source 

radiotherapy where the radioisotope is given systemically either orally or as an infusion. 

Radiotherapy may be curative based on the nature and location of the tumor a, or it may form 

a part of adjuvant therapy along with surgery and chemotherapy. 

One of the major obstacles faced with radiotherapy was the toxicity to the surrounding 

tissue as the radiation dose delivery could only be controlled to a certain extent.  The 

important invention of computed tomography by Godfrey Hounsfield in 1971, made possible 

a three dimensional planning of radiation delivery and allowed the physicians to more   
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accurately determine the dose distribution using axial tomographic images of the patient's 

anatomy. The introduction of new imaging technologies like magnetic resonance imaging 

(MRI) in the 1970s and positron emission tomography in the 1980s has progressed radiation 

therapy from 3D conformal to intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) and to image-

guided radiation therapy (IGRT). These advances now allow radiation oncologists to better 

see and target tumors, which have resulted in better treatment outcomes, more organ 

preservation and fewer side effects. However, there are still a large proportion of patients who 

come back to the clinic for the treatment of radiotherapy induced side effects like cataract, 

bone marrow depression, ulcers, dry eye and dry mouth, neuropathy, retinopathy, etc. 

5.1.1 Mechanism of action 

The main mechanism underlying radiotherapy is DNA damage. This DNA damage may be 

either direct or indirect. In the case of direct damage, the ionizing radiation (IR) directly acts 

on the biomolecules (RH) causing ionization and destruction due to bond breakage and 

ensuing free radical induced destructive chain reaction. 

IR+RH → R° + H° 

Both R° and H° can interact with other biomolecules like DNA, lipids and proteins and 

initiate chain reactions propagated by free radical formation:  

R° + R’H → R’+ RH  

It is estimated that nearly one-third of the damage due to γ radiation is caused due to direct 

effects. 
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In indirect damage, a major proportion of the ionizing radiation energy is absorbed by 

the water present in the cells and tissues. A complex cascade of reactions occurs after this 

called water radiolysis which leads to the formation of short lived H2O+ radical- cations, fast 

electrons and electronically excited water molecules (H2O+). These are unstable species and 

decompose within 10-13 seconds to form OH° and H° radicals. These free radicals which are 

formed, in turn, interact with biomolecules and damage them in a fashion similar to the direct 

effect.  

IR+ H2O →H2O++e –    

H2O + H2O+→ H3O+ +OH• 

IR + H2O → H2O*→H2O + photon emitted 

e-+ H2O→H2O-→ OH- + H• 

eaq
- + H+ → H• 

eaq
-+O2 → O2 

H• + O2 → HO2• 

5.1.2 Radiation dose 

Radiation dose is deposited in a predictable way within tissue. For most malignancies the total 

dose used over a complete course of therapy is 30-50 Gy for palliation, 45-55 Gy for 

eradication of subclinical diseases, and 60-70 Gy for elimination of clinically apparent 

disease. Therefore the dose required depends not only on therapeutic goal but also on tumor  
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histogenic type and radiosensitive, tumor size, tolerance of the neighboring normal tissue, 

further therapeutic plans (surgery/chemotherapy), and the patient’s general physical 

conditions. 

Dose is delivered in a fraction or divisions in order to enable the normal tissues to 

withstand the radiation toxicity and heal. The concept of dose fractionation was first 

introduced by French radiation oncologist Henri Coutard. The total radiation dose is delivered 

in several, smaller doses over a period of time. The dose fractionation calculation can be 

extrapolated from complex, computer-generated dose measurements or isodose distribution 

curves (dosimeter). 

5.1.3 Tissue response to radiotherapy 

Radiation treatment can cause loss of function in tissues. This loss of function may be 

attributed to loss of proliferative activity of stem cells in organs with high turnover index like 

bone marrow and mucosa. In other tissues this loss may be due to damaging effects to the 

underlying stroma and the associated vasculature. Traditionally, the effects of radiation are 

based largely on functional and histopathological endpoints and are classified into acute and 

chronic. Acute responses like erythema, mucositis, blepharitis, fatigue, nausea, vomiting, hair 

loss, xerostomia, are seen within weeks of radiotherapy; primarily in tissues where high rate 

of cell renewal is required to maintain function. Late responses like fibrosis and vascular 

damage take years to develop and manifest clinically, and are typically seen in organs with 

less proliferative cells like liver or kidney. In late responses, damage to the connective tissue  
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and vasculature of the organ also contribute to secondary cell death. Increased cytokine and 

chemokine levels have been reported in both acute and chronic responses. This causes 

excessive ECM and collagen deposition characteristic of radiation fibrosis. These elevated 

levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines persist in a cyclic fashion for a 

sustained period of time and set up a chronic inflammatory loop in the tissue along with 

vascular damage, tissue hypoxia and  reactive species imbalance  (Figure 5.1)(IAEA 

handbook). 

 

Figure 5.1: Radiation induced tissue effects. (Adapted from Bentzen Nature Reviews) Radiation 
damage activates the wound healing machinery of the cell, in addition to certain unique other 
processes (below the timeline). The process of healing radiation induced damage involves excessive 
deposition of extracellular matrix (ECM) and collagen that is characteristic of radiation fibrosis, 
vascular damage, tissue hypoxia and reactive free radical imbalance. ROS, reactive oxygen species; 
RNS, reactive nitrogen species; TGFβ, transforming growth factor-β. 
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Radiotherapy can cause cell death in two ways: reproductive death and interphase death. 

Reproductive death is associated with cell cycle factors and is caused due to the inability of 

the cells to repair critical levels of DNA injury. This type of cell death occurs when the cell 

tries to divide after a period of latency post radiotherapy. For this reason the death may occur 

weeks, months or years post the last insult, the timing being dependent on the cell division 

kinetics. Interphase death on the other hand, occur independent of cell division and within a 

matter of few hours post radiation injury. Interphase death occurs by rapid apoptosis due to 

the activation of killer cells which secrete cytotoxic factors inducing pycnosis and subsequent 

cell death [238].  

5.1.4 Radiation side effects 

The side effects associated with radiation therapy can be classified as acute (usually occurring 

within 3 months of treatment) or late (occurring many months to years after completion of 

treatment). Acute lesions generally affect rapidly proliferating cells, and most can be reversed 

by appropriate medical management. Late effects are primarily caused by permanent vascular 

damage and resultant ischemia. Some of the important and commonly observed side effects 

associated with radiation therapy are hair fall, fetal damage, secondary malignancies, 

infertility, fibrosis and fatigue, tiredness, sore skin in area where radiation is being given, 

nausea, and bone marrow depression. In external beam radiotherapy for head and neck 

cancers the commonly observed acute effects are mucositis dysphasia, salivary gland  
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toxicity and those involving the ocular anterior segment like blepharitis, conjunctivitis and 

keratitis. Other symptoms like dry eye, epiphora, ectropion, scleral-necrosis, cataract, 

glaucoma, optic neuropathy, and retinopathy are example of late effects which cause severe 

morbidity in patients [239]. 

 

5.1.5 Orbital radiotherapy 

Radiation therapy to the head and neck region or to the orbit is a part of the established 

protocol to treat oral and ocular malignancies like salivary gland tumors, retinoblastoma, 

choroidal melanoma, orbital rhabdomyosarcoma, etc. The effects of radiation on the ocular 

tissues have been known since the late 1800s. In general, ocular damage may occur due to 

direct damage to the surrounding tissues or if the ocular tissues lie in the path of radiation 

beam. Even though there are very effective shielding techniques available today, yet the fact 

remains that a large proportion of these patients come back with radiation-induced side effects 

like cataract, retinopathy, neuropathy, dry eye, etc. Some of these are easier to manage but 

conditions like dry eye have a life-long associated morbidity. The only treatment available for 

dry eye is palliation and lubrication which does not significantly improve the patient’s quality 

of life. 

5.1.5.1 Radiotherapy induced ocular morbidity 

Despite the formal implementation of the Late Effects of Normal Tissue Task Force (LENT)-

Subjective, Objective, Management, Analytic (SOMA) scales or the better known 

LENT/SOMA toxicity grading system it is still very difficult to define and compare ocular  
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morbidity incidences and severity due to several biological parameters like tumor location, 

type, volume, latent period, patient age, adjuvant therapies and associated medical conditions 

[60]. 

Post-radiotherapy complications are classified as either acute (occurring within three 

months of treatment) or late (occurring many months/ years after radiotherapy). The acute 

complications like blepharitis, conjunctivitis, keratitis, generally involve rapidly proliferating 

cells and can usually be reversed/ treated by appropriate medical treatment. It is the late 

complications like retinopathy, cataract, dry eye, caused due to permanent vascular and tissue 

damage that are more difficult to manage.  

Radiotherapy has profound effects on the various ocular tissues. It causes transient 

erythema, madarosis, palpebral conjunctivitis, telangiectasia, hyperpigmentation, 

lymphedema, ectropion, entropion, lid notching, and permanent eyelash loss. Conjunctiva and 

cornea are also affected to quite an extent leading to changes like conjunctival hyperemia, 

inflammation, symblepheron formation, depletion of goblet cells, punctate and filamentous 

keratitis, stromal edema and ulceration, corneal neurotrophic disease, etc [60]. Lacrimal gland 

and the Meibomian glands are another set of structures that suffer extensive tissue damage 

leading to alterations in the composition of the normal tear film. This in turn, has the effect of 

destabilizing the ocular surface and setting up a vicious inflammatory loop which worsens the 

condition. 
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5.1.6 Radiotherapy induced dry eye 

Even though dry eye is a known side effect of EBRT, yet there are no studies that actually 

document this association. On review of the available literature only a few studies were found 

that dealt with the apparent link between EBRT and dry eye syndrome. A study by Parsons et 

al. showed that the “The incidence of radiation injury increases the rate of dry  

eye from 0% reported after doses ≤30 Gy to 100% after doses ≥57 Gy” [69]. In another study, 

Ozkurt et al., investigated the incidence of dry eye in radiologists versus non-radiologists. 

Their results indicate that incidence of dry eye in the radiologist group was statistically 

significantly higher than the non-radiologists [240]. 

Gregoire et al., (7) investigated if the new technology of intensity modulated radiation 

therapy (IMRT) for head and neck cancer could prevent/ reduce the incidence of dry eye that 

develop in these patients. Their results show that even though the technique of IMRT reduces 

the incidence of dry eye in patients significantly, yet it cannot completely alleviate it as 5.1% 

of the patients still present with sever grade 3 dry eye [241]. A similar study by Goyal et. al., 

concluded that even with the advanced technique of IMRT, which gives better local control of 

the radiation beam, dry eye develops in the patients [242].  

The study by Bhandare et al., which is very similar to the present work, investigated 

the incidence of dry eye and lacrimal damage in patients who underwent EBRT for extra-

cranial head and neck tumors. Their results indicate that orbital radiation therapy mainly 

injures the lacrimal gland, conjunctival goblet cells, accessory lacrimal glands, and  
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Meibomian gland structures. The patients who show dry eye in their case series post radiation 

therapy were as high as 51% [243]. 

The technique to radiation therapy has undergone many advancements and 

refinements over time. Shielding techniques, which are supposed to shield the surrounding 

normal tissue structures from the radiation beam, have also become much better now than 

they were twenty years back. Yet, despite of all this, the fact remains that a number of patients  

present to the clinics with symptoms of dry eye, ranging from mild to severe, post head and 

neck radiation. This is an observation that is made by eye health practitioners around the 

world. Yet there is scant literature available to support this observation. In the Indian scenario, 

to the best of our knowledge, there are no reports at all which document this finding. The 

present study is an attempt to fill the existing lacuna. 

  

5.1.7 Diagnostic evaluation of dry eye syndrome 

The following tests have been recommended by the DEWS, 2007 sub-committee to diagnose 

and monitor dry eye syndrome in patients: 

Symptom questionnaires have been developed and are used in dry eye diagnosis, 

epidemiological studies and randomized control trial to assess the patient perceived symptoms 

of dry eye. However, these should be used in conjugation with clinical objective tests to 

diagnose and monitor the progress of the condition. 
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Grading ocular surface staining: In order to diagnose DES, the cornea and conjunctival 

staining is done using fluorescein and lissome green dyes or by fluorescein alone. Fluorescein 

is hydrophilic at physiologic pH and so poorly penetrates the lipid layer of the epithelium.  

The dye does not stain normal corneas or pass through to the aqueous humor. Corneal 

and conjunctival surfaces are stained whenever there is a disruption of cell-to-cell junctions. 

In dry eyes fluorescein staining may also be seen on the conjunctival surface; infact it has 

been reported that conjunctival damage precedes corneal damage and is more severe. 

Rose Bengal Staining is done to assess the damage to the ocular surface epithelium. It stains 

the dead and desquamated but not healthy epithelium. The association between Rose Bengal 

staining and dry eye has not been fully characterized yet it is still used clinically as it gives a 

general idea of the extent of ocular surface damage. 

Evaluation of tear secretion: the tear secretion potential is measured using the Schirmer’s test. 

It is the most widely used method to assess aqueous tear production.  The test involves using a 

thin strip of filter paper (Whatman35) bent in to an ‘L’ shape and inserting into the lower 

fornix. Wet length of the strip gives the tear production value.  

There are two types of Schirmer’s test: Schirmer’s I and Schirmer’s II. Schirmer’s I involves 

taking the values either with or without anesthesia and Schirmer’s II involves taking the value 

post nasal irritation. In the present study only the Schirmer I test was employed. 

Schirmer’s 1(without anesthesia): The test estimates tear flow stimulated reflex (basal tearing 

also included) by insertions of a filter paper in to a conjunctival sac in open eye condition  
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Schirmer’s 1(with anesthesia): A drop of local anesthetic like paracaine was instilled in the 

eye 2 minutes before the test. This is done to prevent reflex tearing when the filter paper is 

inserted in the conjunctival sac. The test estimates the basal tear secretion. The interpretation 

of values is given in table 5.1 

Table 5.1: Interpretation of Schirmer values (Ref: DEWS, 2007) 

Classification Schirmer Values (mm) 

Grade 1/ Normal Variable/ 10-15 

Grade 2 dry eye ≤10 

Grade 3 dry eye ≤5 

Grade 4 dry eye ≤2 

 

5.2 Hypothesis: 

Radiation causes significant damage to structure and function to lacrimal gland which 

would be reflected in the tissues and clinical outcome of patients undergoing 

radiotherapy. 

5.3 Aims and Objectives: 

1. To study the morphologic changes of radiation on lacrimal gland obtained from human 

subjects undergoing surgery as per the treatment protocols, status post radiation 

2. To attempt establishing cultures from post radiated human lacrimal gland tissues 

3. Evaluate the clinical features of DES in patients undergoing RT  at various time intervals 
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5.4 Material and Methods 

5.4.1 Chemicals: Hank’s balanced salt solution (HBSS), anti c-kit (Millipore, Temecula, CA; 

Dako, Glostrup, Denmark), anti- lysozyme (Abcam), anti-S100 protein (Dako, Glostrup, 

Denmark), polymer HRP, DAB substrate, Schirmer strips, paracaine drops 1%, 

HepatoSTIM™ culture media (BD biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA), Fetal calf serum (FCS) 

(HyClone), penicillin, streptomycin, gentamycin and amphotericin B, epidermal growth factor 

(Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA), L-glutamine (2 mM) (Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, MO, 

USA), Matrigel® basement matrix (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA), collagen I gel 

(Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA), collagenase (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA), 

hyaluronidase (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA,USA), treated tissue culture dishes (NUNC). 

5.4.2 Tissue source  

Human lacrimal gland was harvested from the exenteration specimens of patients who had 

undergone radiation therapy (as a part of their management protocol) for ocular malignancies 

and were undergoing the surgery as the subsequent management option. Normal tissue 

controls were harvested from exenterated specimens of patients who had not undergone 

orbital radiotherapy prior to the exenteration surgery for ocular malignancies. 

Review of records of ophthalmic pathology laboratory revealed 3 such cases which fulfilled 

the criteria of exenteration following radiation therapy for oculo-orbital malignancies. These 3 

post- radiated lacrimal gland samples were compared with 3 normal samples of lacrimal  
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glands. Both the test and control tissues were subjected to histology/ IHC (n=2) ultrastructure 

studies by TEM (n=1) and establishing in-vitro cultures (n=3).  

5.4.3 Tissue processing for immunohistochemistry 

 The harvested gland was processed for histology and immunohistochemistry and studied for 

the tissue architecture and the expression of markers like lysozyme, S-100 and CD117. The 

gland was fixed with 10% fresh formalin and embedded in paraffin. Thin 3 µm sections were 

taken on silane coated glass slides and used for immunostaining. Briefly, the paraffin 

embedded sections were deparaffinized at around 70 ºC and then in xylene series. The  

sections were rehydrated in alcohol series and then in distilled water followed by 1X PBS. 

The endogenous peroxidase activity was blocked using methanol and hydrogen peroxide and 

the antigen retrieval done using Tris-EDTA buffer (pH 9). After appropriate washings with  

PBS and blocking with 2.5% BSA, the sections were incubated with the primary antibody in a 

moist chamber for 2 hours at room temperature followed by secondary antibody (polymer 

HRP) incubation for 30 minutes at room temperature. DAB substrate was added to the section 

to allow color development for 10 minutes. This was followed by counterstaining with 

hematoxylene and then mounting in DPX. The sections were visualized under a light 

microscope. 

The antibodies used and the appropriate dilutions are summarized in Table 5.2. 
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Table 5.2: List of antibodies and dilutions used for immunohistochemistry 

S. No. Antibody Dilution Company 

1. Lysozyme 1:100 Abcam 

2. ∝-SMA Neat Dako 

3. c-kit 1:100 Dako 

 

5.4.4 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

The post exenterated human lacrimal gland tissue for TEM studies was immediately fixed in 

TEM fixative (recipe in Appendix). TEM studies were performed on glutaraldehyde-fixed 

samples at the Ruska Labs, Agriculture University, Hyderabad. Briefly, the human lacrimal 

gland was fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde in phosphate buffer (0.1 M, pH 7.2) for 3h at room  

temperature, washed with PBS, and post-fixed in 1% osmium tetroxide for 3h. Fixed 

specimens were then washed, dehydrated, infiltrated and embedded in Araldite resin. Ultra- 

thin sections (50-70 nm) were made using an ultra-microtome (Leica Ultra cut UCT-GA-D/E-

1/00), mounted on copper grids and stained with uranyl acetate and Reynolds lead citrate. 

Sections were scanned using a transmission electron microscope (JEM-2100, JEOL Ltd., 

Japan). 
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5.4.5 Establishing in-vitro cultures from post radiated tissues 

Fresh lacrimal gland, obtained from exenterated specimens, was washed with HBBS to 

remove red blood cells. The gland was chopped into small bits using a scalpel blade. The 

tissue mince was then incubated with the enzyme cocktail of collagenase (130 units per ml) 

and hyaluronidase (300 units per ml) for 90 minutes at 37ºC with intermittent shaking.  At the 

end of the incubation period, the suspension was filtered through a 75µm cell sieve and the 

cell pellet was obtained by centrifugation at 1500 rpm for 20 minutes. The cells were seeded 

on uncoated, collagen I and Matrigel™ coated tissue culture dishes using DMEM-Ham’s F12/ 

HepatoSTIM™ culture media supplemented with 10% FCS and antibiotics.  

5.4.6 Dry eye status evaluation in patients post radiotherapy 

The dry eye status of patients who had undergone orbital radiotherapy as a part of their 

treatment regimen was evaluated by reviewing the medical records of the patients and 

determining their dry eye status from their corresponding Schirmer’s score. The study was 

conducted at the L V Prasad Eye Institute, between2010-2012. The study was approved by the 

Institutional Review Board and is in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. 

5.4.6.1 Review of medical records: Medical records of 220 patients in between January 2002 

to January 2012 who were diagnosed as having ocular malignancies and aggressive benign 

tumors like retinoblastoma, optic nerve glioma, lymphoma, sebaceous gland carcinoma etc. 

and were advised EBRT were reviewed retrospectively. Of these 220 patients, 75 received  
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EBRT at Apollo Hospital, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad and returned to the institute for follow-up 

visits. 

The inclusion and exclusion criteria for the study were as follows: 

Inclusion criteria: 

• Advised external beam radiation therapy as part of management protocol 

• Returned to LVPEI for follow-up visits post radiotherapy 

• Normal Schirmer’s score pre-radiotherapy ( Schirmer score ≥ 10) 

Exclusion criteria: 

• Brachytherapy 

• Preexisting DES ( Schirmer score< 10) 

• Patients who underwent enucleation post radiotherapy 

After reviewing the records at Ophthalmic Pathology Laboratory and the Medical Records 

Department of LVPEI, and excluding cases with incomplete records, 51 eyes of 47 patients 

were included in the study. 

Medical records of 28 cases whose contralateral eye had no history of ocular complaints and 

had not undergone any intervention were also reviewed to generate control data. 

 Schirmer’s test: Schirmer’s test is an accepted test for evaluating the dry eye status in 

individuals. The test involves using a thin strip of filter paper (Whatman35) bent in to an ‘L’ 

shape and inserted into the lower fornix. Wet length of the strip gives the tear production 

value. There are two types of Schirmer’s test: Schirmer’s I and Schirmer’s II. Schirmer’s I  
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involves taking the values either with or without anesthesia and Schirmer’s II involves taking 

the value post nasal irritation. In the present study only the Schirmer I test with anesthesia 

was employed. 

Schirmer’s 1(with anesthesia): A drop of local anesthetic like 1% paracaine was instilled in 

the eye 2 min before the test. This is done to prevent reflex tearing when the filter paper is 

inserted in the conjunctival sac. The test estimates the basal tear secretion. The interpretation 

of values is given in Table 5.3. 

Table: 5.3: Interpretation of Schirmer values (Ref: DEWS, 2007) 
Classification Schirmer Values (mm) 
Grade1/ Normal Variable/ 10-15 
Grade 2 dry eye ≤10 
Grade 3 dry eye ≤5 
Grade 4 dry eye ≤2 

 

5.4.6.2 Data collection: 

Data was collected from the medical records and includes the following 

•  Demographics of the patient sample- mean age, sex ratio  

•  Common chief presenting complaints. 

• Clinical diagnosis. 

• First line of therapy 

• The range of radiation dose given  
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• The main EBRT side effects 

•  Dry eye status post-EBRT 

5.4.6.3 Data analysis: 

The collected data was analyzed using R and SPSS software version 19and the graphs were 

plotted using the same software (s). 

 

5.5 Results 

5.5.1 Determining the effect of radiotherapy on human lacrimal gland 

A total of 3 lacrimal glands were available for the present study. These glands were divided 

into three parts - one for histology/ IHC studies (n=2), second for ultrastructure studies (n=1) 

and the third part for attempting in-vitro culture establishment (n=3). 3 normal lacrimal glands 

were also used as controls for the study. 

5.5.1.1 Histopathology of lacrimal gland, status post RT 

In the study, the available glands had received an average of 4800cGy radiation dose in 25-30 

fractions over a 30-45 days period. The lacrimal gland (n=3) obtained from patients who 

underwent RT showed disorganized and shrunken gland. The lobular architecture was lost 

with widespread peri-ductal and intra-lobular fibrosis and lymphocytic inundation. Very few 

acini were seen preserved and these showed oval nuclei. Few interlobular ducts that were seen 

showed bi-layered epithelium. Immunophenotyping revealed weak and focal positivity for  
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lysozyme and S-100 staining in the acinar cells (Figure 5.2 f & g). CD117 staining showed a 

similar pattern of weak positivity (figure 5.2 h). 

In contrast, the normal control human lacrimal gland, H&E staining showed normal tissue 

architecture with intact acinar, myoepithelial and ductal cells. The ECM component appeared 

normal looking with a few infiltrating lymphocytes (figure 5.2 a). The expression of 

lysozyme, which is a secretory protein, was seen in the cytoplasm of the acinar cells and to an 

extent in the ductal epithelial cells too (figure 5.2b). S-100 protein was seen to be distributed 

in the myoepithelial cells enveloping the acinar cells (figure 5.2c). CD117 was seen to be 

localized in the cell membrane of some of the cells in the acinar and ductal compartment.  

Figure 5.2: Comparison of normal (a-d) and post radiated (e-h) human lacrimal gland. The 
normal lacrimal gland shows intact tissue architecture with acinar, ductal, myoepithelial as 
well as stromal cells. The secretory cells stain positive for lysozyme, myoepithelial cells for S-
100 protein and the putative stem cells for CD117. The post- radiated tissue shows loss in 
lobular architecture with widespread peri-ductal and intra-lobular fibrosis and lymphocytic 
inundation. Immunophenotyping shows weak focal positivity for lysozyme, S100 and CD117. 
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5.5.1.2 Transmission electron microscopy 

Ultrastructure of the normal human lacrimal gland tissue revealed acinar cells with round 

nucleus, a number of secretory vesicles and junctional complexes (Figure 5.3 A-C).  In 

contrast the post-radiated lacrimal gland showed evidence of extensive tissue damage with 

breaks in cell membrane and loose cell junctions, disrupted endoplasmic reticulum with 

dilated cisternae, condensed vesicular and varied shape mitochondria, degenerated large and 

fragmented nucleus, nucleolus lysis and nuclear membrane breaks (Figure 5.3 D-F). 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.3: Transmission electron microscopic images of normal (A-C) and post-radiated 
(D-F) human lacrimal gland.  Ultrastructure of normal human lacrimal gland tissue shows 
acinar cells with round nucleus, a number of secretory vesicles and junctional complexes. The 
post-radiated gland showed evidence of tissue damage with breaks in cell membrane and 
loose cell junctions, disrupted endoplasmic reticulum with dilated cisternae, condensed 
vesicular and varied shape mitochondria, degenerated large and fragmented nucleus, 
nucleolus lysis and nuclear membrane breaks 
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5.5.2 Establishing in-vitro cultures from post radiated tissues 

The enzymatic digestion of the freshly harvested post- radiated lacrimal gland tissue yielded a 

heterogeneous population of cells (Figure 5.4a) with very few epithelial clumps. These cells 

were seeded on uncoated and collagen I/ Matrigel™ coated tissue culture dishes. No 

attachment or growth of cells was observed. Some cells that do attach showed spindle shape 

fibroblast morphology. No growth of epithelial cells was observed even after 3-4 days of 

seeding (Figure 5.4).  

 

Figure 5.4: In-vitro growth of cells isolated from post radiated human lacrimal tissue 

Isolated cell suspension showed very few epithelial clumps. These cells were seeded on 
uncoated, collagen I and Matrigel™ coated tissue culture dishes. Some cells that do attach 
show spindle shaped morphology. No growth of epithelial cells was observed. 
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5.5.3 Dry eye status evaluation in patients post radiotherapy 

5.5.3.1 Demographics: Medical records of 220 patients who were diagnosed with oculo-

adnexal malignancies from Oculoplasty and Ocular Oncology Services, LV Prasad Eye 

Institute were reviewed. Of these, 75 patients had been advised orbital radiotherapy as a part 

of their treatment modality, occasionally for locally aggressive benign, tumors. As per the 

institution policy of referral, all cases that had to receive radiotherapy were referred to Apollo 

Hospital, Hyderabad to a Radiation oncologist, for radiotherapy and reviews. For control, we 

initially included patients undergoing routine surgeries and refractory error corrections. 

However, since all cases did not undergo a complete dry eye work up, we considered the 

normal contralateral eye of the same patient as a control eye. 

Of the 75 patients, those with incomplete records and those that did not match the inclusion 

criteria were excluded and so the final study population was 51 eyes of 47 patients (43 

unilateral and 4 bilateral cases). 28 normal eyes were considered for control data. 

The mean age of the patients was 39.8years (range 3-73 years) with a male: female ratio of 

33:18 (1.8:1). The patients were divided into three age groups 0-11 years (Group A), 12-50 

years (Group B) and> 50 years (Group C) (Table 5.3). The average follow up time following 

Radiation was 18.46 months (range 1.17- 120.20 months). 

With regard to their radiotherapy regime, the mean radiation dose that the patient received 

was 4899.17cGy (4000 cGy-6600cGy); mean fraction being 25.22 (14-37) while the mean 

dose per fraction was 196.8cGy (163cGy-300cGy). 
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Medical records of 28 controls were also reviewed to establish a baseline data. The controls 

were similarly categorized into age groups A, B and C (Table 5.4). The average age of the 

control population was 41.39 years (3-73 years)   with a male: female ratio of 17:11. 

Table 5.4: Age group distribution 

Age group N (Controls) N (Patients) 
0-11 years 5 10 
12-50 years 11 23 
>50 years 12 18 

The most common ocular malignancies for which the patients underwent EBRT were orbital 

lymphoma (61.3%) (both Hodgkin’s and Non-Hodgkin’s), optic nerve sheath and sphenoid 

wing meningioma (9.1%), rhabdomyosarcoma (6.8%), sebaceous gland carcinoma (4.5%), 

adenocystic carcinoma (4.5%), retinoblastoma (2.3%), etc. (Table 5.5) 

Table 5.5: Patient data: Primary diagnosis 

Diagnosis % of Patients 
Orbital lymphoma 61.3 

Optic nerve sheath meningioma 9.1 

Rhabdomyosarcoma 6.8 

Adenocystic carcinoma 4.5 

Optic nerve glioma 4.5 

Sebaceous gland carcinoma 4.5 

Lymphangioma 2.3 

Plasmacytosis 2.3 

Retinoblastoma 2.3 

Sarcoma 2.3 
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5.5.3.2 Dry eye status of controls and patients: The dry eye status of the controls and patients 

was evaluated based on their Schirmer scores. Kaplan Meir Survival analysis curve was 

plotted to determine the number who remain free from dry eye during their follow up period.  

For the control population: the data showed that in the age group A,  there was 100% survival 

i.e no symptoms of dry eye; while in age group B it was 90.9% and 75% in age group C 

during the follow up period (Table 5.6 ). 

Table 5.6: Age group distribution of dry eye 

Age grp Total N N of Events 

Censored 

N Percent 

A 5 0 5 100.0% 

B 11 1 10 90.9% 

C 12 3 9 75.0% 

Overall 28 4 24 85.7% 

 

On analysis of the Kaplan Meir survival curve it was seen that dry eye is seen in age group B 

at 4.9 months which brings the survival percentage to 90.9%; while in age group C, 3 patients 

develop dry eye at 6.2 months, 17.2 months and 47.2 months respectively during the course of 

follow up which reduced the survival population to 75% (Figure 5.5). 
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Figure 5.5: Kaplan Meir survival analysis for control population 

The Kaplan Meir survival analysis showed a 100% survival rate for age group A (0-11 yr), 
90.9% for age group B (12-50) and 75% for age group C (> 50yr) during the follow up 
period 
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For the patient population: The results of the survival analysis for the patient population 

indicate that by 6 month post last fraction of radiation therapy, nearly 23.9% of the patients 

develop dry eye. At the end of 18.8 months (1.6 years) nearly 50.2% of the patients develop 

dry eye while by the end of 47.17 months (3.9 years) about 77.2% of the patient population 

develop dry eye (Figure 5.6) 

 

 
Figure: 5.6: Kaplan Meir Survival analysis for patient population. 
The Kaplan Meir survival analysis showed that by 6 month post completion of radiotherapy, 
nearly 23.9% of the patients develop dry eye. At the end of 18.8 months (1.6 years) about 
50.2% of the patients develop dry eye while by the end of 47.17 months (3.9 years) nearly  
77.2% of the patient population develop dry eye. Solid line indicates the data curve while the 
dotted lines represent the confidence intervals. 
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5.3.3.3 Dry eye and age of patients: The patient population for the study was sub divided into 

three age groups similar to control:  Group A: 0-11 yr; Group B: 12-50 yr; Group C: >50 yr 

The effect of therapeutic radiation dose and subsequent development of dry eye was analyzed 

in the three groups. The results indicate that in group A, 50% of the patients develop dry eye 

by 2.9 years after completion of radiotherapy; in group B, 50% of the patients develop dye 

eye in 1.4 years while in group C, 50% of the patients develop dry eye by 6 months post 

completion of their radiotherapy regime (Figure 5.7). 

 

Figure 5.7: Kaplan Meir Survival Analysis for age of patient and dry eye development 
The analysis showed that it takes 2.9 yr for 50% in age grp A to develop DES; 1.4 yr for those 
in age grp B and 0.5 yr for those in age group C to develop DES. 
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5.5.3.4 Dry eye grading: Of the 51 eyes of the study population, 47.07% (n=37.37) developed 

dry eye by 3.9 years. The dry eye status was graded into the 4 grades according to the DEWS 

2007 criteria and the results indicate that 17.65% of the patients develop grade 2 dry eye, 

13.73% develop grade 3 dry eye and nearly 15.69 % of the patient population develop grade 4 

or severe dry eye by the end of their follow-up period (Table 5.7) 

Table 5.7: Dry eye grading of patients 

Grade of Dry Eye N % of Patients 

1 27 52.94 

2 9 17.65 

3 7 13.73 

4 8 15.69 

 

5.5.3.5 Other ocular morbidity: the treatment plan for each patient was customized according 

to tumor volume, location and other anatomical parameters; however despite that side effects 

were noted. The majority of the side effects noted were radiation retinopathy (33.4%), 

radiation-induced cataract (24.9%), radiation keratopathy (20.8%), corneal scar (4.2%), 

radiation-induced limbal stem cell deficiency (4.2%) etc. (Table 5.8) 
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Table 5.8: Patient data: Co-morbidities observed post orbital EBRT  

Diagnosis % of Patients 

Radiation retinopathy 33.4 

Radiation-induced cataract 24.9 

Radiation keratopathy 20.8 

Corneal scar 4.2 

Eyelid scalding 4.2 

Lid symblepheron 4.2 

Radiation-induced limbal stem cell deficiency 4.2 

Radiation-induced periocular hyperpigmentation 4.2 

Ocular and Peri-ocular burning sensation 4.2 
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5.6 Discussion 

Radiation induced damage to the eye and ocular structures have been known for a long time. 

The damage to these happen either during irradiation of ocular tumors, paranasal sinus, head 

and neck or central nervous system malignancies or when the eye lies in the path of the 

radiation beam (Gordon, 1995). The present study was aimed at determining the radiation 

induced damage to the lacrimal gland in terms of structure, function, and presence of 

proliferating/stem cells that retain the capacity to grow in-vitro. To address this, we evaluated 

the lacrimal gland from exenterated specimens of patients who underwent radiotherapy in and 

around the area of lacrimal gland prior to the current surgery. This provided us a rare 

opportunity to study the structure and function of the gland post radiotherapy. For functional 

study, the patient data was retrospectively analyzed. The results showed that 47.07% % of 

patients developed dry eye within a period of 3.9yr after radiotherapy with a prediction of 

50% developing it by the end of 1.6 yr. In addition, the study of the lacrimal gland provided 

evidence that there is loss of architecture of gland with fibrosis, loss or gross reduction of 

acinar structure, and failure to establish cultures in-vitro. 

In the present study, we had an opportunity to evaluate the lacrimal gland, status post 

radiation, from patients who underwent EBRT followed by surgical removal of the eye and 

orbital tissues as part of the treatment protocols. The results of the histopathology study 

indicate that the tissue architecture gets nearly completely destroyed with only a small focus 

of preserved cellular integrity. Extensive peri-ductal and intra-lobular fibrosis and lymphocyte  
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inundation was also noted. The ductal cells seemed affected to the largest extent (Figure 5.2 

e). Lysozyme and S-100 staining was seen to be weakly positive in the focal cells with 

preserved architecture (Figure 5.2 f & g). CD117 staining showed a similar pattern of weak 

focal area positivity. The ultrastructure studies also corroborate these findings of loss of 

lobular architecture, destruction of acinar as well as ductal structures, intra-lobular and 

interlobular peri-ductal fibrosis and inflammation. Although the mechanism of cell death was 

not evaluated in this study, the evidence of cell shrinkage, degenerate fragmented nucleus and 

nuclear membrane breaks are suggestive of apoptosis. These findings are in concert with 

those reported in literature wherein it has been documented that damage to the exocrine 

glands like lacrimal and salivary is caused due to the apoptosis of serous acinar cells. It has 

been reported that even at low doses, radiation causes reduction in saliva and tear flow as a 

consequence of rapid killing of acinar cells of the gland. The authors report that the acinar 

cells of the major and accessory lacrimal gland, some lacrimal duct epithelial cells as well as 

salivary gland epithelial cells undergo degeneration and necrosis with classical acute 

inflammatory response. Within 24 h post radiation neutrophilic presence was seen in the 

gland which later infiltrate and inundate the tissue; the nuclei were seen to be enlarged, 

hyperchromatic and progressed to pyknosis, karyohexis and marginated forms. The cytoplasm 

became homogenous and eosinophilic with loss of granularity and cytoplasmic vacuolation. 

Within 48 hr very few small sized acini were left intact leading to atrophy of the gland. The 

extent of tissue damage observed was proportional to the dose of radiation to the tissue [66]. 
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The results presented in the previous chapters provide support to our hypothesis that 

there exists a store house of stem cells in the lacrimal gland which can be recruited to salvage 

the damaged gland. However, in extreme cases where the number of stem cells in the gland is 

not enough to repair this damage, then atrophy and destruction of the gland results as seen in 

the case of radiation damage. The histopathology observations in the present study also 

corroborate these beliefs. Our earlier in-vitro studies have also shown that lacrimal stem cells 

can be maintained under in-vitro culture conditions. With this background we attempted to 

culture lacrimal gland cells from post radiated gland. The objective was to expand the number 

of resident population of stem cells which would then be used for cell therapy, wherein they 

would be transplanted into the damaged gland to rescue function. However, the results of our 

culture attempts show that epithelial cells cultures could not be established from cells isolated 

from post radiated gland. One of the possible reasons could be that the number of cells that 

remain viable in the tissue are very low for any kind of in-vitro adjustment. This is also 

supported by the results of histopathology studies which showed extensive loss of tissue 

architecture with a small focal area of preserved cellular integrity. 

The second objective of the present study was to document the volume of patients who 

develop dry eye post orbital radiation in the context of the Indian sub-population. The results 

of the study indicate that nearly 47.07% of the patients who undergo orbital EBRT develop 

dry eye by 3.9 years post the last fraction of radiation. If the patient population was further  
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sub-divided based on their age into three categories, the results indicate that it takes 2.9 years 

for 50% of the patients belonging to age group A (0-11yrs), 1.4 years for 50% of the patients 

belonging to age group B (12-50) and 0.5 years for 50% of the patients belonging to age 

group C (>50 yr) to develop DES post radiotherapy. These findings are comparable to the 

recent finding by Bhandare et al., who reported that 40 patients out of 78 (i.e  51.28%) 

develop dry eye post orbital radiotherapy [243]; however the authors did not find any 

statistical correlation between age and DES development. 

In the present study, when the patients who developed radiation induced dry eye were 

categorized into the various grades according to the DEWS, 2007 criteria it was seen that 

nearly 17.65% of the patients developed grade 2 DES, 13.73% developed grade 3 DES while 

about 15.69% developed grade 4 or severe DES. The most common comorbidities observed 

were radiation retinopathy (33.4%), radiation induced cataract (24.9%) and radiation 

keratopathy (20.8%). Multivariate and univariate analysis of the data showed that fraction of 

radiation and dose of radiation per fraction were significant risk factors for developing DES 

with a hazard ratio of >10 for both the groups. In the analysis, male gender came up as a 

protective factor with a hazard ratio of < 0.001. Apart from these main factors a significant 

interaction was also found between the factors like age group, Schirmer’s value to dose per 

fraction, total dose to fraction, total dose to dose per fraction and total dose to gender. Age 

group C (>50 yr) was a risk even though the present study could not prove it to be statistically 

significant. However, the interaction of radiation fraction to age group C was statistically  
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significant with a hazard ration < 0.001. Overall, the results also indicate age group A (0-11 

yr) to be a protective factor against development of DES. 

If we compare the present study with literature then the only comparable study is the 

one published in 2012 by Bhandare et al., [243] As mentioned previously, the study found 

that about 40 patients out of 78 develop severe dry eye post radiation leading to visual 

compromise. A dose-effect association was also reported with 6% of the patients who 

received 35.0-39.99Gy of radiation developing DES; 50% of those who received 45-49.99 Gy 

and 90% of those who received 60-64.99 developed DES. With a mean of 0.9 yrs (range 

1month-3 yrs) latency of DES was observed to be a function of total dose and dose per 

fraction. Other factors like age, gender however were not found to be statistically significant. 

Some of these are in contrast to our findings. Univariate and multivariate analysis of our data 

showed number of fraction of radiation and dose of radiation per fraction were significant risk 

factors for developing DES (HR >10). Total dose however was not statistically significant. 

Male gender was a protective factor with a hazard ratio of < 0.00. Age group >50 yr was a 

risk factor even though the present study could not prove it to be statistically so probably 

because of the limited sample size. However, the interaction between this age group with the 

radiation fraction was a significant risk factor. There is no specific explanation we can offer to 

explain these differences. It could possibly be due to variation in biological parameters, 

spectrum of cases, therapy and work up protocol. 
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The present study also has its set of limitations. One of the major limitations is the 

lack of subjective patient responses to dry eye questionnaire. Since dry eye has both - the 

component of patient perceived symptoms as well as objective signs both of them need to be 

evaluated in order to come to a robust conclusion. However, it is logical to propose that in 

patients with ocular malignancies or aggressive benign tumors, the patient focus would be on 

these rather than the DES symptoms. Also being a retrospective study, we could only look at 

the objective signs of DES documented in the records. The second limitation of the study was 

using only one test for DES classification. Even though we accept this as a limitation yet we 

were constrained by the lack of data in the medical records of patients as it is not a routine 

practice for them to undergo other tests like fluorescein and Rose Bengal staining. The third 

limitation of the study was using the contralateral normal eye of the patients as control. We 

initially tried to recruit normal subjects undergoing routine surgeries and refractive error 

corrections; but were limited due to lack of DES work up data on them.  

In summary, the present study documents that post orbital radiotherapy there is loss of 

lacrimal tissue architecture, extensive peri-ductal fibrosis and loss of acinar and ductal cells of 

the gland. The cells that remain viable in the gland are not sufficient for in-vitro epithelial 

culture establishment. This could be a function of loss of epithelial cells, stromal cells or 

niche factors. Retrospective analysis of the data showed that 47.07% of the patients who 

received orbital radiation develop dry eye with nearly 15.69% developed grade 4 or severe 

DES.   
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With nearly half of the patients who undergo orbital radiotherapy showing symptoms 

of dry eye and one-sixth of them developing grade 4 severe dry eye, one needs to look at 

alternate and complementary therapies to the preferred practice pattern (lubricating and 

hydrating eye drops, pharmacological stimulation of tear secretion, punctal plugs and salivary 

auto-transplantation). Extrapolating the success of tissue bio-banking in patients undergoing 

chemotherapy and/or radiotherapy for various malignant conditions and the cumulative 

evidence of culturing stem-like and differentiated cells (as 2D and 3D models) in-vitro, it 

would not be out of context to suggest adopting a similar approach for patients undergoing 

orbital radiotherapy for oculo-adnexal region to restore function of the gland.
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Summary and Conclusion 

The human lacrimal gland, one of the exocrine glands in the body, plays an important role in 

lubricating and hydrating the ocular surface epithelium. The susceptibility of the gland to 

immune mediated insults, radiation induced damage and age related atrophic changes, which 

cannot be satisfactorily managed with the current line of therapeutics, causes high incidences 

of dry eye related morbidity in the population (7-33%) [179]. This raises a need for alternate 

and long-term management options like cell replacement therapy with functionally competent 

cells. Though tear film is contributed by three different glands and tissue, our focus has been 

towards lacrimal gland since, aqueous deficiency contributes to nearly quarter of cases of 

DES [63].  

One of the important pre-requisite for cell therapy is to be able to culture and enrich 

cells which can then be transplanted in-vivo to regenerate the organ and restore function. 

While lacrimal gland cultures from rabbit [155], mice [186] and rat [187] sources are well 

established similar studies from humans is lacking. The animal studies have significantly 

increased our understanding of the gland functioning; however, the results obtained cannot be 

directly extrapolated to humans. It is essential that these results be corroborated with human 

tissue studies. The present study tries to bridge that gap in knowledge and documents the first 

successful method of isolating, culturing and characterizing the human lacrimal gland cells 

and providing proof of concept of preserved function and presence of ‘stem-like cells’.  
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In the present study, the human lacrimal gland cultures could be established as 

adherent monolayer on matrices like HAM, collagen I and Matrigel™; with formation of 

spherules on the monolayers and the attempt to form duct-like connections between them 

(Figure 2.4 e-f). These cultures could be maintained in-vitro for 30-35 days, passaged for 3-4 

passages, cryopreserved as well as revived with a revival efficiency of 60% for use at a later 

date.  

This observation of spontaneous generation of spherules with duct-like connection 

between them prompted us to evaluate the nature of these spheres in terms of stemness and 

differentiation towards tubulo-acinar structure. In confirmation to our hypothesis, these 3 D 

spherule could be established under serum free conditions with enriched population of stem-

like cells, as well as differentiated cells with secretory capacity. These were termed as 

‘lacrispheres’ similar to the term coined for exocrine salivary gland- salispheres.  Though not 

evaluated for their in-vivo function after transplantation, we speculate that they have a higher 

propensity to restore 3D structure and function.  

Immunophenotyping of these cultured cells (with normal human lacrimal gland as 

control) indicates the presence of polymorphous population of cells- epithelial (acinar and 

ductal), myoepithelial as well as mesenchymal, similar to that present in the native gland, 

suggesting that all these cells could be proliferated in-vitro. It was also observed that the 

percentages of epithelial and mesenchymal cells tend to change with prolonged in-vitro 

culture. The percentages of epithelial cells reduce from 14.8±3.45% to 2.7± 1.7% (EpCAM  
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positivity by FACS); while on the other hand the proportion of mesenchymal cells increases 

from 2.9±.91% to 13.3±10.2% (CD90 positivity). These observations, we believe, would be 

useful in establishing enriched population of epithelial cells vs mesenchymal cells. 

Since our long term goal is to explore the possibility of a replacement therapy, the 

next logical step in in-vitro culture of lacrimal gland cells was to evaluate the synthesis and 

secretory potential of these cells. Under the present culture condition of Matrigel™ coating as 

ECM and EGF supplemented HepatoSTIM media we provided the first evidence that the 

human lacrimal gland cells could maintain their synthesis and secretory potential in the 

culture system. The mRNA for the three tear proteins considered in the present study (scIgA, 

lysozyme and lactoferrin) as well as mucin and aquaporin 5 were found to be present in the 

cultured cells indicating the potential of these cells to synthesize and secrete the proteins. The 

proteins were also detected and quantified (by sandwich ELISA) in the conditioned media 

indicating the potential of the cultured cells to secrete it into the culture media (conditioned 

media). The results indicate that the secretion of these proteins ranged from 3.86 to 71.4 

ng/ml of scIgA, 5.78 to 33.94ng/ml of lysozyme and 44.5 to 45.65 ng/ml of lactoferrin on 

HAM, to 1.41 to 27.58ng/ml of scIgA, 0.21 to 18.34 ng/ml of lysozyme and 28.52 to 30.41 

ng/ml of lactoferrin on collagen I coated dishes to 47.43 to 61.56 ng/ml of scIgA, 24.36 to 

144.74 ng/ml of lysozyme and 32.45 to 40.31ng/ml of lactoferrin on Matrigel™ coated dishes 

(Table 3.6) in day 7 cultures. These cultures retained their secretory ability till day 21. The 

amount of protein secretion increased from day 7, peaks at day 14 of in-vitro culture and then  
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declined by day 21 (Table 3.7). It was noted that the level of proteins secreted by cultures 

growing on Matrigel™ remains the highest in all the three cases. An interesting observation 

made here was that the ratio of secretory products in the conditioned media was similar to that 

in natural tears i.e. Lysozyme>scIgA>Lactoferrin. The documentation of secretory products 

of cultured cells, similar to that of natural tears is a novel and promising finding. This 

warrants further study and isolation, purification of these secreted proteins in the conditioned 

media, we strongly believe, would pave way for formulating natural tear preparations for 

potential clinical application.  

To address the question whether the human lacrimal gland and the cultured cells 

would have stem-like cells, we explored the possibility using CD117 as a stem cell marker, 

Aldefluor™ assay, label retaining studies, clonal assay and cell cycle analysis. While the 

presence of such cells is known in breast, pancreas and salivary gland such information is not 

forthcoming in human lacrimal gland. In view of this our results documenting the presence 

of stem cells in human lacrimal gland cells is an important contribution. The results show 

that the freshly isolated cells of the native human lacrimal gland, when analyzed by flow 

cytometry, show 6.7±2.0% of the cells to be positive for the stem cell marker CD117. CD117 

was seen in both acinar and ductal compartment with varying pattern of basal and baso-lateral 

staining. However our attempts to localize them in-situ were inconclusive from the limited 

study of the histology and immunophenotyping. Complementing these with tracer studies, 

lineage tracer and laser capture microdissection coupled with gene expression studies would  
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help in localizing the stem cells and its niche in the native human lacrimal gland. This would 

also help us to throw light on bidirectional differentiation of acinar and ductal cells, if any. 

Understanding this would be an important contributory factor for planning future cell therapy 

by enabling fractionation of the cells as per the anatomic location. Such studies in other 

exocrine glands have paved way for isolation and purification of stem cells. The cultures, in 

addition to showing differentiated cells (epithelial, myoepithelial and mesenchymal) also 

showed the presence of stem-like cells constituting 0.2±0.05% of total cells by DIV 14. The 

proof of stem-like cells was also substantiated by label retaining studies, clonal assay and 

Aldefluor™ studies. The proportion of stem-like cells reduces to 0.13±0.03% CD117 by DIV 

21. This declining percentage of stem cell population under prolonged culture conditions 

prompted us to attempt optimizing the in-vitro conditions further. Modification of the culture 

conditions and serum withdrawal led to generation of 3D spheres which we termed as 

‘lacrispheres’ These lacrispheres, on flow cytometric evaluation, showed higher percentage of 

CD117 positive cells (0.8% Vs 0.2%), higher fraction of quiescent (76.9% Vs 66.9% in the 

G0/G1 phase of cell cycle) cells and colony forming units (3.1%). This is a novel and 

promising development documenting enrichment of stem cells that warrants further 

exploration by in-vivo transplantation studies.  

One of the important factors responsible for the development of dry eye in patients is 

the exposure to radiotherapy as a treatment modality for ocular malignancies and locally 

aggressive benign tumors. While clinical documentation of dry eye has been reported as one  
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of the morbidities of ocular radiation, this study provides the first proof of sequential and 

progressive development of dry eye in patients, substantiated with histological 

documentation of near total ablation of glandular architecture, loss of differentiated and 

stem-like cell loss. The TEM studies corroborate these findings of loss of lobular architecture, 

destruction of acinar as well as ductal structures, intra-lobular and inter-lobular, peri-ductal 

fibrosis and inflammation. Although the mechanism of cell death was not evaluated in this 

study, there is evidence that post-radiated cell death could possibly be by apoptosis.  

 Physiologically this destruction of lacrimal gland cells translates to reduction in the 

aqueous component of the tear film resulting in destabilization and hyperosmolarity of the 

tear film and eventual ocular surface damage. The Kaplan- Meir survival analysis showed that 

despite advances and refinement in the techniques and protocols of radiotherapy, nearly half 

of the patients (47.07%) who undergo orbital radiotherapy develop dry eye with nearly one-

sixth (15.7%) developing chronic grade 4 dry eye. The analysis also showed that the average 

time for 50% of the patient population to develop DES ranged from 0.5 yrs (age group > 50 

yrs) to 2.9yrs (age group 0-11 yrs) with female gender and >50 age group being a more 

susceptible population.  

In conclusion, this novel study provides evidence that freshly isolated human 

lacrimal gland cells could be cultured successfully to expand the population of epithelial 

cells ( acinar and ductal),  with evidence of secretory function; presence of stem-like cells 
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in the culture system and normal human lacrimal gland.  These ex- vivo expanded human 

lacrimal gland cells have the dual potential to be used as a cell source for cell replacement  

therapy as well as the potential to provide source of naturally secreted products for 

pharmacological management of dry eye due to lacrimal gland insufficiency. This we 

believe is an important stepping stone towards developing cell therapy for lacrimal gland 

insufficiency in future 
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Future Scope 

The results presented here document for the first time that human lacrimal gland cells can be 

maintained in-vitro as adherent as well as non-adherent cultures with retained secretory 

potential. The evidence for the presence of stem cells in the native human lacrimal gland and 

in-vitro cultures prompts us to postulate that injecting/transplanting an enriched population of 

such cells into post- radiated damaged lacrimal tissue, wherein the evidence of damage has 

been proven histologically and functionally, could potentially rescue function. Towards 

achieving this long term goal of potential cell therapy, the following need to be explored to 

bridge these existing gaps: 

1. While the evidence of stem cells was found in the present study, localization attempts 

were inconclusive. This could be explored by tracer studies coupled with laser capture 

microdissection and gene expression studies. The concept of a stem cell niche in the 

lacrimal gland has also not been addressed and needs to be explored.  

2. The 3-dimensional lacrispheres reported in the study which has an enriched 

component of stem-like cells is another highlight of the study. The therapeutic 

potential of these cells to be used in injectable/ transplantable form in a radiation 

induced animal model of dry eye to rescue function would be an important study. The 

in-vivo tracking studies would throw light on the homing, integration and function 

restoration potential of these cells and would provide the proof of concept. 
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3. The evidence for the presence of secretory products in the conditioned media is a 

promising finding which can be further expanded to isolate and characterize the entire 

secretory repertoire of the cells, comparing it with natural tears for possible 

formulation of natural tear preparations. 
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Limitations 

The work presented here is novel in many aspects and has contributed significantly in the 

direction towards evolution dry eye cell therapy. However, the study is not without its set of 

limitations. Some of the limitations of the present work are enlisted below: 

 

1. The adherent spheres and their duct-like connections could not be separated from the 

monolayers with its architecture intact. Our repeated attempts to separate these spheres 

from monolayers were unsuccessful as any manipulation around them led to 

disruption of their structure.  

2. We could not ascertain if the connections that develop between these adherent spheres 

have a lumen or not.  

3. One important limitation of the marker profiling of cultured cells was the inability to 

differentiate between the ductal and the acinar cells in culture as both the cells showed 

positivity for the epithelial markers used in the study. 

4. The ABCG2 staining pattern on the human lacrimal gland tissue could not be 

determined. 

5. We were unable to determine if the lacrispheres have a central lumen or if they are 

solid spheres as they could not be processed for histology and cryosection studies due 

to their fragile nature and presence of artifacts in the results.  
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6. Another important limitation of the study was the inability to separate the cells of the 

G0/ G1 compartment into two distinct phases of the cell cycle. So, the results of the 

G0/G1 phase (79.9% at t=0, 66.9% of adherent cultures and 76.9% of lacrispheres) are 

indicative of not just quiescent cells but also those preparing to re-enter the cell cycle 

leading to mitosis.  

7. We were unable to correlate the percentages of stem-like cells detected using various 

techniques. This could probably be because of inherent limitations of the techniques 

used most of which give a qualitative or semi-quantitative indication of positivity. 

8. The study lacks data on subjective patient responses to dry eye questionnaire. Since 

dry eye has both -the component of patient perceived symptoms as well as objective 

signs-both of them need to be evaluated in order to come to a robust conclusion. 

9. The study used only one criterion (Schirmer’s value) for DES classification. Even 

though we accept this as a limitation yet we were constrained by the lack of data in the 

medical records of patients as it is not a routine practice for them to undergo other 

tests like fluorescein and Rose Bengal staining.  

10. The study also has the limitation of using the contralateral normal eye of the patients 

as control. We initially tried to recruit normal subjects undergoing routine surgeries 

and refractive error corrections; but were limited due to lack of DES work up data on 

them. 
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Appendix 

Appendix 

 

(1) Phosphate Buffered Saline 

PBS (1X) was used for washing and other purposes. The following chemicals were added to 

distilled water. After dissolving the chemicals completely, the pH was set to 7.2 using 0.1M 

NaOH or 1N HCl with pH meter and the final volume made to 100ml with distilled water. 

• NaCl    0.8g 

• KCl    0.02g 

• KH2PO4   0.012g 

• Na2HPO4  0.091g 

(2) Trypsin Enzyme 

Trypsin was prepared by reconstituting the lyophilized powder of trypsin in PBS, to make 

0.25% trypsin solution. To this 0.1mM EDTA solution was added and filter sterilized and 

stored at 4oC. 

(3) Reconstitution of Growth Factors  

During reconstitution, all growth factors were carefully handled at 4oC in ice as they are heat 

sensitive and maintaining utmost sterility to avoid microbial contamination. The growth 

factors were reconstituted in sterile DMEM media as per the manufacturer’s instructions for 

the required concentration. The growth factors are mixed gently, but thoroughly so as to make 

sure the entire lyophilized powder is dissolved in the media. The reconstituted growth factors 

are then aliquoted into 0.2ml eppendorf tubes to an appropriate volume so as to achieve the 
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final working concentration when mixed to 50ml of media. All throughout the procedure the 

reconstituted growth factors are maintained on ice. After aliquoting, the 0.5ml tubes are 

arranged in laxbro boxes, labeled appropriately and stored at -80oC until further usage. 

(4) Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) 

FBS was obtained from Sigma Aldrich. After filter sterilization aliquots of 50ml were made 

and stored at –80oC. 

(5) Preparation of Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) 

S.No Ingredients Quantity Company 

1 DMEM 13.4 gms Sigma 

2 Gentamycin 100μl(4 mg/L)  

3 Penicillin 150mg  

4 Streptomycin 100mg  

5 Amphotericin 2.50mg  

6 Sodium bicarbonate 3.7 g Fluka 

 

Method of Preparation: Add the first two ingredients in 500ml of Milli Q water, in asterile 

1000ml flask/beaker, add sodium bicarbonate, dissolve and add the remaining ingredients. 

Make up the final volume to 1000ml. Ensure that the pH is 7.2 – 7.5. Sterilize the medium 

with vacuum filter using Millipore filter membrane (0.22μ). After sterilization add a few 

drops of the medium to chocolate agar plates for sterility check. 
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(6) Washing buffer solution  

The buffer consists of 2% (w/v) fetal calf serum (Sigma, USA) and 0.1% (w/v) sodium azide 

(Sigma, USA) in PBS. The buffer was filter sterilized and stored at 4oC. 

(7) 4% Paraformaldehyde Solution 

For cytoplasmic antigen staining, fixation of cells is required which is carried out using 4% 

paraformaldehyde solution. 4gms of paraformaldehyde powder (Sigma) was added to 100ml 

of 1X PBS and heated to 700 in a fume hood until the paraformaldehyde dissolved in the 

solution. The solution was allowed to cool to room temperature (RT) i.e., 26oC. The pH was 

adjusted to 7.4 using 0.1M NaOH or 1N HCl. This solution was filter sterilized and stored at 

40C protected from light until further use. 

(8)Antibody dilutions 

Stock solutions were diluted to 1:10 with PBS – Sodium azide buffer (working standard) and 

stored at 4oC. From working standard, required dilution of antibody was prepared using PBS 

– BSA  

(9) Deparaffinization protocol 

Slides to be deparaffinized were placed in a hot air oven set at 110oC for 15-20 minutes The 

slides were then washed with 100% xylene for 5minutes to dissolve the melted wax. The 

slides were then washed in gradients of alcohol from 80%- 100% and then washed under 

running water and air dried until further use. 
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(10) RNA Isolation 

Homogenization: The cells were lysed directly in a culture dish by adding 1 ml of TRIZOL 

LS Reagent. 

 Phase separation: Samples were incubated after gently homogenizing samples for 5 minutes 

at 15 to 30°C to permit the complete dissociation of nucleoprotein complexes by using a 1ml 

pipette.  200μl of chloroform was added to the 1.5ml eppendorf tube. Tubes were vigorously 

shaken by hand for 15 seconds and incubated them at 15 to 30°C for 15 minutes. Samples 

were centrifuged at 12,000 × g for 15 minutes at 2 to 8°C. After centrifugation, the aqueous 

phase with RNA is collected. 

RNA precipitation: The aqueous phase is then transferred to a clean tube, and RNA is 

precipitated from the aqueous phase by mixing with 500μl of isopropyl alcohol. Samples 

were incubated 15 to 30°C for 10 minutes and centrifuged 12,000 × g for 10 minutes at 2 to 

8°C. RNA precipitate, after centrifugation, forms a gel-like pellet on the side and bottom of 

the tube. 

RNA wash: The supernatant is removed. RNA pellet was washed once with 1ml of 75% 

ethanol, and centrifuged at 7,500 × g for 5 minutes at 2 to 8°C. 

Re-dissolving the RNA: RNA pellet was air dried for 5-10 minutes. The pellet is then stored 

at –20 0C until further use. 
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 (11) Tris- Acetate EDTA (TAE Buffer) 

TAE (50X) was used as running buffer for agarose gel analysis for RT-PCR work. The 

following chemicals were added to distilled water. After dissolving the chemicals thoroughly 

the final volume made to 1000ml with distilled water. 

• Tris Base    242 g 

• Glacial Acetic Acid   57.1ml 

• 0.5M EDTA (pH 8.0)   100ml 
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Abstract

Purpose: Dry eye syndrome is a multifactorial chronic disabling disease mainly caused by the functional disruptions in the
lacrimal gland. The treatment involves palliation like ocular surface lubrication and rehydration. Cell therapy involving
replacement of the gland is a promising alternative for providing long-term relief to patients. This study aimed to establish
functionally competent lacrimal gland cultures in–vitro and explore the presence of stem cells in the native gland and the
established in-vitro cultures.

Methods: Fresh human lacrimal gland from patients undergoing exenteration was harvested for cultures after IRB approval.
The freshly isolated cells were evaluated by flow cytometry for expression of stem cell markers ABCG2, high ALDH1 levels
and c-kit. Cultures were established on Matrigel, collagen and HAM and the cultured cells evaluated for the presence of
stem cell markers and differentiating markers of epithelial (E-cadherin, EpCAM), mesenchymal (Vimentin, CD90) and
myofibroblastic (a-SMA, S-100) origin by flow cytometry and immunocytochemistry. The conditioned media was tested for
secretory proteins (scIgA, lactoferrin, lysozyme) post carbachol (100 mM) stimulation by ELISA.

Results: Native human lacrimal gland expressed ABCG2 (mean6SEM: 3.160.61%), high ALDH1 (3.861.26%) and c-kit
(6.762.0%). Lacrimal gland cultures formed a monolayer, in order of preference on Matrigel, collagen and HAM within 15–20
days, containing a heterogeneous population of stem-like and differentiated cells. The epithelial cells formed ‘spherules’
with duct like connections, suggestive of ductal origin. The levels of scIgA (47.43 to 61.56 ng/ml), lysozyme (24.36 to
144.74 ng/ml) and lactoferrin (32.45 to 40.31 ng/ml) in the conditioned media were significantly higher than the negative
controls (p,0.05 for all comparisons).

Conclusion: The study reports the novel finding of establishing functionally competent human lacrimal gland cultures in-
vitro. It also provides preliminary data on the presence of stem cells and duct-like cells in the fresh and in-vitro cultured
human lacrimal gland. These significant findings could pave way for cell therapy in future.
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Introduction

The stability and integrity of the ocular surface depends greatly
on the stability of the tear film that covers the anterior surface of
the eye. The tear film has three basic layers - the outer thin lipid
layer secreted by the meibomian glands, the middle bulk of
aqueous layer secreted by the lacrimal gland and the inner
mucinous layer secreted by the conjunctival goblet cells.
Collectively, these three layers of the tear film perform a number
of important physiological functions [1]: it keeps the cornea wet
allowing gaseous exchange between the environment and the
epithelium, it provides a clear and regular optical surface for sharp
image focusing on the retina, it clears the debris from the ocular

surface and protects it from microbial invasion. Deficiency and loss
of tear film integrity, atrophy of the lacrimal gland or apoptosis
of the secretory epithelial cells due to hormonal imbalance,
environmental changes, autoimmune pathologies or radiotherapy
induces pathological changes in the gland and leads to a chronic
disabling condition called the dry eye syndrome (DES).
The 2007 International Dry Eye Workshop (DEWS) report

estimated the global prevalence of DES to be between 5% to over
35% at various ages (21 yr to .65 yr) [2]. Clinically, chronic dry
eye causes a significant drop in contrast sensitivity and visual
acuity leading to degraded performance in routine vision related
activities like driving, reading [3,4]. The signs and symptoms
include ocular dryness, grittiness, burning and foreign body
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sensation, redness and blurred vision that clears on blinking [5].
Over time the loss of tear film integrity induces corneal epithelial
irregularities and epithelial defects [6] with higher risks of
secondary infection [7]. The pathological features of dry eye
include lymphocytic infiltration of the lacrimal gland [8],
reversible squamous metaplasia [8], apoptosis of secretory
epithelial cells, loss of a-smooth muscle actin and tenascin C
expression in the myoepithelial cells indicating loss of function [9].
Together these contribute to reduced tear secretion and result in
the signs and symptoms of dry eye. Biochemically, there is
hyperosmolarity of the tear film either due to reduced tear
production or excessive tear evaporation from the ocular surface
causing a reduction in tear film thickness from (mean 6 SD)
6.062.4 mm in normal subjects to about 2.061.5 mm in dry eye
patients [10].
Current treatment for dry eye primarily involves the use of

lubricating eye drops or pharmacological stimulation of tears
secretion [7,11]. However, these treatment modalities provide only
temporary relief and have the inherent drawbacks of associated
side effects and suboptimal results due to loss of secretory function
of the gland [7]. In severe cases, especially in those with
permanent damage to lacrimal gland, there arises a need to
replace the gland and restore its functionality using appropriate
cell therapy. To achieve this long-term goal it is important to
establish and evaluate functionally competent in-vitro cell culture
system.
Animal studies [12,13,14] have successfully demonstrated the

establishment of in-vitro lacrimal gland cell cultures, using different
media and scaffolds [12,15]. However, work on human in-vitro
lacrimal gland culture is scarce [16]; possibly due to paucity of
fresh tissues and the fragile nature of these cultures. Recent studies
have shown the presence of stem cells in exocrine glands like
salivary [17], pancreas [18,19], prostate [20] and breast [21,22].
These reports have prompted investigations on the potentials of
using in-vitro cultured cells for regenerative therapy with promising
outcomes. However in the case of lacrimal gland, there is only
preliminary report on the presence of stem cells in the mouse
lacrimal gland [23,24] and, to the best of our knowledge, none
investigating the presence of stem cells in human lacrimal gland.
With this background in mind, the present study had two
important aims: 1) to establish functionally competent human
lacrimal gland cultures in-vitro and 2) investigate the presence of
stem cells in the native tissue as well as in the established in-vitro
cultures.

Materials and Methods

Chemicals
HepatoSTIM culture media (BD biosciences, San Jose, CA,

USA), Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) - Ham’s F12
(Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, MO,USA) Fetal calf serum (FCS)
(Hyclone), bovine serum albumin (BSA) (Sigma Aldrich, St Louis,
Mo, USA) penicillin, streptomycin, gentamysin and amphotericin
B, epidermal growth factor (Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA), L-
glutamine (2 mM) (Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA), MatrigelH
basement matrix (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA), collagen I
gel (Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA), collagnease (Invitrogen,
Carlsbad, CA, USA), hyaluronidase (Invitrogen, Carlsbad,
CA,USA), Hank’s Balanced Salt Solution (HBBS), TRIzol
(Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA,USA), Superscript first strand synthesis
system for RT-PCR (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) anti- E-
cadherin antibody (Chemicon, Temecula, CA, USA), anti-ABCG2
(BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA), anti c-kit (Millipore,
Temecula, CA; Dako, Glostrup, Denmark), anti-p63 (Dako,

Glostrup, Denmark) anti-CD133 (Miltenyi Biotech), anti-EpCAM
(BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA) anti- lysozyme (Abcam), anti-
lactoferrin (Millipore, Temecula, CA, USA), anti-scIgA (Dako,
Glostrup, Denmark), anti- GFAP (Dako, Glostrup, Denmark), anti-
S100 protein (Dako, Glostrup, Denmark) anti CD90 (eBioscience),
anti-vimentin (Dako, Glostrup, Denmark), anti-CK3/12 (Dako,
Glostrup, Denmark), Aldefluor Assay Kit (Stem Cell Technology,
Durham, NC,USA), Fluroscein Isothiocynate (Invitrogen, Carls-
bad, CA,USA), Alexa Fluor 488 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA),
Phycoerytherin (eBioscience), human lactoferrin ELISA kit (Assay-
Pro, MO, USA), human lysozyme ELISA kit (AssayPro, MO,
USA), human IgA ELISA kit (Immunology Consultants Laborato-
ry, Inc, Newberg, OR, USA).

Human Tissue Source
The study was conducted at the L V Prasad Eye Institute

(LVPEI), Hyderabad. The use of human tissue was approved by
the Institutional Review Board (IRB) and is in accordance with the
tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. Fresh human lacrimal gland
was harvested, after obtaining written informed consent, from
patients undergoing exenteration surgery. The lacrimal gland was
immunohistochemically evaluated to be free from any underlying
pathology. The fresh gland was collected in FCS rich DMEM-
Ham’s F-12 media supplemented with antibiotics and transported
to the lab where it was immediately taken for processing.

Preparation of human amniotic membrane
The use of human amniotic membrane has been approved by

the IRB of LVPEI, Hyderabad. Human amniotic membrane
(HAM) was prepared according to the protocol published by Kim
et.al [25] Following written informed consent, human placenta was
obtained at the time of normal cesarean delivery at the Fernandez
Hospital, Hyderabad. The placenta was transported to the
Ramayamma International Eye Bank (LVPEI, Hyderabad) and
processed under sterile conditions using saline/ringer lactate
solution. The amnion was separated from the chorion by peeling
and attached onto sterile nitrocellulose paper and cut into
2.565.0 cm pieces. The amniotic membrane pieces were stored
in glass vials containing DMEM and stored at270uC. Just prior to
use, it was thawed at 37uC for 30 minutes. HAM was de-
epithelized by incubating with 0.25% trypsin–EDTA for 30 min-
utes at 37uC followed by thorough washing with PBS to remove
the epithelial layer [26].

Establishment of primary culture. Fresh lacrimal gland
was washed with HBBS to remove red blood cells. The gland was
chopped into small bits using a scalpel blade (#21). The tissue
mince was then incubated with the enzyme cocktail of collagenase
(130 units per ml) and hyaluronidase (300 units per ml) for
90 minutes at 37uC with intermittent shaking. At the end of the
incubation period, the suspension was filtered through a 75 mm
cell sieve and the cell pellet obtained by centrifugation at
1500 rpm for 20 min. The cells were seeded on uncoated tissue
culture dishes in DMEM-Ham’s F12 culture media supplemented
with 10% FCS and antibiotics.
The heterogeneous mix of isolated cells was separated based on

their preferential adhesion to uncoated tissue culture dishes. The
fibroblasts attached preferentially to the uncoated tissue culture
dishes and the epithelial clumps, still in suspension at the end of
around 2 hours, were aspirated and plated on MatrigelTM,
collagen I coated dishes and on denuded HAM. The media used
for the culture of fibroblasts was DMEM- Ham’s F-12 supple-
mented with 2 mM L-glutamine, antibiotics and 10% FCS. For
the culture of lacrimal acinar cells, HepatoSTIMTM culture media
was used. HepatoSTIMH is a commercially available fully defined,
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serum free media based on the formulation of Williams E Media
[27] and contains supplements like dexamethasone, insulin-
transferrin-selinium (ITS) and EGF. The media was further
supplemented with 2 mM L-glutamine, penicillin, streptomycin,
5 ng/ml EGF and 10% FCS for the first three days. At the end of
the three days/at first media change, FCS was completely
eliminated from the media and the concentration of EGF
increased to 50 ng/ml.

Characterization of native lacrimal gland and in-vitro
lacrimal gland culture. The native lacrimal gland and 14–18th

day in-vitro cultures of human lacrimal gland, growing as a monolayer
on MatrigelTM were characterized by immunohistochemistry, immu-
nocytochemistry, flow cytometry, reverse-transcriptase polymerase
chain reaction (RT-PCR) and enzyme linked Immunosorbent assay
(ELISA).

Immunohistochemistry
Expression of markers like Pan-cytokeratin (AE1/AE3), vimen-

tin, p63, /-SMA, GFAP, S-100, lysozyme and c-kit protein was
evaluated in formalin fixed, paraffin embedded sections of fresh
lacrimal gland. The sections were also stained with hematoxylin &
eosin (H&E) as well as periodic acid schiff’s (PAS) to visualize the
histology of the gland.
The fresh gland was fixed with 10% fresh formalin and

embedded in paraffin. Thin 3 mm sections were taken on silane
coated glass slides and used for immunostaining. Briefly, the
paraffin embedded sections were deparaffinized at around 70uC
and then in xylene series. The sections were rehydrated in alcohol
series and then in distilled water followed by 1X PBS. The
endogenous peroxidase activity was blocked using methanol and
hydrogen peroxide and the antigen retrieval done using Tris-
EDTA buffer (pH 9). After appropriate washings with PBS and
blocking with 2.5% BSA, the sections were incubated with the
primary antibody in a moist chamber for 2 hours at room
temperature followed by secondary antibody (polymer HRP)
incubation for 30 minutes at room temperature. DAB substrate
was added to the section to allow color development for
10 minutes. This was followed by counterstaining with hematox-
ylene and then mounting in DPX. The sections were visualized
under a light microscope.
The source of the antibodies used and the appropriate dilutions

are summarized in Table 1.

Immunocytochemistry
The in-vitro cultures of lacrimal gland at day 14–18 were

immunostained for epithelial markers like cytokeratin 3/12, E-

cadherin, p63; myoepithelial markers like S100, GFAP; and
mesenchymal markers vimentin and CD 90. In addition, the cells
were also immunostained with ABCG2 and secretory protein
lysozyme. Briefly, the cells were fixed with 4% fresh paraformal-
dehyde (PFA) for 10 minutes, followed by permeabilization with
50% methanol for 20 minutes for intracellular markers. The cells
were then incubated with appropriate dilutions of the primary
antibody for 2 h at room temperature.
Secondary antibodies like Alexa Fluor 488, FITC and PE were

used against the respective immunoglobulins of the primary
antibody at 1:200 dilution. The incubation time was 45 min.
Nuclear staining was done with 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole
(DAPI) or propidium iodide (PI). The coverslips were mounted in
50% glycerol and the images acquired using Carl Zeiss Laser
Scanning Microscope LSM 510.
The source of the antibodies used and the appropriate dilutions

are summarized in Table 2, 3 and 4.

Flow Cytometry
Lacrimal gland cells, freshly isolated from the gland as well as

14–18 days and 21–25 days post in-vitro culture, were evaluated by
flow cytometry to detect the number of cells positive for epithelial
markers like E-cadherin, EpCAM and mesenchymal markers like
CD90. Putative stem cell markers like ABCG2, c-kit were also
used to investigate the presence of stem cell compartment.
Expression of CD133, which has recently been recognized as a
stem cell marker/marker for glandular epithelium [28], was also
evaluated.
Cells were isolated from the human lacrimal gland by enzymatic

digestion as described previously in the study. Cells growing as
monolayers on MatrigelTM were trypsinized using 0.25% trypsin-
EDTA (TE) and used for evaluation of marker expression by flow
cytometry.
Briefly, 16106 cells were fixed with 4% fresh PFA for

10 minutes, blocked with 5% BSA and incubated with appropriate
dilutions of primary antibody for 2 hours at room temperature.
The cell pellet was washed with PBS and then incubated with
1:200 dilutions of appropriate secondary antibodies for 45 min-
utes. At the end of this time period, the pellet was washed with
PBS, resuspended in 500 ml of FACS buffer and acquired on BD
FACS ARIATM Special Order System. Appropriate controls were
used for the experiment. A total of 20000 to 50000 events were
acquired for analysis. The analysis was done using BD FACS
DiVaTM software.
The source of the antibodies used and the appropriate dilutions

are summarized in Table 2, 3 and 4.

Table 1. List of antibodies and dilutions used for
immunohistochemistry.

S. No. Antibody Dilution Company

1. p63 Neat Dako

2. /-SMA Neat Dako

3. GFAP Neat Dako

4. S-100 protein Neat Dako

5. Lysozyme 1:100 Abcam

6. c-kit 1:100 Dako

7. Pan-cytokeratin (AE1/AE3) 1:50 Dako

8. Vimentin 1:200 Dako

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0029458.t001

Table 2. List of antibodies and dilutions used for
immunocytochemistry.

S. No. Antibody Dilution Company

1 E- cadherin 1:100 Millipore

2. Cytokeratin 3/12 1:100 Millipore

3. CD90 1:200 eBiosciences

4. Vimentin 1:100 Dako

5. GFAP Neat Dako

6. S-100 protein Neat Dako

7. Lysozyme 1:100 Abcam

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0029458.t002
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Aldefluor Assay
ALDEFLUORH fluorescent reagent system (Stem Cell Tech-

nologies) provides a novel method for identification of stem and
progenitor cells based on their expression of enzyme aldehyde
dehydrogenase1 (ALDH). The fluorescent ALDEFLUORH re-
agent diffuses freely into the cells and acts as a non-toxic substrate
for ALDH. The fluorescent reaction product that accumulates in
the cells can be measured in the green channel of a standard flow
cytometer and it correlates directly to the ALDH activity in the
cell. With this assay, stem and progenitor cells are identified as
cells with higher expression of ALDH1.
For the assay, 16106 cells/ml (freshly isolated from the lacrimal

gland as well as post trypsinization from the cultured monolayer
on day 14–18 and day 21–25) were taken and divided into two
groups: control and test. To the control tube 5 ml of ALDH
inhibitor DEAB was added. 5 ml/ml of activated ALDEFLOURH
substrate was added to the test group and immediately half of the
cell suspension was transferred to the control tube. Both the test as
well as the control sample was incubated at 37uC for 30 to 60 min.
At the end of the incubation period the supernatant was removed
after centrifugation and the cells resuspended in 0.5 ml of
ALDEFLUORH Assay Buffer and the fluorescence measured in
the green channel of FACS ARIATM Special Order System.

Reverse- Transcriptase Polymerase Chain Reaction
Total RNA was extracted from the freshly isolated as well as

cultured cells using the TRIzolH reagent according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. The quality of the RNA isolated
was checked by visualization on agarose gel. 2 mg of RNA was
used for cDNA synthesis per 25 ml of the reaction volume using
the SuperscriptTM First Strand Synthesis System for RT-PCR
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The primer
sequences used for reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction
are summarized in Table 5.
PCR amplification was carried out using the Applied Biosystems

Veriti 96 well thermal cycler. The reaction was stopped at 35 PCR

cycles. The amplified products were visualized on agarose gel and
the product size estimated.

Measurement of secretory components
Free secretory products of lacrimal acinar cells like scIgA,

lactoferrin and lysozyme were detected in the culture supernatant
of day 6–7, day 14 and day 21 cultures according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. All the reagents used were supplied as
a part of the ELISA kit. A standard curve was generated for each
experiment performed.
Briefly, 50 ml of the standard protein or culture supernatant was

added to the wells of polypropylene U bottom ELISA plates and
incubated for 2 hours at room temperature. The plates were
washed at least five times with the wash buffer (supplied with the
kit) ensuring complete removal of the liquid at each step. 50 ml of
biotinylated primary antibody (lysozyme/lactoferrin/scIgA) (1:100
dilution) was added to each of the sample-coated wells and
incubated for one hour at room temperature followed by thorough
washing with the wash buffer. 50 ml of streptavidine-peroxidase
conjugate was added to each well and incubated for 30 minutes.
At the end of the incubation period, the wells were washed
thoroughly and incubated with 50 ml/well of the chromogen
substrate for 10 minutes at room temperature. The reaction was
stopped by adding 50 ml of stop solution to each well and a color
change from blue to yellow is noted. The optical density (OD) was
then measured immediately at 450 nm on ELISA microplate
reader (BioRad iMarkTM Microplate Reader).

Statistical Analysis
Values are expressed as mean of triplicate readings 6 SEM

unless otherwise indicated. The statistical test used was two-way
ANOVA with post hoc Tukey test. Statistical package SPSS
Version 19 was used for analysis and graphs plotted using
Microsoft excel. The results were statistically compared with fresh
media (as a negative control) and also with each group and were
considered as statistically significant if p#0.05.

Results

After IRB approval and informed consent, 22 samples of fresh
lacrimal gland tissue were harvested from exenterated specimens
for orbital malignancies. After histological confirmation of normal
lacrimal gland and exclusion of any underlying pathology, 18 were
included for the study. Cultures were established in 14 of the 18
samples while 4 samples were used for FACS analysis after
enzymatic digestion.

Establishment of human lacrimal gland primary culture
The enzymatic digestion of the freshly harvested lacrimal gland

tissue yielded a heterogeneous population of cells comprising of
clumps of epithelial cells, fibroblasts, single cells of larger size and
some red blood cells (Figure 1a).
On initially plating the isolated cells on uncoated tissue culture

dishes, the fibroblasts settled down and adhered within 2 hours at
the end of this time period, the floating cells were aspirated and
seeded on dishes coated with MatrigelTM, collagen I or on
denuded HAM.
The epithelial cells from the suspension adhered to MatrigelTM,

collagen I coated dishes and denuded HAM with initiation of cell
proliferation within 1–3 days (Figure 1b). Preferential adhesion of
the cell clumps, optimal proliferation and morphology of the
epithelial cells was seen on MatrigelTM. Within 15–20 days, the
epithelial islands expanded to form a monolayer in all the three
substrates (Figure 1c). The cells showed thin cytoplasmic borders,

Table 3. List of antibodies and dilutions used for flow
cytometry.

S. No. Antibody Dilution Company

1 ABCG2 1:100 BD Biosciences

2. c-kit 1:100 Millipore

3. E-cadherin 1:100 Millipore

4. CD90 1:200 eBiosciences

5. EpCAM 1:100 BD Biosciences

6. CD133 1:20 Miltenyi Biotech

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0029458.t003

Table 4. List of secondary antibodies and dilutions.

S. No. Antibody Dilution Company

1. Alexa Fluor 488 1:200 Invitrogen

2. PE 1:200 eBiosciences

3. FITC 1:200 Invitrogen

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0029458.t004
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polygonal shape, vesicular nucleus and granular cytoplasm
(Figure 1d). The cultures on Matrigel showed sustained epithelial
morphology for 30–35 days. (Panel showing day 14 epithelial cell
growth on uncoated dishes, denuded HAM, collagen 1 and
MatrigelTM coated dishes is included as Figure S1).

In addition, there was formation of ‘spherules’ (Figure 1e, f) in
all matrices by day 16–18. The cultures also showed develop-
ment of cord-like cellular structures between two spherules
suggesting an attempt towards formation of duct-like structures
(Figure 1g–i).

Table 5. Primer sequences used for RT-PCR.

S. No. Name Sequence Product Size (bp)

1. Lactoferrin - Forward CAGACCGCAGACATGAAACT 479

Lactoferrin- Reverse TTCAAGAATGGACGAAGTGT

2. Lysozyme - Forward CTCTCATTGTTCTGGGGC 350

Lysozyme - Reverse ACGGACAACCCTCTTTGC5

3. scIgA - Forward AATGCTGACCTCCAAGTGCTAAAG 242

scIgA - Reverse ATCACCACACTGAATGAGCCATCC

4. GAPDH - Forward CAGAACATCATCCCTGCATCCACT 250

GAPDH - Reverse GTTGCTGTTGAAGTCACAGGAGAC

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0029458.t005

Figure 1. Establishment of human lacrimal gland primary cultures. a) Heterogenous cell population isolated after enzymatic digestion of the
lacrimal gland. b) Cell clumps adhere to the substrate as discrete islands and show initiation of proliferation within 1–3 days. c) The islands proliferate and
form a confluent monolayer within 15–20 days. d) The cells in the monolayer show thin cytoplasmic border, vesicular nucleus and granularity in the
cytoplasm. e–f) Spherules are formed by day 16–18 (arrow head). g–i) Cord-like connections (arrow head) are seen to develop between the spherules.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0029458.g001
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On uncoated tissue culture dishes, there was predominance of
spindle cells that form a confluent monolayer by around 5–7 days.
The cells were spindle shaped, with slight granularity in their
cytoplasm and distinct nucleus (Figure 2a). In addition, the culture
also showed the presence of a third type of cellular morphology:
oval and plump cells that organized themselves in whorls
(Figure 2b). These could be myoepithelial in nature.
A flow cytometric comparison was also made of the heteroge-

neous cell population growing on uncoated, collagen 1 and
MatrigelTM coated dishes. The day 14 data shows that about
85.164.9% of the cells growing on uncoated tissue culture dishes are
positive for mesenchymal marker CD90 while only 0.6560.35%
were positive for epithelial marker EpCAM; on collagen 1 coated
dishes, 16.760.85% of the cells showed CD 90 positivity while
1.260.3% were EpCAM positive; as for Matrigel, 13.3610.2% of
the cells were mesenchymal (CD90 positive) while 2.261.7% were
epithelial (EpCAM positive) (Table S1).

Immunophenotyping of native and cultured lacrimal
gland cells

Immunohistochemistry. The formalin fixed, paraffin
embedded human lacrimal gland tissues, on hematoxylene and
eosin staining show the typical tissue architecture of human
lacrimal gland (Figure 3a). These paraffin embedded sections
showed immunoreactivity for pan-cytokeratin, lysozyme,
vimentin, c-kit, p63, /-SMA, GFAP and S-100. The staining
pattern reveals localization of pan-cytokeratin (Figure 3b) and
secretory protein lysozyme (Figure 3c) mostly in the acinar cells
with very few ductal cells showing faint positivity. Vimentin
localized in the myoepithelial cells around the acinar cells and in
the fibroblasts of the stroma. Few acinar cells also show vimentin
positivity (Figure 3d). c-kit expression was seen as a membrane
marker in the cell membrane of the acinar cells (Figure 3e) while
p63, GFAP, S-100 and /-SMA (Figure 3f–i) was found in the cells
enveloping the acinar cells (myoepithelial cells).

Immunocytochemistry
The cultures showed a heterogeneous population of cells with

immunoreactivity for epithelial, myoepithelial as well as mesen-
chymal markers. The cells with epithelial morphology show
positivity for CK3/12, p63, E-cadherin and lysozyme. CK3/12
and lysozyme localized in the cytoplasm of the cells, p63 in the
nucleus while E-cadherin was seen to localize around the plasma
membrane and between the epithelial cells. Some of the cells also
showed immunopositivity for ABCG2 (Figure 4).

The spindle shaped cells were positive for mesenchymal markers
CD90 and vimentin. The oval and plump cells were immunore-
active for GFAP and S-100 protein, which may be indicative of
their myoepithelial/ductal origin (Figure 4).

Flow Cytometry
The FACS analysis of freshly isolated cells from the human

gland showed that 14.863.45% of the cells were positive for
epithelial marker EpCAM, 2.960.91% for mesenchymal marker
CD90 and 3.760.33% positive for E-cadherin indicative of
epithelial/epithelial progenitor nature. Cells in this heterogeneous
mix also showed immunoreactivity towards stem cell markers like
ABCG2 (3.160.61%) and c-kit (6.762.0%). CD133 positivity was
seen in 0.360.1% of the cells (Table 6) (Figure 5i).
FACS analysis of cultured lacrimal gland cells also showed the

presence of stem cells as well as differentiated cells in day 14–18
cultures. 2.261.7%of the cells were positive for EpCAM,
13.3610.2% positive for CD 90. The cultures had a population
of cells with positivity for stem cell markers accounting for
0.3060.15% as ABCG2 positive and 0.2060.05% as c-kit positive.

Figure 2. Other cell types in culture. a) Spindle shaped cells with slight granularity in their cytoplasm and distinct nucleus, are seen on uncoated
culture dishes and these attain confluence within 5–7 days. b) Oval and plump cells that organize themselves in whorls are also seen. These may be
myoepithelial in nature.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0029458.g002

Figure 3. Immunohistochemistry on normal human lacrimal
gland. H&E staining shows the normal histology of the lacrimal gland.
Marker staining pattern shows localization of pan-cytokeratin (AE1/AE3)
and lysozyme (Lzy) in the cytoplasm of the acinar cells while c-kit is seen
in the plasma membrane of acinar cells. p63, glial fibrillary acidic protein
(GFAP), S-100 protein and /-SMA localize in the myoepithelial cells
enveloping the acinar cells. Vimentin is seen in the myoepithelial cells
and also in some of the acinar cells. All images are at 406magnification
except H&E which is at 106.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0029458.g003
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CD133 expression was seen in 0.360.1% of the cells (Figure 5ii). By
day 21–25 of in-vitro culture the number of cells expressing the stem
cell markers ABCG2 and c-kit had reduced to 0.260.13% and
0.1360.03% respectively while the expression of differentiatedmarkers
like CD90 had increased to 30.2563.35%. This could possibly be and
indication of the ongoing differentiation under in-vitro conditions
(Table 6) (FACS plots not included for day 21–25).

ALDEFLUOR Assay
In the freshly isolated cells, 2.4% to 6.3% showed high ALDH1

activity (mean: 3.861.26%). Co-expression of high ALDH1 and
ABCG2 was seen in 0.1360.04%, and high ALDH1 and c- kit in
0.21%60.02% of the cells (Table 7) (Figure 6i).
The day 14–18 cultured lacrimal gland cells also showed a

population with high ALDH activity accounting for 2.761.5% of
the total population acquired (Figure 6ii) which decreases to
1.160.5% by day 21. Co-expression of high ALDH1 with

ABCG2/c-kit positivity was not evaluated in the cultured cells
since their level of expression in the native tissue itself was low to
begin with. (FACS plots not included for day 21–25).

C. Secretome Assessment
Reverse- Transcriptase Polymerase Chain Reaction. In

order to confirm the presence of mRNA for the secretory proteins,
lactoferrin, lysozyme and scIgA, in the cultured human lacrimal
gland cells RT PCR was performed with specific primers. The
cDNA synthesized by reverse transcription showed the expression
of scIgA, lactoferrin and lysozyme (Figure 7) in the cells thereby
confirming that the cultured cells retained their physiological
ability to synthesize the secretory proteins.

Enzyme Linked Immunosorbent Assay
The conditioned media of day 6–7 human lacrimal gland

cultures showed the presence of scIgA, lactoferrin and lysozyme

Figure 4. Immunocytochemistry on in-vitro cultured human lacrimal gland cells. Cells with epithelial morphology stain positively with E-
cadherin, CK3/12, lysozyme and p63; oval and plump cells stain positive for myoepithelial markers GFAP and S100 protein while the spindle shaped
cells are seen to be positive for mesenchymal markers CD90 and vimentin. Some cells also show immunopositivity for ABCG2. Secondary antibody
uses is fluoresceine isothiocyanate (green) and the counter-stain is propidium iodide (red).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0029458.g004
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secreted by the acinar cells. The quantity of protein secreted into
the conditioned media by the cells growing on each of the matrices
was calculated using the standard calibration curves (Figure 8a–c).
The protein secretion was further augmented by treatment with

100 mM of carbachol for 30 min (Figure 8d–f). The main effect of
carbachol stimulation was statistically significant for sc IgA (F(1,
8) = 15.07; p,0.01), lysozyme (F(1,8) = 5.86; p = 0.02) and lacto-
ferrin (F(1,8) = 11.44; p,0.01) secretion.
The amount of protein secreted by the cells post carbachol

stimulation on each of the three matrices is tabulated in Table 8.
The cells cultured on Matrigel showed slightly higher levels of

secretory proteins in the conditioned media (Figure 8d–f).
However, the main effect of matrices and the interaction between
matrices and carbachol stimulation was not statistically significant
for scIgA (F (2,8) = 1.33; p= 0.27) and lactoferrin (F(2,8) = 0.86;
p = 0.43) secretion; but showed significance for lysozyme secretion
(F(2,8) = 5.0; p = 0.01).
The trend in protein secretion by the cultured cells at day 7, day

14 and day 21 was also evaluated. The results indicate that in-vitro

tear protein secretion tends to increase from day 7 to day 14 and
then declines by day 21. (Table S2).
This change over a time period from day 7 to day 21 was

statistically analysed and found to be significant: scIgA (F(1,6) =
21.92; p,0.01); lysozyme (F(1,6) = 7.45; p,0.01) and lactoferrin
(F(1,6) = 21.3; p,0.01).

Discussion

Similar to the role of other exocrine glands of the body, the
lacrimal gland plays a major role in lubricating the ocular surface
epithelium. The susceptibility of the gland to immune mediated
insults, radiation induced damage and age related atrophic
changes, which cannot be satisfactorily managed with the current
line of therapeutics, causes high incidences of morbidity in the
population and raises a need for replacement therapy with
functionally competent cells.
The two important steps towards cell therapy would include

establishment of functionally competent lacrimal gland cultures

Figure 5. Flow Cytometry Data. i) Flow cytometric profile of freshly isolated (FI) cells. ii) Flow cytometric profile of cells 14–18 days post in-vitro
culture.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0029458.g005

Table 6. Flow cytometry data: Percentage of various marker in freshly isolated, day 14–18 and day 21–25 of in-vitro culture of
human lacrimal gland.

S. No. Marker
% Expressed at t =0
(Mean± SEM)

% Expressed at day 14 of in-vitro culture
(Mean± SEM)

% Expressed at day 21 of in-vitro
culture (Mean± SEM)

1. ABCG2 3.160.61 0.360.15 0.260.13

2. c-kit 6.762.0 0.260.05 0.1360.03

3. E-cadherin 3.760.33 0.660.4 0.4560.25

4. EpCAM 14.863.45 2.261.70 0.360.1

5. CD90 2.960.91 13.3610.20 30.2563.35

6. CD133 0.3060.10 0.3060.10 0.2560.05

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0029458.t006
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with persevered secretory function and providing evidence for the
existence of stem cells in the native tissue, which can be recruited
to salvage the function of the damaged gland. The present study
provides evidence for both. Our results show that the human
lacrimal gland cells can be cultured in-vitro with retained secretory
function (Figure 1, Figure 7 and Figure 8). In addition to the mere
presence of differentiated cells (epithelial, myoepithelial and
stromal), we also show the formation of ‘spherules’ with attempted
duct-like connections (Figure 1 e–i) and the presence of cells with
stem cell-like phenotype (ABCG2 & ALDH1 high cells) (Figure 5
and Figure 6) under our culture conditions.
While lacrimal gland cultures from rabbit [13], mice [14] and

rat [12] sources are well established, similar evidence from humans

is limited [16]. To the best of our knowledge, this study documents
the first successful method of isolating and culturing functionally
competent fresh human lacrimal gland cells using an enzyme
cocktail of collagenase and hyaluronidase. The established cultures
can be maintained in-vitro for 30–35 days. This method not only
gives an adequate yield of differentiated cells, but also provides
early evidence for the presence of putative stem cells in the tissues
as suggested by the expression of stem cell makers ABCG2
(3.160.61%) and high ALDH1 (3.8%61.26%).
The influence of culture condition on cell proliferation and

maintenance of function, especially in the case of lacrimal gland
cultures, has been well documented [29,30,31]. It is important that
the right combination of substrate, media and growth factors be

Figure 6. Aldefluor Assay. i) Flow cytometric data showing ALDH1 high cells in the freshly isolated (FI) cell population. ii) Flow cytometric data
showing ALDH1 high cells in day 14–18 in-vitro cultures.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0029458.g006

Table 7. ALDEFLUOR Assay.

S. No. Marker % Expressed at t =0 (Mean± SEM) % Expressed at day 14 of in-vitro culture (Mean± SEM)

1. ALDH1 high 3.861.26 2.761.54

2. ALDH high + c-kit 0.260.02 -

3. ALDH high + ABCG2 0.160.04 -

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0029458.t007
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used to simulate an in-vivo mimicry of function. Animal lacrimal
gland cultures have been established on collagen [30], MatrigelTM

[12,15], HAM [32] and on artificial matrices like polyethersulfone
[33]. Our study with human tissues also suggest that a com-
bination of MatrigelTM/HAM/collagen as substrate and EGF
supplemented HepatoSTIMTM media optimally supports the
growth of different sub-populations of cells and helps them retain
their characteristic marker expression (E-cadherin, CD90, S100,

GFAP) as well as optimal secretory function (scIgA, lactoferrin and
lysozyme secretion). However, morphological evidence and rate of
cell proliferation seems to favor MatrigelTM as substrate even
though this difference is not statistically significant. Another
interesting feature noted in this study is morphologic evidence
towards formation of spherules and ductioles. The formation of
spheres has been reported in salivary gland cultures (salispheres)
[34], prostate cultures (prostaspheres) [35] and a single study on
spheroidal aggregation of rabbit lacrimal gland cells grown in
microgravity environment of a rotary cell culture system [36]. The
salispheres have been shown to have stem cells and these when
transplanted into animal models of radiation-induced xerostomia
could rescue the function of the gland [34]. Similarly, the
prostaspheres on combined transplantation with embryonic day
17 urogenital sinus (which provides the mesenchymal niche) into
nude mice could give rise to tissues with glandular prostate
morphology [35]. We believe that the spheres formed under our
culture conditions could be similar to the salispheres and
prostaspheres in their cellular organization and further investiga-
tions in this are ongoing.
In order to fulfill the long-term goal of using the in-vitro

expanded lacrimal cultures for rescue of function of damaged
gland it is important that the secretory profile of these cells be
evaluated. Yoshino et.al. [16] reported a study on human lacrimal
gland using cadaveric tissue; however, the report does not
document the complete secretory profile of the cultured cells. In
contrast, the present study shows that in-vitro cultures of human

Figure 7. RT-PCR showing appropriate product bands for
scIgA, lactoferrin and lysozyme in day 14 in-vitro cultures on all
HAM (H), collagen I (C) and MatrigelTM(M). Negative (N) panel
shows no amplification product.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0029458.g007

Figure 8. Secretome Assessment by ELISA. a–c): Standard calibration curve for lysozyme, scIgA and lactoferrin. d–f): Plot of mean optical density
values for secreted proteins lysozyme, scIgA and lactoferrin on HAM, collagen and MatrigelTM pre and post carbachol stimulation.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0029458.g008
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lacrimal gland acinar cells can retain their functionality of
secreting major tear proteins like lysozyme, scIgA and lactoferrin
(Figure 7 and 8). This secretory profile has also been quantified by
sandwich ELISA technique using the calibration curve generated
for each of the three proteins. The calibration curve was generated
in two sets of experiments in which readings were taken in
triplicates and since the optical density values for the remaining
three sets were very similar, the same calibration curve was used to
estimate the protein quantity. Our results show that the secretion
of these proteins ranges from 3.86 to 71.4 ng/ml of scIgA, 5.78 to
33.94 ng/ml of lysozyme and 44.5 to 45.65 ng/ml of lactoferrin
on HAM, to 1.41 to 27.58 ng/ml of scIgA, 0.21 to 18.34 ng/ml of
lysozyme and 28.52 to 30.41 ng/ml of lactoferrin on collagen I
coated dishes to 47.43 to 61.56 ng/ml of scIgA, 24.36 to
144.74 ng/ml of lysozyme and 32.45 to 40.31 ng/ml of lactoferrin
on MatrigelTM coated dishes (Table 8) in day 7 cultures. These
cultures retain their secretory ability even till day 21. As
anticipated, the amount of protein secretion tends to increase
from day 7 to day 14 of in-vitro culture and then declines by day 21
(Table S2). The possible reason for this could be that by day 14 the
cultures tend to attain confluence and so there are more number of
acinar cells secreting the proteins; however post confluence the
cells tend to reduce the amount of protein secretion either because
on passaging these cells they acquire a more fibroblastic
morphology or if they are left unpassaged they stop proliferating
and hence protein synthesis also reduces. However, it was noted
that the level of proteins secreted by cultures growing on Matrigel
remains the highest in all the three cases. An interesting
observation made here is that the in-vitro pattern of secretion of
these proteins is the same as that seen in-vivo i.e. Lysozyme.scI-
gA.Lactoferrin [37].We do observe a wide range in the quantity
of proteins secreted in-vitro. One of the possible reasons for this
could be the experimental variables like the age of donor tissue. In
the present study, tissue was harvested from exenterated specimens
of patients with an age range of 3 years to 65 years. Since the
lacrimal protein secretions tend to reduce with increasing age we
feel this could be an important factor contributing to such a wide
range in quantity of protein secreted in-vitro.
Both lacrimal and salivary gland acinar cells share similar

developmental, morphologic and functional characteristics and
show similar reduction in function when injured [38,39,40] but
unlike the salivary gland where there is evidence of stem/
progenitor cell compartment in the terminal ductioles [17], such
evidence is restricted to one preliminary report of stem cells in the
mouse lacrimal gland which can be recruited to repair damage to
the gland and which can subsequently be cultured in-vitro [24].
Our results give preliminary evidence indicating that the stem-like
cells are present in the lacrimal gland but their exact locations is
still under investigation. The expression of these stem-like cells in
the native tissue could range between 3.160.61% (ABCG2
expression) to 3.8%61.26% (high ALDH1 expression) and
between 0.360.15% (ABCG2 expression) to 2.761.54% (ALDH1

high expression) after 14–18 days of in-vitro culture. It is
noteworthy that our culture system could maintain stem cells in-
vitro even by day 21 though their numbers reduced to 0.260.13%
(ABCG2) to 1.160.5% (ALDH1 high expression). The results of
the immunohistochemistry experiments indicate that acinar cells
which show strong positivity for vimentin could be the stem cells.
However, for the lack of substantiating data, at the present time,
no concrete inference can be drawn.
In order to substantiate the evidence of stem-like/progenitor

cells in our culture system, clonal or similar stem cell assays have to
be performed either with freshly isolated cells or cells obtained
after sorting for the stem cell markers. While animal studies and
clone forming ability would have added value to this study, the
formation of spherules with ‘duct-like’ structures between them are
important novel findings, which leads us to believe that we may be
able to simulate an in-vivo mimicry under our culture conditions.
Even though dry eye syndrome has a global prevalence the

treatment still remains palliative and conservative, with artificial
tear substitutes and lubricants forming the main stay of clinical
management. A similar spectrum of signs and symptoms exist in the
case of dry mouth syndrome (xerostomia) caused due to damage to
the salivary gland. This damage, similar to lacrimal gland, can be
due to aging, hormonal imbalance or radiotherapy induced. The
management strategy in such cases used to be palliative but recent
reports in literature show the reversal of radiation-induced
xerostomia with cell therapy in animal models [34]. The success
obtained in these animal models of xerostomia has now shifted the
focus towards exploring similar options, especially in conditions with
irreparable damage to the lacrimal gland tissue.
In summary, this study provides the first evidence for the

successful growth of fresh human lacrimal gland tissues in-vitro with
an attempt towards duct-like formation and retained secretory
function. The study also gives the first preliminary evidence for the
presence of stem-like cells in the native human lacrimal gland
tissue and these can be maintained under in-vitro condition.
Further validation of this data would allow the development of a
functionally competent 3 D construct for potential clinical
application in severe cases of radiation induced dry eye.
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Table 8. ELISA data: Secretion of tear proteins on various
matrices post carbachol stimulation on day 6–7.

Tear Protein HAM (ng/ml) Collagen I (ng/ml) MatrigelTM (ng/ml)

Lysozyme 5.78 to 33.94 0.21 to 18.34 24.36 to 144.74

Sc IgA 3.86 to 71.40 1.41 to 27.58 47.43 to 61.56

Lactoferrin 44.50 to 45.65 28.52 to 30.41 32.45 to 40.31

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0029458.t008
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The lacrimal gland is a tubuloacinar gland located in the groove of the frontal bone, which is involved in
synthesis and secretion of major tear proteins and other aqueous components of the trilayered tear film.
Any injury to the lacrimal gland, which may be age related, drug or radiation therapy induced leads to
dysfunction of the gland with a resultant hyperosmolarity of the tear film and its subsequent instability.
This tear film instability leads to destabilization of the ocular surface homeostasis and to a number of
morbid complications like the dry eye syndrome.
The current treatment modality for chronic dry eye remains palliative, which provides only temporary
symptomatic relief. One of the modalities of providing long -term benefit to these patients would be cell
therapy to restore or replenish the damaged gland. This review describes the progress and promise of cell
therapy for lacrimal gland regeneration for potential clinical application.
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Abstract The lacrimal gland is a tubuloacinar gland located in the groove of the 
frontal bone, which is involved in synthesis and secretion of major tear proteins and 
other aqueous components of the trilayered tear film. Any injury to the lacrimal gland, 
which may be age related, drug or radiation therapy induced leads to dysfunction of 
the gland with a resultant hyperosmolarity of the tear film and its subsequent insta-
bility. This tear film instability leads to destabilization of the ocular surface homeo-
stasis and to a number of morbid complications like the dry eye syndrome.

The current treatment modality for chronic dry eye remains palliative, which pro-
vides only temporary symptomatic relief. One of the modalities of providing long 
-term benefit to these patients would be cell therapy to restore or replenish the dam-
aged gland. This review describes the progress and promise of cell therapy for lac-
rimal gland regeneration for potential clinical application.

30.1  Introduction

The human lacrimal gland is a tubuloacinar, almond shaped gland located superior 
and lateral to the eye in the shallow depression of the frontal bone. The lacrimal 
gland can be divided into the main lacrimal gland (orbital and palpebral portions) 
and the accessory lacrimal glands (Gland of Wolfring and Krauss). The lacrimal 
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S. Tiwari and G.K. Vemuganti

gland forms an important entity of the lacrimal functional unit (LFU), which 
comprises of the lacrimal gland, the ocular surface (cornea, conjunctiva and the 
meibomian gland) and the sensory and motor nerves that connect them. The LFU 
controls the secretion of the major components of the tear film and is overall respon-
sible for maintaining the stability of the tear film, transparency of the cornea and the 
quality of the image projected onto the retina (The definition and classification of 
dry eye disease: report of the Definition and Classification Subcommittee of the 
International Dry Eye WorkShop 2007).

Tear film is constituted of the secretions of the lacrimal gland, meibomian gland 
and the conjunctival goblet cells. It has three basic layers: aqueous, which is 3–8 m 
thick and is composed of the secretions of the lacrimal gland; lipid, which is 0.2 m 
thick and is secreted by the meibomian gland; and the mucin layer, 1 m thick, 
secreted mainly by the conjunctival goblet cells (Fig. 30.1). The important constituents 
of human tear are electrolytes like sodium, potassium, calcium, magnesium, bicar-
bonate and chloride; and major proteins like lysozyme, lipocalin, lactoferrin, scIgA, 
albumin and IgG (Table 30.1). Other components of tear film include lipids like 
phosphatidylcholine and phosphatidylethanolamine; mucins like MUC4, MUC5AC, 
MUC1. Minor components like defensins, catalase cytokines also form a part of the 
tear film composition (Tiffany 2008).

The tear film also contributes to the transparency of the cornea and determines 
the quality of image projected on the retina for cortical sensing. The periocular tear 
film is also responsible for providing nutrition to the cornea by acting as a coupling 
medium for the environmental oxygen; protecting the ocular surface due to the 

Fig. 30.1 Layers of tear film
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30 Lacrimal Gland Regeneration: Progress and Promise

antimicrobial properties of lysozyme, lactoferrin and lipocalin present; and also 
providing physical protection to the ocular surface against the shearing force of 
blinking due to the mucins present in it (Tiffany 2008).

30.2  Embryology and Development

The development of the human lacrimal gland has been the subject of numerous 
studies since the early 1900s. Most of these studies, other than the one published by 
Tripathi and Tripathi (1990), report that the gland develops from the ectoderm of the 
superior conjunctival fornix in human embryos with a crown to rump length of 
22–24 mm (de la Cuadra-Blanco et al. 2003).

The two main lacrimal gland lobes – the orbital and the palpebral lobes – originate 
not simultaneously but one after the other. The orbital lobe originates from the 
proliferation of conjunctival fornix epithelial cells in the form of five or six 
epithelial buds and its formation concludes by the end of the second month. This is 
followed by initiation of the palpebral lobe formation. The orbital and the palpebral 
lobes are separated by the levator muscle tendon, which forms during the third week 
of development.

Epithelial-mesenchymal interaction, with its associated cell signaling, has been 
considered by a number of authors to be responsible for morphogenesis, organogene-
sis, cell differentiation and growth (Sanders 1988; Martin 1998; Makarenkova et al. 
2000). Lacrimal gland development is an example of such an interaction in which 
the bud-like invagination of conjunctival epithelium at the fornix is the process, 
which initiates lacrimal gland development (Kammandel et al. 1999). The mesen-
chymal cells surrounding the point of epithelial budding are the periocular cells of 

Table 30.1 Composition of normal human tears

Composition Concentration

Electrolytes mmol/l
Sodium 128.7
Potassium 17
Calcium 0.32
Magnesium 0.35
Bicarbonate 12.4
Chloride 141.3
Major proteins mg/l
Lysozyme 2.07
Lactoferrin 1.65
scIgA 1.93
Lipocalin 1.55
Albumin 0.04
IgG 0.004
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neural crest origin (Johnston et al. 1979). The tubular invaginations of the lacrimal 
gland extends and branches multiple times to form the lobular structure of the 
mature lacrimal gland.

30.3  Histology, Anatomy and Physiology

The lacrimal gland is a tuboacinar gland that consists of secretory epithelium 
arranged in a lobular pattern. These secretory acinar cells empty their secretions 
into ducts that anastomose into a larger nasolacrimal (NLD) duct which drains onto 
the ocular surface. Enveloping the secretory acinar cells are myoepithelial cells that 
contract and squeeze them facilitating the draining of the secretory components into 
the ducts. Between the lacrimal lobes are fibroblasts, which produce the collagen 
and matrix of interstitial regions, and mast cells, which secrete histamine and hepa-
rin (Fig. 30.2). In addition to this basic tissue architecture, the lacrimal gland is 
highly inundated with trafficking B and T lymphocytes as well as plasma cells 
(Walcott 1998).

The secretory acinar cells of the gland are columnar epithelium with basally 
located nucleus and a large perinuclear Golgi body. The ductal cells are more cuboidal 
in shape. The apical portion of the acinar and ductal cells has a number of vesicles 
and the cell base has an associated basement membrane that imparts the cells their 
polarity. Large junctional complex is found near the luminal pole that couples these 
cells electrically and chemically as well as mechanically attaches them with each 
other. Gap junctions like connexin 26 and 32 are also found here. The presence of a 
large number of junctional complexes between the epithelial cells indicate that these 
cells are very closely associated with each other (Walcott 1998).

The lacrimal gland is innervated by the sympathetic as well as the parasympathetic 
arms of the autonomic nervous system (Matsumoto et al. 1992). These nerves have 
a large number of cholinergic fibers and fewer adrenergic fibers. The parasympathetic 

Fig. 30.2 Histology of normal human lacrimal gland 1 Secretory epithelial/acinar cells that 
synthesize and secrete major tear proteins. 2 Myoepithelial cells that envelope the acinar cells. 3 
Interstitium that has fibroblasts that secretes collagen and other extracellular matrix
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30 Lacrimal Gland Regeneration: Progress and Promise

postganglionic neural cell bodies are found in the pterygopalatine (sphenopalatine) 
ganglion as well as the ciliary ganglion. Sympathetic fibers arise in the superior 
cervical ganglion. There is also some amount of sensory innervation of the gland 
from the trigeminal ganglia (van der Werf et al. 1996). Even though the innervation 
is similar across different species yet the nature and pattern of innervations as well 
as the pathway from these ganglia to the gland vary significantly from species to 
species.

The lacrimal gland secretes a number of proteins like lysozyme, lactoferrin, 
lipocalin, scIgA (Tiffany 2008). The secretion of these proteins is regulated by the 
nerves that innervate the gland and their associated nurotransmitters/neuropeptides 
(Walcott 1998). The important receptors present on the lacrimal gland are acetyl-
choline receptors like muscarinc M3 (Mauduit et al. 1993), vasoactive intestinal 
peptide type I and II, norepinephrine like alpha 1 and beta. Other receptors present 
are for neuropeptide Y, adenocorticotrophic hormone (ACTH) and alpha-melanocyte 
stimulating hormone. Since the epithelial cells of the gland are extensively 
coupled by junctional complexes, secondary messengers like inositol triphophate 
can easily diffuse between cells and activate the unstimulated cells too (Walcott 
1998).

The muscarinic receptors in the gland are linked to G proteins, which are in turn 
linked to phospholipase C. This, on activation, releases inositol phosphate 3 (IP3) 
and diacyl glycerol (DAG) (Dartt 1989). IP3 induces the release of intracellular 
stores of calcium and opens calcium channels. DAG, on the other hand, activates 
protein kinase C isoenzymes, which further stimulates secretion. VIP receptors 
activate protein kinase A, which in turn causes cAMP release stimulating protein 
secretion (Hodges et al. 1997). Alpha adrenergic compounds cause protein secretion 
by activating protein kinase C (Walcott 1998).

Protein secretion in the acinar cells involves the fusion of vesicles with the apical 
membrane. There is also a basolateral membrane trafficking that is seen in these 
cells. This is responsible for the entry of molecules like prolactin into the cells. 
In addition, this basolateral membrane trafficking has also been implicated in 
antigen presentation and secretion of autoantigens (Mircheff et al. 1994) which 
leads to immune mediated apoptosis of acinar cells and loss of physiological function 
as seen in conditions like Sjogren’s syndrome.

30.4  The Dry Eye Syndrome

The lacrimal gland forms an integral part of the lacrimal functional unit (LFU) due 
to its physiological function of secreting the aqueous component of the tear film. 
Any perturbation in the functioning of this gland, which may be age related, drug 
induced, autoimmune or due to orbital radiotherapy leads to destabilization of the 
tear film which in turn leads to a chronic debilating condition called the dry eye 
syndrome or keratoconjunctivitis sicca (KCS).
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The International Dry Eye Workshop, 2007 (The definition and classification of 
dry eye disease: report of the Definition and Classification Subcommittee of the 
International Dry Eye WorkShop 2007) defined dry eye as:

Dry eye is a multifactorial disease of the tears and ocular surface that results in symptoms 
of discomfort, visual disturbances and tears film instability with potential damage to the 
ocular surface. It is accompanied by increased osmolarity of tear film and inflammation of 
the ocular surface.

The most important causative/contributing factors for dry eye are (The definition 
and classification of dry eye disease: report of the Definition and Classification 
Subcommittee of the International Dry Eye WorkShop 2007):

Primary lacrimal gland dysfunction due to reduction in circulating androgens
Secondary lacrimal gland dysfunction due to sarcoidosis, lymphoma etc.
Autoimmune diseases like Sjogren’s syndrome
Reflex hyposecretion as in contact lens wear, diabetes, exposure to systemic 
drugs like antihistamines, beta blockers etc.
Orbital radiotherapy for ocular malignancies
Meibomian gland dysfunction

30.5  Etiology of Dry Eye Syndrome

Dry eye may be classified as aqueous deficient dry eye, caused due to lacrimal gland 
dysfunction; or evaporative dry eye, caused due to meibomian gland dysfunction. 
In the former, there is a deficiency in tear production itself due to perturbations in 
lacrimal gland function; and in evaporative dry eye, the rate of evaporation of tear 
from the ocular surface increases due to an unstable lipid film secreted by the dam-
aged meibomian gland (The definition and classification of dry eye disease: report 
of the Definition and Classification Subcommittee of the International Dry Eye 
WorkShop 2007).

There has been a considerable increase in knowledge about the etiopathogenesis 
of dry eye syndrome in the past few years. The pathologic features of this condition 
include increased epithelial proliferation, stratification and abnormal differentiation 
with maintenance of a basal phenotype (Jones et al. 1998). This is accompanied by 
reduced expression of secretory and membrane-bound mucins by the ocular surface 
conjunctival epithelial cells (Danjo et al. 1998) compounding the effects of existing 
lacrimal dysfunction.

The two most important factors that contribute to the initiation and progression 
of dry eye are tear hyperosmolarity and tear film instability that adversely affects 
the ocular surface epithelial function and differentiation (Gilbard et al. 1989a, b). 
Trauma to a poorly lubricated and unprotected ocular surface due to blinking or 
environmental factors becomes a confounding factor, which worsens the condition 
(Lemp 1995; Danjo et al. 1998). Tear film stability, which is important in maintaining 
clear and sharp vision, is threatened when the interactions between stabilizing 
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30 Lacrimal Gland Regeneration: Progress and Promise

tear film constituents are compromised either by decreased tear secretion, delayed 
clearance, or altered tear composition as is seen in xerophthalmia and allergic eye 
diseases. Ocular surface inflammation is secondary consequence. Reflex tear secre-
tion in response to ocular irritation is seen as the initial compensatory mechanism, 
but, with time, due to severe inflammation and chronic secretory dysfunction a 
decrease in corneal sensation occurs which compromises the reflex response and 
results in even greater tear film instability. Dysfunction of the LFU is considered to 
play an important role in the evolution of different forms of dry eye (The definition 
and classification of dry eye disease: report of the Definition and Classification 
Subcommittee of the International Dry Eye WorkShop 2007).

Even though tear fluid is secreted as a hypotonic fluid, yet due to excessive evap-
oration from the exposed ocular surface or low rate of aqueous tear flow (or a com-
bination of the two) tear hyperosmolarity may arise. This hyperosmolarity stimulates 
various inflammatory pathways involving the MAP kinases, inflammatory cytok-
ines (interleukins, tumor necrosis factor alpha) and matrix metalloproteinases 
(MMP9). This cascade of events attracts the circulating T cells within the lacrimal 
glands. Under physiological conditions, the trafficking lymphocytes, finding no 
inflammation, would undergo apoptosis. However, in the presence of inflammatory 
signals, these lymphocytes become activated and secrete pro-inflammatory cytokines, 
which cause homing of additional T cells to the tissue and an increase in the level 
of inflammation thereby aggravating the existing condition and forming a vicious 
loop of inflammation (Fig. 30.3) (Gao et al. 1998). Any condition that results in 
hyper activity of the functional unit can also initiate inflammatory response within 
the lacrimal glands resulting in antigen presentation and cytokine secretion by 
the epithelial cells of the gland (Meggs 1993; Mircheff et al. 1998). These 
pro-inflammatory mediators cause epithelial cell death by apoptosis and also loss 
of conjunctival goblet cells – a combinatorial assault that leads to worsening of 
the existing condition.

30.6  Aqueous Deficient Dry Eye

In addition to release of inflammatory mediators, the etiology of dry eye also 
involves the loss of anti-inflammatory environment within the lacrimal glands, 
which may occur due to a drop in the levels of circulating androgens (Sullivan et al. 
1984; Azzarolo et al. 1997). At the time of menopause in women, or due to various 
pathologic conditions, the level of circulating androgens may drop below a threshold 
level, thus making the tissues vulnerable for the initiation and progression of 
immune-based inflammation. A number of studies have shown a significant correla-
tion between the levels of these inflammatory cytokines and the severity of ocular 
surface irritation symptoms, corneal fluorescein staining and the severity of con-
junctival squamous metaplasia in patients (Pflugfelder et al. 1999).

Severe dry eye is also seen in patients of Sjogren’s syndrome, which is an 
autoimmune disorder. In Sjogren’s, autoantigens are expressed at the surface of the 
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epithelial cells which causes homing and retention of tissue specific CD4 and CD8 
cells. These lymphocytes cause loss of lacrimal acinar and ductal cells due to an 
immune mediated attack leading to tear hyposecretion and destruction of the gland. 
The precise trigger factors for Sjogren’s is not known but risk factors include genetic 
profile, low androgen pool and certain viruses.

Radiation therapy, which represents a commonly used modality in the treatment 
of ocular and oculoadenexal disorders including benign and malignant tumors, also 
contributes to the development of dry eye syndrome in patients. Despite a rapid 
evolution in the field of radiotherapy over the past years, a significant number of 
patients are still seen with acute and chronic ophthalmic complications including 
severe dry eye (Alberti 1997; Durkin et al. 2007). Preliminary data from our institute 
indicates that chronic dry eye develops in over 49 % of the patients who undergo 
external beam radiation therapy for ocular malignancies (unpublished data).

The causes of dry eye post-radiotherapy are multifactorial: (a) decrease in the 
lacrimal secretion leading to loss of aqueous layer; (b) ocular surface damage with 
goblet cell loss leading to loss of mucin secretion; (c) meibomian gland atrophy 
with loss of lipid layer secretion. In the early post-radiotherapy phase, lacrimal 
gland loss has been shown to be due to inflammation mediated apoptotic loss of 
acinar cells. In contrast, stem cells becoming sterile is proposed to be the main 
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Fig. 30.3 Etiology of dry eye disease
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cause in late phase resulting in insufficient replacement of acinar cells with resultant 
decrease in tear secretion. This combined with the radiation induced fibrosis leads 
to loss of lacrimal function with progressive decrease in tear volume and finally 
dry eye (Stephens et al. 1991; Parsons et al. 1996; Barabino et al. 2005; Konings 
et al. 2005).

Contact lens wear is yet another condition that may lead to the development of 
sever dry eye in long-term users. The mechanism underlying the development of dry 
eye in these patients is probably the reduction in corneal sensitivity and an increase 
in tear film osmolarity due to chronic usage. Similar arguments have been proposed 
for the development of dry eye post-LASIK therapy.

30.7  Current Therapies for KCS

Even though there has been significant advancement in the knowledge about lacri-
mal gland dysfunction and development of dry eye syndrome, yet the same cannot 
be said for the management of the condition. Dry eye is still a chronic debilating 
condition, the treatment and management of which aims at palliation and improving 
the quality of life of the patient. The current treatment modalities available are 
lubricating agents like hydroxymethylcellulose, solutions containing bicarbonates 
and potassium, hyposmotic artificial tears (Hypotears, Novartis Ophthalmics) and 
artificial serum. In cases of severe dry eye, therapies such as anti-inflammatory 
medications (cyclosporins A, corticosteroids), pharmacological tear stimulants like 
diquafosol, rebamipide, ecabet sodium, pilocarpine etc. are employed. In certain 
instances, where the patient does not get any relief in symptoms by these, surgical 
interventions like punctal occlusion and salivary gland autotransplantation are done 
to slow down the progress of the condition (Management and therapy of dry eye 
disease: report of the Management and Therapy Subcommittee of the International 
Dry Eye WorkShop 2007).

On recommendation of the sub-committee on the therapy and management of 
dry eye, DEWS 2007 (Management and therapy of dry eye disease: report of the 
Management and Therapy Subcommittee of the International Dry Eye WorkShop 
2007), the treatment/management protocol for this condition is now shifting towards 
employing strategies that would increase the natural production of tears, maintain 
ocular surface integrity and reduce/eliminate the levels of existing inflammation. 
With these objectives in mind various therapeutic avenues are being explored with 
the inclusion of cell therapy for restoring the damaged lacrimal gland.

30.8  Research on Lacrimal Gland

Given the sparsity of data on the etiopathogenesis and treatment of dry eye, it is still 
not clear how alteration in tear film composition can cause such a vicious cycle of 
tear film instability and chronic ocular inflammation. Even though a lot of research 
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is being directed towards profiling the proteins, lipids and other constituents present 
in human tear yet there is a glaring lack of comparative data between normal 
individuals and dry eye patients.

30.8.1  Animal Studies

30.8.1.1  In-Vitro Cultures

An important area of investigation in this field is to find a common link between tear 
film osmolarity, tear film break up response and the resultant inflammatory stress. 
In order to facilitate these studies, not just in-vivo models but also in-vitro models 
are being developed that would greatly assist the investigation into the secretory 
repertoire of lacrimal gland epithelia, regulation of secretion and etiopathogenesis 
of lacrimal gland conditions like Sjogren’s syndrome.

Procedure for in-vitro culturing of lacrimal gland acinar cells has been evolving 
for nearly two decades now. Oliver et al. published one of the first reports on in-vitro 
culture of rat lacrimal gland acinar cells in 1987 wherein they described a method 
for culturing a dividing population of morphologically differentiated rat lacrimal 
acinar cells on a three-dimensional, reconstituted basement membrane gel. The 
cultured acinar cells proliferated on the basement matrix and showed the presence 
of cytoplasmic secretory granules (Oliver et al. 1987). However, their culture 
system could only maintain the epithelial cells for 6–7 days after which fibroblast 
overgrowth was observed. Successful in-vitro culture of lacrimal acinar cells was 
first achieved and published by Meneray and Rismondo in two separate reports in 
1994 (Meneray et al. 1994; Rismondo et al. 1994). The importance of media formu-
lation, supplement profile and extracellular matrix composition for optimal growth 
and functionality of these cells was first reported by Hann et al. (1991) and these 
findings were supported by a number of subsequent reports.

A major problem faced by all these investigators was that the lacrimal acinar 
cells could not be induced to proliferate significantly in-vitro. This issue was 
resolved by Schonthal et al., who reported in 2000 that the in-vitro proliferation of 
lacrimal acinar cells could be improved significantly by the use of EGF, dihydrotes-
tosterone (DHT), Matrigel and HepatoStim culture medium (Schonthal et al. 2000). 
Recent studies report the use of polyethersulfone dead-end tube (Long et al. 2006), 
denuded amniotic membrane (Schrader et al. 2007) as scaffolds and rotary cell 
culture system (Schrader et al. 2009) for successful in-vitro culture of rat or rabbit 
lacrimal glands.

The effect of androgen on the control of secretory component output by the lac-
rimal gland has been well established. The effect of androgens and androgen 
analogues on in-vitro culture of lacrimal acinar cells has helped elucidate the control 
that the androgens exert on the synthesis and secretion of secretory component 
(Sullivan et al. 1984, 1990; Hann et al. 1991; Kelleher et al. 1991) as well as other 
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biochemical parameters related to the lacrimal secretion including the basal tear 
flow rate (Azzarolo et al. 1997).

The culture systems developed for the lacrimal acinar cells have also been 
optimized to assess the functionality of these cells. The currently employed condi-
tions for the in-vitro culture of these secretory cells support the in-vivo mimicry of 
their secretion pattern as elucidated by the detection of scIgA, lactoferrin, lysozyme, 
lacritin and a number of other tear proteins in the culture supernatant.

The last couple of years have seen an increase in the knowledge about the presence 
of stem-like cells in the lacrimal gland of mice (You et al. 2011), rat (Shatos et al. 
2012) and humans (Tiwari et al. 2012). These studies indicate the inherent potential of 
the gland to heal itself following an insult. The study published by You et al. (2011) 
showed that post injection of interleukin into the mouse lacrimal gland which destroys 
areas in the gland, stem-like cells migrate towards the site of injury and heal the 
wound. These cells can be harvested and grown under in-vitro conditions too. However, 
the authors report minimum in-vitro growth from uninjured gland. In contrast, the 
recent study by Shatos et al.(2012) on rat lacrimal gland and our own experience with 
human lacrimal gland showed that stem-like cells are present in the native, uninjured 
gland too which can be maintained under appropriate in-vitro conditions.

The presence of stem cells in the lacrimal gland is an important finding that leads 
us to believe that these cells can be recruited to salvage the damaged gland. However, 
before we take a leap of faith the viability, homing and functionality of these cells 
need to be established by more extensive in-vitro studies and independent animal 
experimentation.

30.8.1.2  Animal Models

In order to better understand this condition, animal models have been developed 
which mimic the features of human dry eye syndrome. The important animal models 
that have increased our knowledge of this condition are:

Mouse models created using scopolamine and environmental dessicating stress 
show that osmolarity of tear as well as secretion of inflammatory cytokines is 
increased under such condition (Gilbard et al. 1989a, b; Stewart et al. 2005).

Mouse model of Sjogren syndrome dry eye have also been developed and it 
has been shown in these models that androgens have the potential to reduce the 
inflammatory response due to autoantigen presentation.

Neurturin deficient mice that develop dry eye and show elevated levels of 
inflammatory mediators in their tears (Song et al. 2003).

Rabbit model of KCS created using the technique of ablation, which shows that 
steroids like dexamethasone can be used to reverse the ocular surface damage and 
also to increase the low tear film break up time (Nagelhout et al. 2005).

Even though it is undeniable that these animal models have indeed increased our 
basic understanding behind the etiopathology of dry eye, yet the fact remains that 
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the extent to which these animal models mimic the human condition is not clear. 
In order to bridge this gap in understanding the similarity/differences between the 
animal form and the human form of the dry eye condition, it is imperative that 
studies be conducted on human tissue. Since it is unethical to undertake such studies 
without sufficient background information, in-vitro models of human lacrimal gland 
become very important tool for research.

30.8.2  Human Lacrimal Gland In-Vitro Cultures

In-vitro work on human lacrimal gland cultures is scarce, possibly due to the 
difficulty in obtaining human tissue for research. To the best of our knowledge and 
literature search, there is just one report published by Yoshino in 2000 (Yoshino 
2000), which dealt with establishing human lacrimal cultures from cadaveric tissue. 
However, the study only reported the potential of these cells to secrete lactoferrin 
(Table 30.2). [AU3]

Table 30.2 In-vitro lacrimal gland research: Information matrix

Year Species In-vitro research References

1987 Rat Established culture Oliver et al. (1987)
1991 Rat Importance of media & growth  

factors for in-vitro cultures
Hann et al. (1991)

1994 Rabbit Physiologically responsive  
in-vitro cultures

Menerey et al. (1994)
Rismondo et al. (1994)

2000 Rabbit Purified acinar cell preparation Guo et al. (2000)
2000 Rabbit Use of EGF, DHT, Matrigel  

and HepatoSTIM for culture
Schonthal et al. (2000)

2000 Human In-vitro culture from  
cadaveric tissue

Yoshino (2000)

1984 Rat Effect of androgen  
on synthesis and secretion  
by lacrimal gland

Sullivan et al. (1984, 1990)
1990 Hann et al. (1991)
1991 Kelleher et al. (1991)
2006 Rat In-vitro culture in polyethersulfone  

dead end tube
Long et al. (2006)

2007 Rabbit In-vitro culture on amniotic membrane Schrader et al. (2007)
2009 Rabbit Rotary cell culture system Schrader et al. (2009)
2011 Mouse Report of mesenchymal stem cells  

in lacrimal gland post injury
You et al. (2011)

2012 Human Established functionally viable  
cultures from fresh tissue,

Tiwari et al. (2012)

Preliminary report on presence  
of stem cells in native  
human lacrimal gland

2012 Rat Progenitor cells in uninjured  
rat lacrimal gland

Shatos et al. (2012)
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Our group initiated work on human lacrimal gland cultures and reported the 
establishment of functionally viable human lacrimal gland in-vitro culture system 
from fresh exenteration specimens (Tiwari et al. 2012). The study also evaluated the 
growth of these cells in on three matrices: Matrigel, collagen and denuded human 
amniotic membrane. The cultured cells showed three distinct morphologies: the 
cells with cobblestone epithelial morphology showed positivity for epithelial markers 
like CK3/12 and E-cadherin, the spindle shaped fibroblasts were positive for CD90 
and vimentin; and cells with a ‘whorled’ epitheloid morphology were positive for 
myoepithelial markers GFAP and S-100. One of the important contributions of this 
paper is the evaluation of the conditioned media, which provides evidence that the 
cultured cells synthesize and secrete quantifiable levels of major tear proteins 
(statistically significantly more than negative controls) like scIgA, lactoferrin and 
lysozyme into the culture supernatant (Fig. 30.4). These cells could be maintained 
in-vitro, with intact secretory function, for a minimum period of 21 days. The cells 
show maximum levels of protein secretion by day 14 and then a decline over a 
period of time as expected. In addition, by day 16–18, these in-vitro cultures show 
the appearance of spherules and structures that look like ductal connections between 
them. Though further studies are warranted, the preliminary evidence points towards 
in-vitro gland formation.

Towards the long-term goal of cell therapy in chronic dry eye condition, it would 
be important to evaluate if these cells could be sustained. Using FACS and immu-
nocytochemistry, we observed presence of stem-like cells (ABCG2 positive, ALDH 
high) in the native human lacrimal gland as well as in our in-vitro cultures. The cell 

Fig. 30.4 Tear protein secretion by in-vitro human lacrimal gland cultures pre and post carbachol 
stimulation (Mean optical values can be correlated to protein levels)
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suspension obtained from native gland (prior to culturing) show 3.1 ± 0.61% the 
number of cells that show ABCG2 positivity by day 14 is 0.3 ± 0.15%, which 
decreases slightly to 0.2 ± 0.13% by day 21.

30.9  Conclusion

Dry eye can be an extremely debilitating condition with high incidence of associ-
ated morbidity. The current prevalence of dry eye in the world is estimated at around 
11–22% (Abelson et al. 2009). In the Indian context, these numbers are estimated 
to be around 18.4–20% (Sahai and Malik 2005; Gupta et al. 2008). These epide-
miological numbers are a good indicator of the need for research on dry eye 
syndrome.

Even though we have come a long way in managing the chronic dry eye patients 
and improving their quality of life, yet there are many existing gaps in literature and 
a lot more needs to be done for these patients therapeutically. Large, well-defined, 
staged and age-matched studies that provide further insights into pathobiology of 
the disease progression and pinpoint to predictive biomarkers in tears would pave 
way for specific treatment.

A lot of what we know of KCS today has been by correlating animal data to 
human scenario. In order to lend credibility to the accrued knowledge, it is essential 
that a comparative study be made between human and mouse/rabbit tears and 
ocular surface protein- lipid profiles. This would enable us to identify the common 
components and pathways involved in various forms of this disorder and would also 
give important clues about the treatment of this condition.

Finally, restoration of physiological function can possibly be achieved by replen-
ishing the stores of damaged tissue, hence cell therapy for chronic cases of dry eye 
appears a promising alternative.
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Abstract
The human lacrimal gland is an essential component of the lacrimal functional unit (LFU). Any perturbation of this unit can lead to
the debilitating morbid condition called the dry eye syndrome (DES). The current line of therapy available for dry eye remains sup-
portive and palliative with the patient being dependent on life long and frequent administration of lubricating eye drops. Even
advanced therapies like punctual plugs, cyclosporine B administration, and salivary gland auto-transplantation have led to a limited
success. Under these scenarios, the option of cell based therapy needs to be explored to provide better and long term relief to
these patients. This review gives an overview of the efforts in lacrimal gland regeneration and examines the past and ongoing
research in cell based therapies in animals as well as human lacrimal gland cultures. The authors discuss their first of its kind func-
tionally viable human lacrimal gland in vitro culture system from fresh exenteration specimens. A brief overview of research in near
future and the potential implications of lacrimal gland regenerative therapies have been discussed.
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Introduction

The human lacrimal gland is an essential component of the
lacrimal functional unit (LFU) which comprises of the lacrimal
gland, the ocular surface (cornea, conjunctiva and the meibo-
mian gland) and the associated sensory and motor nerves
(Figure 1). The LFU controls the secretion of the major com-
ponents of the tear film and is overall responsible for main-
taining the stability of the tear film, transparency of the
cornea and the quality of the image projected onto the
retina.1

Any perturbation in the stability of the tear film leads to
destabilization of the ocular surface which, over a period of
time, can lead to the debilitating morbid condition called
the dry eye syndrome (DES). The composition of the tear film
can be altered due to the dysfunction of either the lacrimal
gland or the meibomian glands; however for the purpose
of this review we will restrict our discussion to lacrimal gland
dysfunction. Lacrimal gland dysfunction and destruction is
seen in cases of advancing age, autoimmune disorders, orbi-
tal radiotherapy, low androgen pool etc. This lacrimal dys-
function causes hyperosmolarity of tear film resulting in a
vicious loop of ocular surface inflammation which is responsi-
ble for ocular epithelial damage leading to corneal ulceration
and eventual decline in visual acuity.1

The current line of therapy available for dry eye remains
supportive and palliative with the patient being dependent
on life long, frequent administration of lubricating or
hydrating eye drops. Even advanced therapies like punctal
plugs, cyclosporine B administration, and salivary gland
auto-transplantation have led to a limited success. Under
these scenarios, the option of cell based therapy needs
e:
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Figure 1. The lacrimal functional unit.
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to be explored to provide better and long term relief to
these patients.
Histology, anatomy and physiology

The lacrimal gland is a tubulo-acinar exocrine gland that
consists of secretory columnar epithelium arranged in a
lobular pattern. These secretory acinar cells empty their
secretions into ducts that anastomose into larger excretory
ducts which drain onto the ocular surface. Both the acinar
and the ductal cells have numerous vesicles in their apical
portion while the base is associated with a basement
matrix. Enveloping the secretory acinar cells are myoepi-
thelial cells that contract and squeeze them enabling the
draining of the secretory components into the ducts. Be-
tween the lacrimal lobes are fibroblasts, which produce
the collagen and matrix of interstitial spaces, and mast
cells, which secrete histamine and heparin. In addition to
this basic tissue architecture, the lacrimal gland is highly
inundated with trafficking B and T lymphocytes as well
as plasma cells.2

The lacrimal gland has both the sympathetic as well as
parasympathetic innervation.3 These nerves have a large
number of cholinergic fibers and fewer adrenergic fibers.
The parasympathetic postganglionic neural cell bodies are
found in the pterygopalatine (sphenopalatine) ganglion as
well as the ciliary ganglion. Sympathetic fibers arise in the
superior cervical ganglion. There is also some sensory inner-
vation of the gland from the trigeminal ganglia.4

The lacrimal gland secretes a number of proteins like lyso-
zyme, lactoferrin, lipocalin, and scIgA.5 The secretion of these
proteins is regulated by the nerves and their associated neu-
rotransmitters or neuropeptides.2 The important receptors
present on the lacrimal gland are acetylcholine receptors like
muscarinic M3, vasoactive intestinal peptide types I and II
and norepinephrine receptors like alpha 1 and beta.6 Other
receptors present are for interacting with neuropeptide Y,
adrenocorticotrophic hormone (ACTH) and alpha- melano-
cyte stimulating hormone (MSH). Since the epithelial cells
of the gland are extensively coupled by junctional complexes,
secondary messengers like inositol triphosphate can easily
diffuse between cells and activate the unstimulated cells
too.2

The dry eye syndrome

The International Dry Eye Workshop, 20071 defined dry
eye as:

‘‘Dry eye is a multifactorial disease of the tears and ocular
surface that results in symptoms of discomfort, visual dis-
turbances and tears film instability with potential damage
to the ocular surface. It is accompanied by increased
osmolarity of tear film and inflammation of the ocular
surface.’’
Dry eye is associated with a high incidence of ocular
morbidity. The current prevalence of dry eye in the world is
estimated at around 11% to 22%.7 In the Indian context,
these numbers are estimated to be around 18.4–20%.8,9

These epidemiological numbers are a good indicator of the
need for research on dry eye syndrome.

The etiology of DES involves a vicious loop of tear
hyperosmolarity, tear film instability and ocular surface
inflammation.10 In addition to this, there is also loss of
anti-inflammatory environment within the gland which may
happen in cases of low androgen pool. Severe dry eye is
also seen in patients of Sjogren’s syndrome in which auto-
antigens are expressed at the surface of the epithelial cells.
These cause homing and retention of tissue specific CD4
and CD8 cells, leading to immune-mediated destruction of
the acinar and ductal components.

Orbital radiation therapy, which is a commonly used
modality in the treatment of oculo-adenexal disorders includ-
ing malignant tumors, has also been implicated in the devel-
opment of DES in patients. Despite a rapid evolution in the
field of radiotherapy over the past years, a significant number
of patients are still seen with acute and chronic ophthalmic
complications including severe dry eye.11,12 Preliminary data
from our institute indicate that chronic dry eye develops in
over 49% of the patients who undergo external beam radia-
tion therapy for ocular malignancies (unpublished data).

Contact lens wear is yet another condition that may lead
to the development of severe dry eye in long-term users. Re-
duced corneal sensitivity and tear film hyperosmolarity are
the probable underlying mechanisms.1

The current treatment modalities available for DES are
lubricating agents like hydroxymethyl cellulose, solutions
containing bicarbonates and potassium, hyposmotic artificial
tears and artificial serum. In cases of severe dry eye, therapies
such as anti-inflammatory medications (cyclosporin A, corti-
costeroids), pharmacological tear stimulants like diquafosol,
rebamipide, ecabet sodium, pilocarpine etc. have also been
used. In certain severe cases, surgical interventions like punc-
tal occlusion and salivary gland auto-transplantation are done
to slow down the progress of the condition and minimize det-
rimental sequale.13

On recommendation of the committee on the therapy and
management of dry eye, the treatment or management pro-
tocol for this condition is now shifting toward employing
strategies that would increase the natural production of
tears, maintain ocular surface integrity and reduce or elimi-
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nate the levels of existing inflammation.13 With these objec-
tives in mind various therapeutic avenues are being explored
with the inclusion of cell therapy for restoring the function of
the damaged lacrimal gland.
Lacrimal gland regeneration

Currently available data on the etiopathogenesis and
treatment of dry eye are still insufficient to explain how alter-
ation in tear film composition can cause such a vicious cycle
of tear film instability and chronic ocular inflammation. Even
though a lot of research is being directed toward profiling
the proteins, lipids and other constituents of human tear
yet there is a glaring lack of comparative data between nor-
mal individuals and dry eye patients.
Animal lacrimal gland in vitro cultures

An important area of investigation in this field is to find a
common link between tear film osmolarity, tear film break up
response and the resultant inflammatory stress. In order to
facilitate these studies, not just in vivo models but also
in vitro models are being developed that would greatly assist
the investigation into the secretory repertoire of lacrimal
gland epithelia, regulation of secretion and etiopathogenesis
of lacrimal gland involvement in disorders like Sjogren’s
syndrome.

Past two decades have seen evolution in the procedure for
in vitro culturing of lacrimal gland acinar cells. Oliver et al.14

published one of the first reports on in vitro culture of rat lac-
rimal gland acinar cells wherein they described a method for
culturing a dividing population of morphologically differenti-
ated rat lacrimal acinar cells on a three-dimensional, reconsti-
tuted basement membrane gel. The cultured acinar cells
proliferated on the basement matrix and showed the
presence of cytoplasmic secretory granules.14 However, their
culture system could only maintain the epithelial cells for
6–7 days after which fibroblast overgrowth was observed.
Successful in vitro culture of lacrimal acinar cells was first
achieved and published by Meneray and Rismondo in two
separate reports in 1994.15,16 Reports from Hann et al.17

and numerous subsequent authors have emphasized the
importance of media formulation, supplement profile and
extracellular matrix composition for optimal growth and func-
tionality of lacrimal acinar cells.

A major problem faced by all these investigators was that
the lacrimal acinar cells could not be induced to proliferate
significantly in vitro until Schonthal et al.18 in 2000 improvised
Figure 2. Human lacrimal gland in vitro cultu
on the media composition by the use of epidermal growth
factor (EGF), dihydrotestosterone (DHT), Matrigel™ and
HepatoStim™ culture medium.18 A number of recent publica-
tions also report the use of polyethersulfone dead-end
tube19, denuded amniotic membrane20 as scaffolds and ro-
tary cell culture system21 for successful in vitro culture of rat
or rabbit lacrimal glands. The effect of androgens and andro-
gen analogs on in vitro culture of lacrimal acinar cells has
helped elucidate the control that the androgens exert on
the synthesis and secretion of secretory component17,22–24

as well as other biochemical parameters related to the lacri-
mal secretion including the basal tear flow rate.25

The culture systems developed for the lacrimal acinar cells
have also been optimized to assess the functionality of these
cells. The currently employed conditions for the in vitro cul-
ture of these secretory cells support the in vivo mimicry of
their secretion pattern as elucidated by the detection of scIg-
A, lactoferrin, lysozyme, lacritin and a number of other tear
proteins in the culture supernatant.

You et al.26 showed that post injection of interleukin into
the mouse lacrimal gland which destroys areas in the gland,
stem-like cells migrate toward the site of injury and heal
the wound. These cells could also be harvested and grown
under in vitro conditions. However, the authors report mini-
mum in vitro growth from uninjured gland. In contrast, the re-
cent study by Shatos et al.27 on rat lacrimal gland and our
own experience with human lacrimal gland tissue28 showed
that stem-like cells are present in the native, uninjured gland
too which can be maintained under appropriate in vitro
conditions.

Human lacrimal gland in vitro cultures – our experience

In-vitro work on human lacrimal gland cultures is scarce,
possibly due to the difficulty in obtaining human tissue for re-
search. To the best of our knowledge and literature search,
there is just one report published by Yoshino et al.29 in
2000, which dealt with establishing human lacrimal cultures
from cadaveric tissue. However, the study was a limited re-
port which only partially explored the secretory potential of
the cells and the various sub-populations present.

Our group has been working with human lacrimal gland
cultures since 2008 and we were the first to report the estab-
lishment of functionally viable human lacrimal gland in vitro
cultures from fresh exenteration specimens.28 Our results
show successful establishment of human lacrimal gland cul-
tures on three matrices: Matrigel™, collagen-1 and denuded
human amniotic membrane. We have extensively character-
ized our culture system using markers for epithelial, myoepi-
res: phase contrast microscope images.



Figure 3. FACS analysis of fresh human lacrimal gland cells.

Figure 4. FACS analysis of cultured human lacrimal gland cells.
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Figure 5. Potential cell therapy for aqueous deficient dry eye.
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thelial and mesenchymal origin by immunohistochemistry/
immunocytochemistry and flow cytometry. Our established
cultures show the capacity to synthesize and secrete quanti-
fiable levels of major tear proteins like scIgA, lactoferrin
and lysozyme into the culture supernatant. We have success-
fully shown that these lacrimal epithelial cultures can be
maintained in vitro, with intact secretory function, for a mini-
mum period of 21 days. In addition, we also reported that by
day 16–18, these in vitro cultures show the appearance of
‘spherules’ and structures that look like ductal connections
between them (Figure 2). We believe that this indicates their
potential for in vitro gland formation.

Toward the long-term goal of cell therapy in chronic dry
eye condition, we have also looked for the presence of
stem-like cells in the native human lacrimal gland as well as
in the established cultures. From the criteria available, we
have used ABCG2, CD117 positivity and ALDH levels, clone
formation ability, quiescence and label retaining properties
to indicate the presence of stem-like cells.

Using flow cytometry and immunochemistry we have
shown preliminary evidence indicating the presence of
stem-like cells (ABCG2 positive, ALDH high) in the native hu-
man lacrimal gland as well as in our in vitro cultures. In the na-
tive gland around 3.1 ± 0.61% of the cells showed ABCG2
positivity and around 3.8 ± 1.26% showed high levels of
ALDH (Figure 3). In the in vitro cultures, the number of cells
that showed ABCG2 positivity by day 14 is 0.3 ± 0.15%,
which decreased slightly to 0.2 ± 0.13% by day 21. Similar
is the case with ALDH. CD117, which is a stem cell marker
in exocrine glands, also showed positivity: at time = 0 about
6.7 ± 2.0% of the cells were CD117 positive. This number re-
duced to 0.2 ± 0.05 by day 14 and 0.2 ± 0.05 by day 21
in vitro (Figure 4)

In order to enrich the number of stem cells in vitro we have
also cultured these cells as free floating ‘lacrispheres’ which
are very similar to salispheres and prostaspheres. These
spheres show a fourfold increase in CD117 positive cells
(0.8%), increased clone forming ability and higher percent-
age of label retaining cells than the adherent cultures (unpub-
lished data).

We believe that these lacrispheres are very similar in their
phenotype as well as cellular architecture to salispheres.
Since the latter is being used as a potential cell therapy for
restoring function in animal model of xerostomia,30 we be-
lieve similar results could be expected from lacrispheres too.
Conclusion

Even though we have come a long way in managing the
chronic dry eye patients and improving their quality of life,
yet there are a number of aspects that still need to be looked
at and addressed. One of the principle areas that need fo-
cused attention is to understand the mechanisms behind
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the development and progression of this condition and to
develop biomarker(s) for this condition. A large, well-defined,
staged and age-matched study would probably be required
for this.

A lot of fundamental science we know of dry eye today has
been by correlating animal data with human scenario. In
order to lend credibility to the accrued knowledge, it is
essential that a comparative study be made between human
and mouse or rabbit tears and ocular surface protein–lipid
profiles. This would enable us to identify the common com-
ponents and pathways involved in various forms of this disor-
der and would also give important clues about the treatment
of this condition.

The last couple of years have seen an increase in the
knowledge about the presence of stem-like cells in the lacri-
mal gland of mice,26 rat27 and humans.28 These studies indi-
cate the inherent potential of the gland to heal itself
following an insult. In contrast, the recent study by Shatos
et al.27 on rat lacrimal gland and our own experience with hu-
man lacrimal gland showed that stem-like cells are present in
the native, uninjured gland too which can be maintained un-
der appropriate in vitro conditions.

Another important area that needs to be explored care-
fully is the potential to use cell therapy in chronic cases of
dry eye. Cell therapy is being used successfully to treat a sim-
ilar condition called xerostomia involving the salivary gland
under preclinical settings.30 Even though there is not enough
work that has been done toward cell therapy in dry eye, yet
its similarity with salivary gland leads us to believe that a sim-
ilar therapeutic approach may prove beneficial to the chronic
patients of dry eye too (Figure 5).

The presence of stem cells in the lacrimal gland is an
important finding that leads us to believe that these cells
can be recruited to salvage the damaged gland. However,
before we take a leap of faith, the viability, homing and
functionality of these cells need to be established by more
extensive in vitro studies and independent animal experimen-
tation. Subsequent use of cell based therapies to rescue and
regenerate diseased lacrimal gland in humans is a promising
prospect.
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Abstract

Purpose:Tear film deficiency due to lacrimal gland dysfunction or damage is an important cause of ocular 
morbidity. Restoration of gland function by transplantation of autologous ex-vivo expanded stem cells 
located in the lacrimal gland is one of the options that could relieve this problem. We have previously 
reported the presence of stem-like and functionally competent differentiated cells in in-vitro cultures of 
human lacrimal gland. The present study focuses on the formation of ‘lacrispheres’ under serum-free 
condition and the expression of stemness in them.

Methods:Fresh human lacrimal gland tissues (n=7) from patients undergoing exenteration were harvested 
for cultures after IRB approval. The gland was processed by enzymatic digestion using a cocktail of 
collagenase and hyaluronidase. The isolated cells were plated on ultralow attachment plates as group of 
two-three cells and fed with HepatoStim supplemented with epidermal growth factor, fibroblast growth 
factor and N2. The spheres were pulse-labeled with BrDU, analyzed for the expression of CD117 by 
immunocytochemistry and their colony forming efficiency was assessed on Matrigel.

Results:Serum free cultures demonstrate spheres from human lacrimal gland in-vitro within 2-3 days of 
plating. These spheres grow in size over 3-14 days and can be serially passaged to generate secondary 
spheres. Anti-BrDU labeling of these spheres indicate the presence of 3.8% of high intensity cells at the 
periphery and about 3% dull intensity cells at the center. These also show positive labeling for CD117 and 
formation of clones in Matrigel (CFU 3.1%) indicating the presence of stemness.

Conclusions:This is the first report on the generation of ‘lacrisphers’ in human lacrimal gland cultures. It 
strengthens our initial reports that human lacrimal gland has a storehouse of stem cells that can be 
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maintained in-vitro and could possibly serve as potential source of cell therapy for the regeneration of the 
functionally compromised gland.

Keywords: 576 lacrimal gland • 486 cornea: tears/tear film/dry eye • 721 stem cells
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